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A novel experimental approach to the direct measurement of 
wall shear stresses in fully developed turbulent flow in concentric 
annuli is presented. By means of a specially constructed 6 m test 
rig known as the 'floating sleeve', results of individual wall shear 
stresses, friction factors and shear stress distributions were 
obtained for Reynolds numbers from 25 000 to 220 000 with radius 
ratios from 0,091 to 0,376. Tests were conducted using both smooth 
and rough annuli. 
A summary of previous investigations and an examination of 
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S E C T I 0 N 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Steady, fully developed flow of a Newtonian fluid in the annular 
duct between two coaxial cylindrical pipes, has been the subject of 
many investigations attempting to augment the well-known work of 
Nikuradse and others on the plain pipe and the parallel plate channel. 
In this document, concentric coaxial pipes of this nature will be 
referred to as annuli; the inner pipe will be known as the core and 
the outer pipe will be known as the sleeve. 
The governing equations for incompressible flow are the Navier 
Stokes equation~ derived separately by Navier and Stokes in 1827 
and 1845 respectively. These are partial non-linear equations and 
are therefore insoluble by any analytical method known today. Only 
for simplified cases, such as laminar flow, does the advective term 
in the Navier-Stokes equation become zero, thus reducing the equations 
to a linear form and permitting a solution. Generally therefore, 
flow variables such as head loss, velocity profiles and heat transfer 
must be determined in the laboratory. 
Fully developed annular flow is of interest to the engineer 
because of its direct engineering applications ranging from oil 
refineries, in which pipes of this type are in common use, to nuclear 
power plants, where heat transfer from core rods needs to be analysed. 
For the fluid mechanician, turbulent annular flow can provide insight 
into the problem of developing a complete theory of turbulence. This 
is because the annulus is the most general case of circular duct flow. 
Simpler flows such as those in cylindrical pipes and parallel plates 
(the parallel plate is a limiting case of annular flow) have previously 
been studied in detail; the velocity distributions heat transfer and 
friction factors can be predicted both from experimental data and with 












However, research into the problem of annular flow has produced 
no unified theory. Instead, the results to date are examples of 
disparity and contradiction. Yet it is worth noting what Bradshaw 
an authority on turbulence, has to say of the circular pipe. "The 
circular pipe is a more difficult case than the duct of high aspect 
ratio . . . the flow looks innocuous but is in reality diabolically 
complicated". If the flow is so complicated in the relatively 
simple circular pipe with a radially symmetric velocity and shear 
(3) 
stress profile, it is perhaps not surpr.ising that the flow character-
istics of the more complicated annulus with its radially asymmetric 
velocity and shear stress profiles have not been determined conclusively. 
The purpose of this thesis was threefold: 
(i) To determine the extent and results of past research into 
the flow in annular pipes 
(ii) To construct an apparatus to measure directly the shear 
force on one of the walls of an annulus, as well as the 
axial pressure gradient; thus enabling the shear force 
on both walls to be calculated 
(iii) To carry out tests on various annular geometries, thus 
yielding new information on the shear stress distributions 
within annuli 
Because the differing method of velocity and shear stress 
measurement in annular flow are the source of contradictions in the 
results to date, Section 2 examines these methods in outline. 
Section 3 details previous research in this field and comments on the 
methods used and results achieved. Section 4 describes in detail 
the apparatus, known as the floating sleeve, which was constructed 
to measure the outer wall shear force directly. Section 5 deals 
with the choice and application of roughness, with special reference 
to the constructed apparatus. In Section 6, the governing equations 
are derived in vector notation and some results and insights yielded 
by the equations are studied. The float~ng sleeve results for flows 
in the Reynolds number range 25 000 to 220 000 for smooth and rough 
pipes, and smooth and rough annuli with radius ratios from 0,091 












S E C T I 0 N 2 
VELOCITY AND SHEAR STRESS MEASURING DEVICES 
All experimental work involves the measurement of the physical 
quantities concerned. The required degree of accuracy of the 
measurements dictates the experimental requirements and depends upon 
the nature of the information needed. 
A knowledge of the instruments used in these measurements is 
essential if one is to be aware of their accuracy and of the principles 
upon which they operate. Only if this knowledge is present can 
constructive criticism about the validity of their results be produced. 
The large inconsisteneies and contradictions of past research into 
turbulent concentric annular flow have resulted mainly from the 
limitations of the measuring devices. 
The main requirement of this thesis was to determine the wall 
shear stresses in an annulus. An examination of the previous 
instruments used for directly or indirectly measuring these stresses 
is not only informative but also serves to show why, because of the 
difficulties encountered, these methods were rejected in favour of 
the 'floating sleeve method' of determining the wall shear stresses, 
as described in Section 4. 
2.1 The Pitot Tube 
The total pressure at a point in a moving fluid can be measured 
as the stagna:tion pressure at the front o·f a suitable body. The 
body used should cause as little disturbance to the velocity streamlines 
as possible and a suitable choice of shape was first made by Henri 
Pitot in 1732. The so-called Pitot tube is in constant use today and 
consists simply of a thin tube, (in very small sizes these may be made 
from hypodermic needles) aligned along the flow direction. However, 
the use of the Pitot tube for the accurate determination of velocity 
profiles is not as straightforward as is frequently thought. 
Bradshaw (
2
) gives the accuracy of the pressure recorded by the tube 

















wh~re P = difference between static pressure of the stream and 
v 
total pressure at the stagnation point 
= distance from the solid boundary to the geometric 
centre of the Pitot tube 
Now if the shear flow consists of turbulent velocity stream in which 
the velocity distribution is approximated by a one seventh power law then 
2 
k2y~ p 
= 2 (P ) v Yo 




(k2y7 p) dy 
2d 
.2 
7k2p = {(yo + ~d)1 
18d 
.2 
(y - ~d)7 } 
0 
where d = width of Pitot tube opening 
y = distance from solid boundary to an arbitrary 
individual point within the tube opening 
(Eq. 2) 
If the centre of the Pitot tube is say one to two tube diameters from 
the solid boundary then (P ) approximates P to within one per cent. 
v y v 
This is certainly more accura~e than is the case for the same tube 
placed in a viscous boundary layer as also shown in Fig. 1. In this 















y + ld 0 2 
(k2;y:2~) 
p = t -ld d;y: v 2d 0 
~ + ~d) 3 (y - ~d)3} = 6d {(yo 0 (Eq. 3) 
If the centre of the Pitot tube in this case is say half a tube 
A 
diameter away from the solid boundary, than P is about 30% greater v 
than (P ) . 
v Yo 
Thus when Pitot tubes are used in shear flows a correction is needed 
to find the effective position of the tube which is non-coincident 
with the actual position. The magnitude of this correction is 
largely governed by the magnitude of the velocity gradient in which 
the tube is placed. 
In order to circumvent this correction use is often made of a flattened 
Pitot tube such as that shown in Fig. 2. 
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For these flattened Pitot tubes, the corrections for displacement 
are often ignored as being of a smaller order of magnitude than the 
acctiracy necessary for the positioning of the tube. 
Another error which may be present in the viscous layer, occurs when 
there is such a large pressure change across the tube opening that 
secondary circulation in this region causes a further displacement 
of the centre of pressure of the tube in the direction of the increasing 
velocity gradient. 
(ii) Correction for displaced centre due to surface proximity: 
It has been found experimentally that Pitot tube calibrations made 
in streams remote from solid boundaries yield incorrect results when 
used for measurements close to a boundary. This is partly due to the 
change in velocity profile as noted above and partly due to the 
mutual interference of the tube and the boundary. Bradshaw (2 ) noted 
that "The correction of Pitot tube readings for proximity to a solid 
surface is less straightforward than the correction for transverse 
velocity gradient because the error depends on the whole of the 
velocity profile between the tube position and the wall". But it 
appears that little information on the details of this correction 
are available and no empirical results could be found. 
Correction for turbulence: 
For turbulent flow, the Pitot tube reading is increased by an amount 
of the order of ~p(u' 2 + u' 2 + u' 2 ) assuming that the mean square 
x y z 
fluctuations are all approximately equal. The value of the error in 
total head as measured by the Pitot tube is difficult to determine, 
however limited experiments have shown that for small tubes the mean 
total pressure may be measured with acceptable accuracy. 
(iv) Corrections for flow disturbance: 
Because any object placed in a velocity stream affects the static 












or a Pitot tube in conjunction with a wall piezometer to correct for 
these distrubances. The magnitude of the correction is dependent 
on the individual characteristics of the tube. 
(v) Correction for inclination: 
There is general experimental agreement that the correction to the 
reading for circular tubes with plane ends, with regard to the yaw 
of the tube in the stream, is negligible for angles of incidence less 
than 10 degrees. 
(vi) Correction for burrs: 
Microscopic burrs and irregularities often affect the tube readings 
of small tubes. It has been found easier to calibrate for the 
· pressure coefficient P · coef' 
(Eq. 4) 
where pt = actual total pressure 
P' = measured total pressure t 
p = actual static pressure s 
which takes into account all physical characteristics of the tube, 
rather than to exercise special care in their manufacture. 
For many practical purposes the above limitations and corrections 
for Pitot tube use are trivial. Yet for the precise measurement of 
total pressure in annular flow two difficulties arise. In regions of 
steep velocity gradient the total pressure measured by the Pitot tube 
requires large corrections determined mainly by the magnitude of the 
velocity gradient and the proximity to a surface. In regions of flat 
velocity gradients the Pitot tube is too inaccurate to measure (at 
least in detail sufficient for the determination of the exact.position 
of maximum velocity), the small differences in total pressure between 












to measure accurately the position of maximum. velocity in annular 
turbulent flow, have for these reasons been unsuccessful. 
2.2 The Double Pitot Tube 
Attempts to measure precisely the flat portions of a velocity 
profile, such as those found in the central zone of turbulent channel 
or annular flow, by means of a single Pitot tube have proved unsatis-
factory. A good overall profile can be obtained but the results for 
the precise determination of the position of maximum. velocity have 
been too variable and inconsistent to be conclusive. 
In order to try and determine the position of maximum velocity 
precisely, the double Pitot tube was introduced by Brighton and Jones (4) 
Since the accurate determination of this position of maximum velocity 
is usually of no importance, it is perhaps not surprising that there 
is very little literature available on the double Pitot tube. As will 
be seen later for some experiments in annular flow, the determination 
of this position was fundamental to the determination of the wall shear 
stresses and wall friction factors. 
The double Pitot tube such as that shown in Fig. 3, consists 
merely of two ordinary Pitot tubes mounted very close together and 
connected via a differential manometer. Some idea of the size of 
tubes can be gained from previous research. 
Brighton and Jones (4) used two hypodermic needles having 
external diameters of 0,64 mm and internal diameters of 0,32 mm 
spaced 5 mm apart. 
---;.~ Qlf'(ECTlGN OF FLOW 












(32) Quarmby used needles flattened to 0,25 mm with an effective 
spacing of 1,27 mm. 
It would appear that the double Pitot tube would present an 
accurate method of determining the position of maximum velocity -
at least more accurate than the standard single Pitot tube. One of 
the only theoretical criticisms would be that the null differential 
manometer reading, indicating the position of maximum velocity, would 
not necessarily correspond to the point midway between the two tubes. 
This error would be minimised by reducing the separation between tubes. 
Yet Quarmby (32 ) has shown experimentally that the double Pitot 
tube is no more accurate than the single Pitot tube, especially at low 
Reynolds numbers. His results showed that the positions of maximum 
velocity obtained with a double Pitot tube were too variable to 
be conclusive. 
Experiments have shown that little faith can be placed in the 
determination of the position of maximum velocity by single or double 
Pitot tubes with the accuracy required for annular flow calculations. 
2.3 The Preston Tube 
More than 20 years ago Preston (30) published a method of 
measuring wall shear stresses, based on the use of a modified Pitot 
tube resting on the wall-surface, the so called Preston tube, together 
with an extension of the Stanton tube outside the laminar sublayer. 
The Stanton tube consisted of a very small flattened Pitot tube placed 
in the viscous sublayer of a shear flow. In theory the tube could be 
used to measure the wall shear stress for both a laminar and a turbulent 
main flow, however in practice it was found difficult to construct a 
tube small and robust enough to lie entirely within the viscous sub-
layer. The Preston tube is a much larger circular Pitot tube that 
extends right into the turbulent portion of the nominally constant 
stress layer. Preston's original tubes ranged in external diameter 
from 0,74 mm to 3,08 mm and all had a constant ratio of internal to 
external tube diameter of close to 0,6. They were mounted on the wall 
surface as shown in Fig. 4. 
is shown in Fig. 5~ 















Fig. 4 Preston's original Pitot tube mounting 
~uter Preston tu be 
Fig. 5 Preston tubes in an annulus 
22. 
The concept of measuring wall shear stresses with a Preston tube 
rests on the assumption that close to the wall surface in turbulent 
shear flow there exists a region in which the flow is determined by 
the wall shear stress and the relevant properties of the fluid only, 
i.e. independent of the nature of the outer turbulent flow. Past 
experiments had indicated, and the mixing length had predicted, the 












= (Eq. 5) 
where u = time mean velocity at a distance y from the wall 
1 
UT = friction velocity (T /p)2 w 
T = wall shear stress w 
~ Empirically Eq. 5 has been shown to apply to a region close 
to the wall of the order of 1/10 of the flat plate boundary layer 
thickness. This region is therefore far larger than the viscous 
sublayer which it incorporates. Close to the wall in the viscous 
sublayer Eq. 5 assumes the form 
u yUT (Eq. 6) = u \) 
T 
and this is the basis of the Stanton tube method. 
If Eq. 5 is valid then it appears as if the only independent 
variables in this region are p, v, T and a suitable length. For a 
w 
Preston tube mounted on a wall surface the difference between the 
total pressure read by the tube and the related undisturbed static 
pressure at the wall would be the dependent variable depending only 
on p, v, T 
w 
and d the internal diameter of the tube. Selecting d for 
geometric similarity, p for dynamic similarity and\! for kinematic 
similarity the Buckingham-TI method of dimensional analysis yields 
the equation used by Preston: 
(Eq. 7) 
Providing Eq. 7 is valid, the form of fn
2 
can be established 
in a horizontal circular pipe where the wall shear stress can be 



















where 6P = value of axial static pressure drop over a length L 
s 
D = internal diameter of pipe 
Now if the results of a range of geometrically similar Preston 
tubes are plotted in the form of Eq. 7 for varying 6P , and are 
s 
found to lie on a well defined curve, then the curve represents 
fn2 and the existence of a region of local dynamical similarity has 
been established. Fig. 6 shows the positioning of a Preston tube 
in relation to the mean velocity variation in a pipe. 


























2 3 4 s 6 7 
Fig. 7 Preston's result or the value of fn 2 
Having established the form and value of fn2 , the Preston 
tube may be used to determine the wall shear stresses (in any situation 
where this calibration is valid) by means of Eq. 7. It can be 
shown that the experimental calibration curve described in Fig. 7 
is compatible with that derived from the universal logarithmic law 
of the wall for flow in a circular pipe provided the relevant 
corrections for Pitot tubes, discussed in 2.1, are applied. 
Although Preston's experimental results substantiated the 
validity of the method, considerable doubt was cast upon the univer-
sality of his findings by independent researchers in England and 
America. It was left to Head and Rechenberg (lO) to provide con-
vincing evidence that the function fn2 defining the law of the wall 
was universal for fully developed turbulent flow in pipes and channels, 
and that it applied also in the wall region of a turbulent boundary 













experiments consisted of demonstrating that a Preston tube gave the 
same readings in pipe and flat plate boundary layer flows for the 
same values of wall shear stress. However, whilst their results 
established the validity of the Preston tube method, Patel (29 ) 
established that although Preston's concept had been correct, his 
calibration had in fact been in error. Today the Preston tube is 
usually used in conjunction with Patel's calibration. 
Yet it is necessary to realise that the validity of the 
Preston tube method is dependent on three conditions: 
(i) The Preston tube representative length dimension must be 
small compared with the pipe diameter 
(ii) The Preston tube must lie within the region for which 
Eq. 5 holds 
(iii) The Preston tube may only be used in flows where the 
universal logarithmic velocity profile is the same for 
which the tube has been calibrated 
Thus it appears to date that the Preston tube is a good and 
accurate means of determining skin friction for flow situations 
similar to those for which it has been calibrated. This last 
stipulation is important as will be seen later on when dealing with 
annular flows. 
2.4 The Hot Wire Anemometer 
For steady laminar flow, instruments such as the Pitot tube 
are suitable for measuring velocities in all regions except those 
close to solid boundaries. When turbulent flow is present, only 
the temporal mean velocities can be measured by the Pitot tube. 
Although modern day developments include sophisticated methods such 
as laser-Doppler techniques, the most satisfactory method at present 
of measuring turbulent fluctuations is the hot wire anemometer. 
In essence, the hot wire anemometer is a resistance thermometer 











wire (d < 0,025 mm) usually not more than 5 mm long, supported at 
the ends between two inert probes (for diagram see Fig. 8). The 
wire is usually made of platinum, a platinum alloy or tungsten, the 
disadvantage of tungsten being that it cannot be soft soldered. The 
wire is heated by passing an electric current through it and noting 
the heat loss from the wire caused by the velocity stream. This 
heat loss (neglecting secondary effects), equals the heat generated 
through the wire by virtue of its electrical resistance. The wire 
may either be operated at constant current by using a large series 
resistor in conjunction with the power supply or at constant temp-
erature as one arm of a Wheatstone bridge. 
The rate of heat transfer (per unit length) 8/L from a long 
fine wire, the axis of which is normal to a uniform gas flow of 
velocity U, depends upon: 
d = the wire diameter 
A = the mean free path of gas molecules 
T = the absolute temperature of the wire w 
Tf = the absolute temperature of the free stream velocity 
k = fluid thermal conductivity 
\) = diffusivity of momentum 
K = diffusivity of heat at free stream temperature 
Using dimensional analysis one obtains: 
(Eq. 9) 
where Nu = rate of heat transfer k(temperature gradient) area of wire 
= Gd (Eq. 10) 












Re = ud/v and is known as the Reynolds number 
Pr = V/K and is known as the Prandtl number 
Kn = A/d and is known as the Knudsen number 
Most of the parameters in the above law can be neglected. 
For example Pr is reasonably constant for any one gas in the normal 
operating range and Kn is negligible for gases where Kn is less than 
0,015 anu this is usually the case. 
Hinze (ll)) shows that 
Empirical results (from 
Nu = 0,42 Pr0 ' 2 + 0,57 Pro, 33 Re0,5 (Eq. 11) 
which can be written in the form 
Nu = A + B /u/v where A and B are constant (Eq. 12) 
Now the energy d:is3ipation per unit time from the wire must be equal 
to the heat generated per unit time by virtue of the electrical 
current passing through its resistance. 
where 
8 = I 2R = VI 
w 
I = inst ant aneous 
R = instantaneous w 
v = instantaneous 
Replacing 8 in Eq. 10 gives 
I 2 R 
Nu w = k(Tw - Tf)L 
(Eq. 13) 
value of current through the wire 
value of the wire resistance 
voltage across probe tips 
(Eq. 14) 
The temperature differential in the Nusselt number may be equated to 
a resistance differential due to the temperature dependence of the 













where Rf = resistance of wire at fluid mean stream temperature 
a = temperature coefficient of resistance 
Eq. 15 has assumed the ambient fluid temperature as a reference 
and that a is the average value between Tf and Tw. A reference 
temperature of say 0° C could equally well have been chosen. Some-
times, small variations of k and a occur with temperature, and correct-
ions, which will not be dealt with here, are necessary. Usually 
isothermal conditions are assumed and thus variation in k and a are 
neglected. Substituting Eq. 15 into Eq. 14 gives 
Nu = 
R - R 
TikL w f (0,42 Pr0,2 + 0,57 Pr0,33 Re0,5) 
a Rf 
(Eq. 16) 
Assuming constant temperature conditions, this can be written as 
= C + Dlu (Eq_. 17) R - R w f 
In practice, the constants C and D are not calculated but 
are determined experimentally. This is quite.easily done. The 
determination of Nu as a function of Re and Pr can be simplified 
as shown to finding the variation with 
ru of R /(R - Rf) for constant current, w w 
or the variation with 











The relationship between I 2 and ;; is linear as shown by 
Eq. 17 and calibration of the hot wire is usually done with a 
I . ' : 
' .I 
30. 
Pitot-static tube in a smooth gas flow whose turbulent fluctuation 
intensity is as low as possible. The simplification is possible 
because the constants omitted from Re and Nu are ~t for a 
given wire probe. t~cl 
The validity of the above calibration will now be established 
for low turbulence intensities. Consider a hot wire probe placed 
normal to the mean velocity stream U (see Fig. 8). x It is important 
and yet not obvious that the cylindrical hot wire is sensitive only 
to the u' fluctuations: 
x 
Assume that the wire is exposed to fluctuating air flow of 
a low relative intensity of turbulence such that 
where 
u I /U « 1 
x x 
u' = fluctuating component of the x-direction velocity 
x 
U = temporal mean component of the x-direction velocity x 
Assume also that the mean flow is unidirectional and equal 
to U and suppose that the wire is unaffected by fluctuations x 
parallel to its axis. Then 
u >> u 'V u x y z 
where u , u and u are the instantaneous velocities in the x, y x y z 
and z directions respectively. 
(U + u I) » (U + u I) 'V (U + u I) 
x x y y z z 












But u' rvu 1 rv u' because at the axis of a conduit turbulence 
x y z 
is isotropic. Therefore the sensitivity to the u' fluctuations x 
must be concerned with U . x 
The magnitude of any fluctuation in 
the plane normal to the wire axis causes the response of the wire and 
u res 
=/(u +u') 2 
x x 
(Eq. 18) 
= U (1 + u'/U + u' 2 /2U2 - u'u' 2 /2U 3 + .•. ) (Eq. 19) x xx y x xy x 
The fluctuating part of which is approximately equal to 
u' 
u' + --1:. x 2U x 
Thus if u' rv u' << U , the hot wire can be assumed to measure 
x y x 
the u' fluctuations and the linearised calibration established 
x 
earlier is valid. This is because the relative magnitude of the 
u' fluctuations is small 
y 
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However, it is very important to consider the effect of 
large scale turbulence fluctuations on the hot wire response. ·The 
previous linear calibration of Nu = C + D~ is no longer valid due 
to the now significant effect of the u' component. y 
16U3 - 3u'u' 2 /8U 3 + ..• ) x x y x 
From Eq. 18 
Now if u'/U « 1 is no longer valid then the cooling of the wire is 
x x 
affected by the u' and u' components and the expression needed for x y 
calibration is therefore: 
Nu = c + D IU (1 + u'/2U - u' 2 /8U2 + u' 2 /4u2 + ... ) x xx xx y x 
(Eq. 20) 
Thus it can be seen that a non-linear calibration is required. 
Furthermore, the calibration requires at least a prior knowledge of 
the nature of the intensities to be measured. Sometimes the effect 
of high turbulence intensities is investigated by vibrating the hot 
wire in a flow of low intensity, thus approximating an undirectional 
high intensity, but this cannot be deemed entirely satisfactory. It 
seems that the correct measurement of turbulence of high intensity 
is extremely difficult. 
Until now, the supposition has been made that the fluctuating 
velocity component parallel to the wire axis does not affect the 
heat loss. Unless the u' component is very large this supposi~ion 
z 
is correct. This can be proved for an infinitely long wire and in 
practice has been found true for hot wire probes. Empirical and 
dimensional results have shown that when there is a flow with a 












ueff = u cos a res 
where a = angle between the plane normal to the wire axis and u 
u = resultant velocity at probe res 
The use of the slant probe and crosswire probe are based on 
the cosine law. For a slant probe Eq. 12 becomes 
Nu = C + D lu cos a res 
The measurement of the turbulent intensity involves the determination 
of the fluctuating velocities. 
(i) To measure the~ component of turbulent intensity: 
iX 
A single hot wire as shown in Fig. 8 is inserted perpendicular to 
the direction of mean flow U . x The hot wire is sensitive to u' x 
fluctuations only, for the reasons outlined above. After suitable 
electronic correction, the instantaneous amplifier output is pro-
portional to u' and an oscillograph record such as that shown in 
x 
Fig. 10 is obtained. The meter shown in Fig. 11 would yield a 
reading proportional to~ x 
~+-~ x 
~ (a) 
~ I u,+u; L 
/ ~ 
(b) 
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(ii) To measure ~and ~components of turbulent intensity: x y 
A cross wire anemometer (Fig. 9a) or a slant probe is used to measure 
the x and y components of the turbulent intensity. The cross wire 
anemometer is in common use today and consists of two identical wires, 
one placed at a positive, and the other at a negative angle to the 
mean velocity stream, with the plane of the wires in the direction 
of the stream. Now if v1 and v2 are the instantaneous voltages 
across wires 1 and 2 respectively, the following relationship has 
been given by Knudsen and Katz (l2 ). 
of course ~could be obtained by rotating the probe in the x-z plane. x 
(iii) To measure u'u' and u'u' components of turbulent shear: x y x z 
The turbulent shear components can also be measured using a x-wire 
probe. 
Fig. 9a) 
If the probe is orientated in the x-y plane (as shown in 
and if in the x-z plane 
U I U I 0:: -;;r - V2 
x z 1 2 
In the foregoing analysis it has been assumed that there is 
no thermal inertia of the probe wire. In other words, that 
voltage fluctuation.s would give a true picture of velocity fluctuations 
with time on an oscillograph. In reality, thermal inertia·causes 
a noticeable time lag. This and many other problems such as probe 
support conduction, wire contamination and thermal wire sag nec-











Many of these corrections are now compensated for by suitable 
electronic equipment, the details of which belong in the field 
of electrical engineering. 
36. 
The main advantage of the constant temperature over the 
constant current hot wire is that the compensation circuit to 
maintain the constant temperature does not need manual adjustment. 
Thus the operating conditions can be varied greatly without 
adjustment or fear of the wire burning out if the flow stops. 
The constant temperature amplifier is however more complicated than 
its counterpart. 
Thus although the hot wire anemometer is a valuable tool 
for the determination of fluctuating velocity components, it is 
as well to realise that it is an expensive and sophisticated 
instrument which requires a large amount of knowledge and experience 











S E C T I 0 N 3 
PREVIOUS SHEAR STRESS MEASUREMENTS IN ANNULAR FLOW 
Attempts to measure wall shear stresses in annular flow 
can be divided into two main categories, that is to say indirect 
and direct methods of measurement. 
3.1 Indirect Shear Stress Measurement 
37. 
Indirect methods are concerned with calculating the wall 
shear stresses from indirect measurements such as the velocity 
profiles. Most indirect methods rely on the accurate determination 
of the position of some unique feature of the flow, Sllch as the 
position of maximum velocity or that of zero shear stress. In 
annular flow both these positions lie closer to the core wall than 
to the sleeve wall. Of all the indirect methods used, those 
involving the hot wire anemometer have proved the most reliable. 
Disadvantages of the indirect methods stem from the fact that 
the accurate and precise determination of the relevant maxima or 
zero value.is extremely difficult or expensive. Hot wire anemometers, 
it has been noted, are complex and costly pieces of equipment. 
The use of simpler instruments such as Pitot tubes have proved 
misleading. An advantage of indirect methods is the extra information 
that they provide such as mean velocity distributions and shear 
stress intensities. This extra information is not immediately 
available from direct wall shear stress measurements. 
Some of the most notable investigations using indirect methods 
of wall shear stress determination will now be examined: 
3.1.1 Owen (2B) 
In 1951 Owen attempted to measure some of the variables in 












measuring the stresses on the individual walls of the annulus and 
his results are therefore concerned with the wall shear stress of 
the system as a whole. In addition to the total friction factor 
versus Reynolds number (fT vs Re) curve, Owen also presented velocity 
distribution curves for different annular geometries with a Reynolds 
number range of 4 000 to 700 000. 
Owen's apparatus consisted of two basically similar rigs; 
one with a 152 mm sleeve and 30,5 m length, the other with a 51 mm 
sleeve and a 11,0 m length. Cores were located by means of metal 
spiders placed well downstream from the Pitot or static pressure 
measuring devices, in order to minimise disturbances. Both rigs were 
horizontal and Owen estimated that the maximum core deflections which 
occurred for the 51 mm sleeve were 3% of the distance between core 
and sleeve wall. No details of the core sag for the 152 mm sleeve 
were given. The axial pressure gradient was determined simply from 
wall piezometers connected to a head loss manometer. The velocity 
distributions were obtained from Pitot-static probes. Water was 
supplied to the rig by a constant head tank. 
Owen's results consisted of a presentation of the fT vs Re curve 
and velocity distributions. From the velocity traverse results, it 
can be seen that the profile is asymmetric across the annular gap and 
that the position of the point of maximum velocity remains constant, 
within the limits of experimental accuracy, for a. given annular pipe. 
This position was found to lie approximately 0,4 of the distance 
between the core and sleeve walls, from the core. However, the 
author was not concerned with the calculation of separate wall shear 
stresses from this position and repeated attempts at the determination 
of the location of the maximum velocity would probably have yielded 
scattered results not shown on Owen's graphs. Owen further determined 
the existence of a logarithmic law of the wall relationship for both 
sleeve and core walls and further found that the exponent n in the 













Owen's research serves to illustrate the rather basic 
approach to the problems of annular flow before the 1960's. Very 
little attempt was made to determine the far more complex features 
of annular flow such as the position of zero shear stress. Indeed 
the first really significant effort to measure all the flow variables 
was made by Brighton and Jones in 1964. 
3.1.2 Brighton and Jones (
4 ) 
The Brighton and Jones paper constitutes the first authoritative 
approach into all facets of turbulent annular flow. It presented 
data for friction factors, velocity profiles, positions of maximum 
velocity, as well as turbulence distributions for a Reynolds number 
range of 46 000 to 327 000. 
Their test rig consisted of two concentric aluminium pipes 
8,8 m long. The sleeve had a diameter of 203 mm. Four different 
cores were used to give radius ratios of 0,0625; 0,125; 0,375 
and 0,562. The authors attempted to aid the development of an 
artificially thickened boundary layer of air by placing a screen 
of concentric circular wire rings together with a 0,9 m length of 
sand roughened pipe at the test rig inlet. They appear to be the 
first investigators to use the double Pitot tube for measuring the 
position of maximum velocity, as well as the first to use the hot wire 
anemometer for the measurement of turbulence intensities in annuli. 
Mean velocity profiles were measured with Pitot tubes made from 
hypodermic needles. For the purpose of determining friction factors 
at low Reynolds number, a water flow apparatus was used. Apart from 
the fact that this apparatus consisted of a clear plastic sleeve 
of 15,9 mm diameter 1,8 m long, with core wires of 1,9 mm and 3,2 mm 
diameter, no information about this rig is given. It can only 
be assumed that it yielded information about the overall friction 
factor only. 
Unfortunately most of the data presented in the Brighton and 
Jones paper appears to be condensed from the work done by Brighton in 












refer to the more comprehensive results found only in the thesis. 
Because this thesis was not available at U.C.T., some evaluations on 
Brighton's results must come from second hand sources. The most 
(32) 
important of these comes from Quarmby who found that Brighton's 
method of determining velocity profiles would not be very accurate 
for low Reynolds number and that the use of the double Pitot tube 
for maximum velocity position determination cannot reduce the 
unacceptably large scatter of past results for this position. 
Furthermore, Rehme (35 ) found that Brighton's results for the position 
of zero shear stress, as determined by hot wire anemometry showed so 
much scatter as to be inconclusive. Thus an examination of the 
Brighton and Jones paper, in the absence of the Brighton thesis, can 
be deceptive since little information on the scatter of the results 
is shown. 
Integrating the following equation: 
1 aP 1 a (ru'u') p ax =-; ar x r + 
v a 
r ar 
and applying the boundary conditi ns 





u'u' x r = 
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and u'u' x r 
If it was assumed that s = 0 then Eq. 22 simplifies to 




for the turbuient region. This would enable the calculation of the 
Reynolds stress distribution. 
Measurements performed by the authors suggested to them that s 
was in fact zero at rmt" As will be seen in the theoretical section 











The authors then calculated their shear stress distributions 
from rmt and 8P/8x, and checked these with the values obtained from 
hot wire anemometry. It can be seen that the determination of rmt 
is critical, since even with the assumption that ~ = 0 the shear stress 
profile and the Reynolds stress profile depends upon r!t' and as 
Quarmby has pointed out, Brighton's method of determining rmt resulted 
in scatter. 
Despite inaccuracies in the extremely difficult measurement 
of certain variables, Brighton and Jones laid an excellent and 
commendable foundation upon which others could build. Indeed most 
future research using indirect methods has been concerned with 
refining and reproducing Brighton and Jones' methods and results. 
The most important results which the authors presented were: 
(i) The friction factors for flow in annuli with smooth walls 
were slightly higher (1% to 10%) than friction factors for 
pipe flow at corresponding Reynolds numbers 
(ii) The friction factors depend only on the Reynolds number and 
are independent of radius ratio a, at least for a > 0,0625 
(iii) Within the accuracy of the experimental results, the zero 
Reynolds stress and maximum velocity occur at the same point, 
the position of which ranges from 0,2 to o,45 of the distance 
between the core and sleeve walls from the core; and depends 
only upon the radius ratio. 
(iv) The Prandtl mixing length is very large in the region of 
maximum velocity 
(v) The location of the point of maximum velocity is nearer the 
inner wall than for laminar flow. Consequently the ratio of 
the shear stress at the inner wall to the shear stress at the 
outer wall is less than for laminar flow. That is 












3.1.3 Olson and Sparrow 
(27) 
Any fluid entering a duct from some exterior source is sub-
jected to a development of its velocity profile caused by the viscous 
forces acting within it. This development continues in the entrance 
region of the duct until the viscous forces balance the pressure 
forces causing the flow. Once this has occurred the mean velocity 
profile is essentially fully developed and constant. 
If fully developed turbulent duct flow is to be studied 
experimentally, some development region known as the hydrodynamic 
entrance length must be incorporated into the test rig before any 
measurement station. Olson and Sparrow present few worthwhile 
details of wall shear stresses in their paper, yet their work has 
great value in having produced results on the entrance length necessary 
for fully developed flow in annuli. 
For turbulent flow in circular pipes the hydrodynamic 
entrance length is equal to approximately 20 equivalent diameters. 
Olson and Sparrow's fundamental and most important results was that 
the hydrodynamic entrance length for annuli, necessary for the 
pressure gradient to approach to within 5% of the fully developed 
pressure gradient, was 20 to 25 equivalent diameters. This result 
is roughly an order of magnitude less than the only other information 
concerning this problem, namely that obtained by Rothfus and co-workers ( 37 ) 
using their suspended core system. As will be seen later, little 
faith can be placed in the accuracy of the suspended core system or 
its results. 
The work of Olson and Sparrow was valuable in determining the 
entrance length necessary for the floating sleeve rig. 
3.1.4 Turbulence Models 
Using the important experimental results of Brighton and 
Jones as comparison, many attempts were made at producing a mathematical 
model of turbulent flow in annuli. 
listed below: 












Macagno and McDougal (lB) based their model on the assumption 
that for fully developed turbulent flow the logarithmic velocity 
distribution is applicable to the inner and outer layers, separated 
by the cylindrical surface of maximum velocity, and without inter-
action on each other. The authors made no assumption as to the 
position of this isovel or the ratio of the shear stresses, and 
realised that there were no grounds for transferring some of the 
characteristics of laminar flow to turbulent flow. They did, 
however, assume that r 0t = rmt (although no reasons were presented 
for this assumption); as well as the notion that not only were 
the constants in both logarithmic layers identical, but also that 
they were equal to those ascertained in the Prandtl-von Karman 
approach to circular pipes. These are indeed wide ranging assumptions 
and ones that have not been validated by recent research. 
The above assumptions enabled the authors to compute 
individual friction factors, positions of zero shear stress and 
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c = a combined constant 
Eq. 24 enables the position of zero shear stress to be calculated 
for input value of Re If. The mean velocity was then calculated 
by intergrating the velocity distribution curves thus yielding the 
















is then used to compute the friction factor. A similar procedure 
is applied for the individual wall friction factors. 
The deviations of the predictions of the above analysis 
from experimental data is a result of the authors faith in an 
unsubstantiated 'universal velocity profile' applicable to pipes 
and annuli. Whilst realising correctly that no assumptions could 
be made regarding the ratio of wall shear stresses in annuli and the 
deduction therefrom of velocity profiles, the authors erroneously 
made an assumption concerning the shape of velocity profiles and 
thus deduced the wall shear stresses. 
(ii) 
Clump and Kwasnoski (7) used a diffusivity model to predict 
velocity distributions. In analysing the related equations the 
authors also assumed that rmt = r 0t and since the model requires the 
input of r 0t this was obtained firstly by assuming that r 0t = rmt 
=rm£ and secondly by using Brighton and Jones' experimental results 
for the position of rmt' Brighton and Jones have already shown 
experimentally that rmt # rm£' thus invalidating the first assumption. 
This model is concerned with the prediction of velocity 
profiles based on a diffusivity model and not with the prediction of 
shear stresses which is the main topic of this thesis. The idea 
.of using a diffusivity model is a good one and the authors have had 
some success in predicting velocity profiles. However it could be 
argued that this success is largely due to the model being based 
upon the very results it is supposed to predict. Should the assumption 
that r 0t = rmt be proved false, then the model is not a true eddy 
diffusivity model since it attempts to predict velocity profiles 
based upon the shear stress profile as determined by a position of 
maximum velocity and not by a position of zero shear stress. It 
would be profitable to repeat the analysis without the assumption 












Levy (l5 ) succeeded in producing a model which produced 
results that coincided well with the available experimental results 
for the position of zero shear. Levy disregarded all assumptions as 
to the nature of the velocity profiles, or the translation of features 
of laminar flow to turbulent flow in annuli. 
However, in order to produce a mathematical simulation of 
turbulence in annuli, use must be made either of a fundamental 
assumption concerning flow conditions (such as the form of the 
velocity profile) or some relevant experimental data (such as the 
value of the mixing length constant). 
Levy's assumptions concerned the form of the eddy diffusivity 
of momentum, the value of the mixing length constant near the outer 
wall and the hypothesis that r 0t = rmt· Using the standard method of 
separating the turbulent core region from the viscous wall region, 
Levy derived expressions for the position of zero shear and friction 
factors. 
Reichardt's expression for the eddy diffusivity of momentum 
in a circular pipe is: 
+ 
£ kR [l - (r/r2)2] [l + 2(r/r2 )
2] (Eq. 25) = 6 \) 
where k is the mixing length constant = 0,4 
and R+ = r2 ../r2p/v 
Levy's fundamental postulate was that this expression was 
valid in an annulus for the flow regions on both sides of the line 

















where j = 1,2 
That Levy's model was more accurate (in the sense of pre-
dicting experimental results) than Macagno and McDougal's, must be 
due to the difference in fundamental assumptions made by the respective 
authors. Indeed it seems more plausible and fundamental to assume 
that an expression for eddy diffusivity derived for pipe flow could 
be related to annular flow, than to assume that an expression for 
the velocity profile in pipe flow would be applicable to annular flow. 
A point of interest to be noted in Levy's and indeed in any 
eddy diffusivity model to date has been the assumption that r 0t = rmt" 
Should this assumption be incorrect it means that between the 
location of dU /dr = 0 and T = 0 the eddy diffusivity'is neg-
X xr 
ative. If this is the case, can the eddy diffusivity method be 
applied to the transfer of momentum in annuli ? Answers to 
such questions have not been considered by those using the eddy 
diffusivity model. What might happen in a case such as this, is 
that the usual energy transfer mechanism is reversed, energy being 
transferred in this narrow region from the eddies to the main flow. 
On the whole, models of turbulence in annular flow have been· 
able to predict fairly satisfactorily the results obtained empirically. 
It is impossible to give figures comparing accuracy, yet it is fair 
to say that the standards reached by the Prandtl-von Karman approaches 
to the far simpler circular pipe have not yet been achieved for annuli. 
Two of the main desirable attributes of turbulence models are accuracy 
and universality. For annular flow, only the second has been 
satisfactorily achieved. 
3.1. 5 Lawn and Elliot (l3 ) 
The above authors used a vertical test duct which was supplied 
with air slightly above atmospheric pressure by an airscrew fan for a 
Reynolds number range of 30 000 to 240 000. The outer sleeve diameter 












57,1 mm were held in position by wires (of size 26 s.w.g.) at several 
axial positions. 
0,176 and 0,396. 
These geometries provided radius ratios of 0,088; 
work. 
Essentially this research was a repeat of the Brighton & Jones 
The authors used hot wire anemometers to measure the zero 
shear stress position and Pitot tubes and static taps to measure 
velocity profiles and pressure gradients. As a check on the metered 
flow (no details given) the velocity profiles were determined with a 
double Pitot and compared with results obtained by graphically 
differentiating some of the profiles and interpolating to the point 
of zero velocity on the velocity gradient plot. 
within the limit of 0,25 mm. 
These results agreed 
The authors' main interest seems to have centred on velocity 
profiles, however, they did establish the non-coincidence of the 
positions of zero shear stress and maximum velocity. 
Elliots' main results are summarised below: 
Lawn and 
(i) The friction factor of a smooth annulus based on the equivalent 
diameter is between 5 and 8,5 per cent greater than that of 
a pipe 
(ii) The hot wire anemometer is capable of locating the position 
of zero shear to within 0,2 mm 
(iii) The positions of zero shear and maximum velocity are non-
coincident, the former being closer to the core wall. 
The position of zero shear is independent of Reynolds number. 
The ratio of shear stresses shown in Table 1 are thus 
independent of Reynolds number. 
rl/r2 fl/f2 fl/fT f2/fT 
0,088 l,6i 1,532 ± 1,8% 0,952 ± 1,1% 
0,176 1,42 1,336 ± 1,0% 0,940 ± 0,5% 













(iv) Considerable deviations from the universal law of the wall 
occur in the velocity profiles associated with the core 
wall. (This tends to invalidate the Macagno/McDougal 
model and casts doubt upon the applicability of the Preston 
tube method to annuli). 
Lawn and Elliot appear to be the first authors to establish 
experimentally that r 0t # rmt for smooth annuli. This is an extremely 
important result since it casts doubt upon the findings of all previous 
experimental results, and invalidates the basic assumption made in 
the theorettical models of turbulence in annular flow, namely that 
these positions are coincident. 
3.1.6 Rehme <35 ) 
The author used an air rig consisting of an outer brass tube 
100 mm in diameter and 7,5 m long, together with cores of stainless 
steel (9,98 mm in diameter) and aluminium wires (3,96 mm and 1,98 mm 
in diameter) thus giving three radius ratios of a = 0,04; 0,02 and 0,1. 
~he influence of spacers (used by most previous researchers) was 
investigated. Turbulence measurements were made with a DISA hot wire 
anemometer whilst velocity distributions were measured with 0,6 mm 
outer diameter Pitot tubes. The mass flow was measured using an 
orifice plate. As a basis for comparison Rehme also measured wall 
' , 
shear stresses with Preston tubes using Patels calibration. As was 
the case with Lawn and Elliot, Rehme's approach is basically similar 
to, and a repetition of, Brighton and Jones' fundamental work. 
Rehme's most important results were: 
(i) The friction factors for annuli increase slightly with 
increasing radius ratio; for a = 0,04 they are about 1,1% 
higher whilst for a = 0,1 they are about 4% higher than for a 
plain pipe. It should be noted here that Rehme's radius ratios 
are considerably lower than those used by other experimenters, 
there is no reason to assume that this trend of increasing 
friction factor with increasing radius ratios should continue 











(ii) The radius to the point of zero shear stress was determined 
with an accuracy of ± 0,05 mm; indeed a remarkable result 
which is 400% more accurate than that claimed by Lawn and 
Elliot. 
(iii) The accuracy of the location of the radius of maximum velocity 
as determined by double Pitot tubes was very bad for Re< 10 5 • 
Reasons for this inaccuracy have been discussed in Section 2. 
No estimate of the accuracy of the double Pitot tube is given. 
(iv) The positions of zero shear stress and maximum velocity are 
clearly non-coincident. For example for a= 0,1 there is a 
discrepancy in position of about 8% in radius. This confirw:i 
Lawn and Elliot's results. 
(v) The position of zero shear stress as calculated from the 
Preston tube method are in excellent agreement with those 
obtained by hot wire anemometry. This is perhaps a sur-
prising result and one that is in contradiction with 
Smith et al's (4o) conclusion that the Preston tube method 
is in error when calibrated for pipe flow. 
(vi) The dependency of the position of zero shear stress upon 
Reynolds number increases with decreasing radius ratio. 
(vii) 
For a = 0,1 there is only a slight dependence which increases 
markedly for a = 0,02. 
Experimental results have shown that velocity and turbulence 
distributions are greatly disturbed by the inclusion of core 
spacers or, in the case of a horizontal rig, by the sag of 
cores and wires. In particular, these disturbances affect 
the positions of zero shear stress and maximum velocity, 
which are the most important positions for the determination 












Swnmarising the results achieved by indirect methods of 
wall shear stress determination, three points become clear: 
(i) Since about 1972 the general consensus of opinion has been 
that r
0
t # rmt· Whilst more faith can be placed in this 
result than in earlier results, due to the development of 
more sophisticated measuring devices, it is well to note 
that the general consensus can and has been wrong in the 
past. It was wrong before in assuming r 0t = rmt and 
earlier still, in assuming that r 0t = roi· The accuracy 
in the method of determining rmt leaves much to be desired, 
at least for Re< 10 5 • 
. (ii) 
(iii) 
There still remain discrepancies and contradictions in 
results obtained essentially by similar methods. The 
dependence of r 0t upon a and Re ~xample has still to 
be established conclusively, as~the nature of the 
individual wall stresses and friction factors. Results 
such as those concerning the validity of the Preston 
tube method remain to be checked. 
More experiments are necessary to determine conclusively the 
flow parameters. In this respect the development of 
a different experimental approach~e common one employing 
hot wires and Pitot tube might prove valuable. 
3.2 Direct Wall Shear Stress Measurement 
The desirability of a direct measurement of wall shear stress, 
has been emphasised by the discrepancies encountered in the results of 
researchers using indirect methods. Obviously if an accurate method 
of direct measurements could be found, this would avoid errors inherent 
in indirect methods, such as the precise determination of critical 
positions. 
Direct methods are concerned only with wall shear stress 














profiles, as would be gained from velocity or hot wire traverses. 
The direct method is therefore also independent of any valid or 
invalid assumptions that the position of zero shear stress and ·zero 
velocity gradients coincide. It has been seen in Section 3.2 
that assumptions about this coincidence have in the past led to 
difficulties. 
It was at first thought that the direct measurement of wall 
shear stresses was a novel idea until a literature search (carried 
out after the U.C.T. test rig had ~een built) showed that there had 
in fact been 3 previous attempts at direct measurement, none of which 
.efe,pe very successful. 
~ 
3.2.1 Rothfus et al (37 ) 
In 1955 Rothfus attempted to measure the drag on an annulus 
core by suspending the core from a spring balance (see Fig. 12). The 
rig varied in length from 1,22 m to 3,66 m in 1,22 m long sections, 
and was constructed from 28,6 mm diameter plexiglass tubing which 
surrounded copper tubing cores of 15,88 mm or 9,53 mm diameter. The 
working fluid was water, which was passed downward through the annular 
gap and the resultant drag observed, using a cathetometer to measure 
the elongation of the calibrated spring. The flow was measured 
volumetrically and the experiments covered a Reynolds number range of 
900 to 45 000. 
o Spring Assembly 
~ Plexiglass Pipe (28.Gmml 
Copper Core 












Instead of using pressure tappings to measure the axial 
pressure gradient in conjunction with the core drag readings, thus 
enabling a force balance equation to determine T1 and T2 , Rothfus 
curiously made the assumption that rmt = rm~· Since rm~ (and hence 
according to Rothfus rmt) can be calculated from the geometric 
properties of the annulus, T2~ (and hence T2t) could be solved 
analytically. This assumption defeats one of the main purposes of 
a direct method of wall shear stress measurement; namely that the 
value of the individual wall shear stresses may be obtained independ-
ently of any prior knowledge about the position of zero shear stress. 
It is perhaps not surprising that Rothfus' results contained 
many gross inaccuracies, when one considers carefully the details of 
his experiments. 
possible reasons: 
In fact, errors may have occurred for any of 4 
(i) The false assumption that r 0t = rmQ, and hence T2t = T2~. 
(ii) The neglect of the considerable end effects which are 
inherent in any attempt to measure directly the drag on 
a suspended core. 
(iii) 
(iv) 
The lack of any core tensioning facility (the core must 
of necessity be completely free). 
The absence of any entrance length sufficient for the flow 
to become fully developed before entering the measuring 
section. 
The results of Rothfus are probably no better than those 
obtained using indirect methods. 
3.2.2 (32) Quarmby 
In 1966 Quarmby attempted to measure the individual wall shear 
stresses, using semi-direct measurements from Preston tubes. Quarmby 
conducted a thorough investigation, using both a horizontal and a 
vertical 6,096 m long rig, with radius ratios of 2,88, 5,62 and 9,37, 











In .his horizontal rig, the annulus was supported by aerofoil 
shaped struts 2,4 mm thick, which were adjustable and allowed centering 
of the core. The vertical rig was constructed in order to avoid the 
interference caused by struts. Cores were of stainless steel and could 
be tensioned. Velocity profiles were determined using traversing 
Pitot tubes and micromanometers. In both rigs, mass flows were 
determined by traversing a plain tube upstream of the annular section 
with a Pitot tube. Pressure tappings were situated at 76 mm intervals 
along the pipe. Quarmby placed Preston tubes on both inner and outer 
walls (see Fig. 5), in order to measure the shear stresses, and checked 
these results with the pressure gradient obtained from the pressure taps. 
~~ 
In ~r paper 'On the use of the Preston Tube in Concentric 
Annuli', Quarmby (3l) himself raises some of the objections which could 
be lodged against the use of the Preston tube in annuli: 
'The validity of the original proposal by Preston ( 3o) for 
measuring turbulent skin friction depends on the existence 
of a law of the wall common to both boundary layers and 
fully developed pipe flow. Patel (29 ) has confirmed the 
validity of the original concept. It is clear that the 
calibration of a Preston tube in pipe flow could be checked 
. in another fully developed axisymmetric duct flow, in which 
the skin friction would be available from the static pressure 
drop. The parallel plate and the concentric annulus suggest 
themselves. The objections which might be made to the annulus 
are: firstly, that the velocity profile close to the core 
tube is formed on a convex surface whose curvature could 
be quite sharp and the concept of flow similarity might not 
be valid; and secondly, that there is presumably some 
lower limit to the size of the core which could be used with 
a Preston tube of given size. It would be doubtful whether 
acceptable results would be obtained if, for example, they 












Quarmby goes on to say that if T1 and T2 were found by 
Preston tube measurements and if these re sults checked with those 
obtained from static taps through the force balance on an elemental 
length dx of the fluid, which is given by the following equation 
dP 
dx = 
r2 - r2 
2 1 
(Eq. 27) 
then this would establish, at least in part, the validity of Preston's 
concept when extended to convex surfaces, and the correctness of 
the calibration employed. 
Although Quarmby obtained good correlation between his 
prediction of the axial pressure gradient obtained from Preston tubes 
and that obtained from static taps, his conclusion that the Preston 
tubes are giving the correct values of t he wall shear stresses is 
invalid. It has been seen in Section 2 that Preston tubes can only 
give correct values if the dimensionl ess velocity in the wall region 
is the same as the universal velocity profile for which the tube was 
calibrated. Quarmby used Patel' s (29 ) calibration, as Lyall (l7 ) 
pointed out, of 
+ 5,5 lo~0 y + 5, 45 = 
7 
together with Macmillli'n 's Pitot tube correct ion. However, in l ooking 
at Quarmby's profiles it is evident that there are significant 
differences from the universal profile. Thus it was incorrect to 
use this universal profile as a Preston t ube calibration for annuli. 
These differences appear to depend on radius ratio and Reynolds number; 
it is conceivable therefore, that the correct axial pressure gradient 
could be obtained from Preston tubes whilst still yielding incorrect 
values of individual wall shear stress. Quarmby's contention a$ to 













From a more practical point of view, the Preston tube has 
~ 
serious drawbacks One ±::s t fie limitation on the size of the core 
0--
that can be used with a Preston tube; tae>other being the lack of 
evidence to show that it could be used satisfactorily in roughened 
surface situation. 
Having established the difficulty in measuring velocity 
profiles for high Reynolds numbers using Pitot or double Pitot 
tubes, Quarmby considered he had discovered a new and more accurate 
way of determining the radius of maximum velocity (rmt) by using 
the results of the Preston tubes. Notwithstanding the possible 
inaccuracy of T1 and T2 obtained in this manner, Quarmby goes on to 
state that 
= (Eq. 28) 
This of course is incorrect, and what he is presuming to find 
is the radius of zero shear stress. 
Thus it appears that further investigation is necessary before 
the Preston tube method of determining wall shear stresses can be 
applied to annuli with any large degree of confidence. 
3.2.3 Smith, Lawn and Hamlin (4o) 
In 1968 Smith attempted to measure directly the shear stress 
on a small part of an inner core. The test rig (see Fig. 13), 
consisted of a 3,96 m long vertical mild steel outer duct of 144,3 mm 
diameter. The core tube was of mild steel 12,7 mm in diameter and 
air was blown through the annulus by a Rootes type blower. Pressure 
tappings, spaced at 305 mm intervals, enabled the axial pressure gradient 
to be determined. Four equally spaced four legged spiders, made 
from 26 s.w.g. tension wire, connected to the outer duct, held the 
core in the correct position. These wires must have caused some 
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The part of the core used for direct shear stress measurement, 
known as the sliding sleeve (see Fig. 14), consisted of a small 
section of the core tube that was free to slide; the change in the 
apparent weight of the sliding section leading to the direct measurement 
of the wall shear stress. In principle, the apparatus was similar 
to that used by Rothfus, although on a much smaller scale. However, 
unlike Rothfus, Smith recognised the existence of end effects and 
attempted to correct for them by using different lengths of sliding 
sleeve (50,8 mm, 38, 1 mm or 25,4 mm). In their paper dealing 
exclusively with this method of direct measurement, Smith incorrectly 
deducted constant values for the gap effect caused by the sliding sleeve, 
A 
Thus the uncertainty in their values of T1/~pU~ was greater than 
estimated. In attempting to overcome this problem, Smith introduced 
pressure tappings at the base of the sliding sleeve. However, although 
the results now appeared more consistent, certain physical phenomena 
of the apparatus and results remain inexplicable. 
It is probable that the small size of .the sliding sleeve might 
have contributed to some of the error in Smith's results. Indeed 
Smith found that the gap effect force correction was equivalent to the 
wall shear force acting over 8 mm of the sleeve. Since one of the 
sleeve lengths was 25,4 mm, one sees that the order of magnitude 
of the correction was one third that of the results. This would 
surely have led to considerable inaccuracies. 
Although Smith's results for direct shear stress measurement 
are inconclusive, another part of his results meritS' attention: 
Smith used Pitot tubes to determine the velocity profile in the annulus 
and concluded that the wall velocity profile is not of the universal 
form proposed by Patel, thus casting serious doubt on Quarmby's results. 
This conclusion emphasises the uncertainty to date of all methods 
of determining wall shear stresses in annuli, including those of 
direct measurement. Up until now, the hot wire anemometer, despite 













S E C T I 0 N 4 
THE FLOATING SLEEVE METHOD OF DIRECT SHEAR STRESS MEASUREMENT 
In view of the conflicting information on annular wall shear 
stresses available from past investigations, it was decided to con-
struct a novel apparatus to measure the stress on one annular wall 
directly, as well as the axial pressure drop along the duct. These 
two measurements would enable the individual wall stresses to be 
calculated. The apparatus constructed for these measurements is 
called the 'floating sleeve'. 
The principle behind the floating sleeve method is simple. 
The apparent loss in weight of a vertically suspended pipe, caused by 
a fluid passing vertically upwards through it, is a measure of the 
wall shear force on the pipe. If this apparent loss in weight 
could be measured accurately - on a weigh scale, for instance - then 
a method of direct measurement has been determined. 
This was the method used for the determination of wall shear 
stresses in: a smooth pipe, smooth annuli, rough pipes and rough 
annuli. A detailed description of the test rig and the methods of 
measurement now follow: 
4.1 Description of the Test Apparatus 
In this description the bracketed lower case letters reference 
parts of the apparatus on the accompanying diagrams, the letters being 
common to all diagrams. Fig.15 shows an overall view of the test rig. 
As can be seen, the floating sleeve was mounted vertically in a three 
storied hydraulics tower and passed through holes cut in the steel 
grating floors. 
A 15 m high constant head tank (a) of 100 m3 capacity supplied 
the water for the tests. The tank was part of the existing 
facilities of the Hydraulics Department of the University of Cape Town, 
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A 150 mm diameter P.V.C. pipe (b), carried the water from the 
tank to the filter (c). Before entering the filter the diameter 
was reduced to 75 mm. The filter, enlarged in Fig. 16, was of an 
agricultural type being approximately 200 mm in diameter and 1 m long. 
Inside the filter was a fine mesh bag of similar dimensions through 
which the water passed, leaving the sediment behind. The hole size 
of the mesh was approximately 200 µm, It was found very necessary to 
incorporate a filter in the system as will be seen later. Two prime 
requirements in the choice of a filter were: that it must prevent 
particles from passing through the system, and, that it should not 
cause excessive head loss through the system. With a bag mesh size 
200 µm both these requirements were well met. The water flow through 
the filter was regulated by a 75 mm control valve (d). A remote 
control device enabled the valve to be adjusted from any floor level. 
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PLATE 2 : FLOATING SLEEVE INLET DETAILS WITH ONE 
















PLATE 3 : THE COMPLETE 
FLOATING SLEEVE TEST RIG 












From the control valve the water passed through a 2,5 m long 
65 mm diameter galvanised steel pipe, which served as an entrance 
length (e) to the test rig. Owing to the irregularities in commercial 
pipes, the pipe was run in a lathe, heated and bent to a true straight 
before beingi assembled. The entrance 
I 
with the inl:et locating assfmbly (f). 
length was machined to fit flush 
This assembly (detailed in 
Fig. 17) was mounted via three adjustable 25 mm steel bolts to two 
I-beams which had been securely attached to the floor. The entrance 
assembly consisted of a machined brass inlet nozzle accurately located 
and soldered to the steel base plate, and three collar sub-assemblies 
which were bolted firmly to the base plate at 120° around the inlet nozzle. 
These sub-assemblies consisted of a roller-bearing mounted in a 
horizontally adjustable bracket, and enabled the inlet sleeve to be 
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The inlet sleeve formed the first section of the complete 
'floating sleeve' and was thus machined to the s.ame internal diameter 
as the rest of the floating sleeve. The inlet nozzle had been carefully 
machined to slide inside the inlet sleeve, with an all round clearance 
of 0,065 mm on radius. The outside of the inlet sleeve was al.so 
machined so as to provide a smooth surf ace for the roller bearings to 
slide or roll against. The positioning of the inlet sleeve was 
adjustable and located by the roller ~earings. Both the inlet nozzle 
and sleeve were machined from solid brass sections. The complete 
floating sleeve (g), consisted of the inlet sleeve, twenty pipe sections 
each 300 mm long (shown in Fig. 19), an upper locating sleeve (shown 
in Fig. 20) and a perspex cone section (shown in Fig. 21), all of the 
same 70 mm internal diameter. The 300 mm long pipe sections were 
cast of phosphor-bronze. Each section could be split longitudinally 
to enable a uniform roughness coating to be applied to the inside. 
The inside diameter was accurately machined to a 70 mm bore with a 
smooth but not polished surface. A test of the sleeve roughness made 
on a sophisticated stylus type testing machine showed the relative 
roughness to be 0,000114 (= k/2r2 ). 
The two half sections of pipe were located with taper pins 
for easy reassembly and bolted together longitudinally. Each complete 
section had a male and female end and all sections bolted together to 
form the main part of the floating sleeve. A fine layer of pipe-sealer 
was applied to the joints before assembly to prevent any leakage. 
The upper locating sleeve (shown in Fig. 20) held the upper portion 
of the float~ng sleeve in the correct position and enabled alignment 
with the outlet nozzle (k) (shown in Fig. 23). The outlet portion of 
the floating sleeve consisted of a perspex cone (see Fig. 21), which 
\ 
formed the transition between the floating sleeve and outlet nozzle. 
There was a clearance of 0,3 mm on radius between the perspex sleeve 
and the outlet nozzle. 
The complete floating sleeve was supported halfway along its 
length by the flotation system (h). The float itself consisted of 
P.V.C. tubing 200 mm in diameter with a wall thickness of 9 mm. Four 











P.V.C. welding technique thus making a float, square in plan, which 
surrounded the floating sleeve (g). This is shown in Fig. 22. The 
float having been sealed, the welded corners were fibre-glassed to 
0-
provide extra strength and prevention against le~ks. The P.V.C. 
float was completely immersed in water in a specially constructed 
square trough. The floating sleeve was joined to the P.V.C. float 
by a horizontal steel cross made from 50 x 20 mm channel sections. 
At each outer arm of the cross a short piece of vertically adjustable 
screw rod connected the cross support to the P.V.C. float. Almost 
all the weight of the floating sleeve was thus taken by the flotation 
system (h). For the purpose of measurement, the floating sleeve 
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Fig. 22 Details of the flotation system (h). 












One of the cross arm supports of the flotation system rested 
lightly on a platform scale ( i), with a total reading capacity of 
500 g in 5 g divisions and a total displacement of 16 mm. The 
capacity of the scale could be extended to 15 kg, by the addition of 
suitable weights. This scale registered the very small surplus weight 
of the floating sleeve which was not taken by the flotation system; 
and was used, in conjunction with scale weights, to determine directly 
the upthrust on the floating sleeve wall when water was passed upwards 
through the duct. 
The upper locating assembly (j) (shown in Fig. 20) was similar 
in construction to the inlet locating assembly (f) already des~ribed, 
except for a large clearance hole in the base plate, this allowed the 
floating sleeve to pass through, and the upper locating sleeve to be 
positioned by the roller sub-assemblies. 
After the water from the supply tank (a) had passed up the 
floating sleeve, it was diverted by a siphon system to a weighing 
tank (o). The outlet nozzle (k) (shown in Fig. 23) formed the first 
part of the siphon outlet (m). The outlet nozzle was machined from 
a solid brass section. A clearance gap of about 0,3 mm on radius existed 
between the outlet nozzle on the perspex cone of the floating sleeve (g)., 
A hand valve (1) enabled the siphon flow to be regulated. 
The beginning of the 75 mm diameter siphon outlet (m) was supported 
by a solidly welded steel bracket, necessary in order to hold the 
outlet nozzle vertical and rigid. A further hand valve (n) was used 
to throttle down the siphon for low flows. 
The outflow was measured in a weighing tank on a direct reading 
Avery platform scale, using time and mass measurements. The full scale 
capacity of 1 000 kg was utilised. The water temperature was 
measured at this point for viscosity estimation. 
A manometer board (p) situated at the outlet nozzle was used 
to measure the axial pressure gradient as registered by the static 
























Water was the manometric fluid. The tops of the tubes were normally 
open to the atmosphere but facilities existed for extending the 
manometer range by pressurising the tubes. The manometer registered 
the static heads of five pressure tappings, equally spaced about 1,5 m 
apart, in the wall of the floating sleeve. The sixth pressure tapping 
was situated at the top of the entrance length (e) as shown in Fig. 17 
and enabled the static pressure just below the leakage gap to be 
determined. In order to support the fixed core rods, locating bushes (q) 
were soldered to the bottom of the entrance length (h) and top of the 
outlet nozzle. Specially machined locating cylinders rested against the 
bushes and held the core concentric. The bushes also provided flanges 
against which the cores were tightened. 
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Three different cores were used to give radius ratios of 
0,091; 0,226 and 0,363. The two largest cores were made from 
solid brass rod. These cores consisted of 1,2 m sections which were 
screwed together to form a smooth joint. The smallest core consisted 
of one long length of aluminium rod. The cores were lowered into 
the floating sleeve from the top. A roughness test showed the 
cores to be nominally smooth. 
4.2 The Bottom Leakage Gap and the Top Annular Meniscus 
As has been described the floating sleeve is in essence a 
length of pipe which is free to move vertically up or down. It 
cannot therefore be attached to anything which is solidly fixed and 
unable to move. For this reason there exists a clearance gap of 
0,065 mm on radius between the inlet sleeve and inlet nozzle; as well 
as a clearance gap of about 0,3 mm on radius between the perspex 
cone section and the outlet nozzle. 
When water flows upwards through the floating sleeve a small 
part of this flow (less than 2%) will leak out through the clearance 
gap (known as the leakage gap) between the inlet nozzle and inlet sleeve. 
This minor flow through the leakage gap will cause a downward shear 
force on the floating sleeve. Now the scale (i) will only register 
the resultant of this downward shear force and the upward shear force 
of the main flow through the floating sleeve. Since the upward shear 
force is the required result, some correction to the scale reading 
will be necessary to yield this upward shear force. Methods of 
determining this correction will be discussed later. It can be 
appreciated that because of the extremely small size of the leakage 
gap, any solid matter sticking in the gap would render the floating 
sleeve inoperable. This was the reason for installing the filter in 
the supply line. Before installation of the filter, clogging of the 
leakage gap had in fact occurred. The leakage gap was made as small 
as possible to minimize the downward leakage shear force and the 












When the main flow, passing up the floating sleeve, reached 
the outlet nozzle it was siphoned away to the weighing tank. The 
suction pressure in the siphon could be altered by means of the siphon 
control valve (1). If this control valve was throttled down too 
far, water would flow out through the clearance gap between the perspex 
cone section and the outlet nozzle (k). If the control valve was 
opened too far, air would be sucked in through the clearance gap. 
Since both these situations are undesirable (water outflow or air 
inflow) the valve was always adjusted between the above extremes, so 
that an annular meniscus of 'stationary' water existed in the clearance 
gap. In fact this meniscus was not quite stationary but fluctuated 
up and down because of the turbulent flow. For ease of manufacture 
and future adjustment, the top clearance gap was made considerably larger 
than the bottom leakage gap. 
4.3 Roller Bearing Friction 
It was realised that it was essential to constrain the floating 
sleeve in a horizontal plane, leaving it free to move vertically. 
This alone enabled the very small clearance gap at the bottom inlet 
nozzle to be used. However, whilst in theory a horizontal restraining 
force need not have any component in the vertical direction, in 
practice due to friction this is not so. It was hoped to minimise 
this frictional force by using roller bearings as the constraining 
mechanism. Since the minimum number of bearings needed for constraint 
and adjustment in the horizontal plane is three, only two sets of 
three bearings (top of bottom), were used to constrain the floating 
sleeve. Measurement showed that the total frictional resistance 
of all assemblies whilst the rig was in operatic~ was 4 to 10 grams 
weight. The actual value depended on cleanliness and lubrication. 
4.4. Weight Measurements 
Weight measurements are concerned with the direct determination 
of the wall shear stresses on the floating sleeve wall, caused by the 












The dead weight of the floating sleeve was about 200 kg. To 
achieve a reasonable accuracy of stress measurement on the sleeve 
wall, a weight measurement sensitive to the order of a few grams weight 
was required. Because scales with the capacity to support the whole 
dead weight of the sleeve with the desired sensitivity are not 
available, the possibility of weighing the whole sleeve, in order to 
determine the apparent loss in weight caused by water flowing upwards 
through it, was precluded. For this reason almost all the weight of 
the sleeve was permanently supported by the flotation system. Only 
the small residual dead weight (of the order of 200 grams weight) was 
supported by the scale. Changes in this residual.weight were measures 
of the shear forces acting on the floating sleeve. Of course the 
value of this residual weight could easily be altered by the addition 
of suitable weights to the floating sleeve. 
The advantage of floating the sleeve is that the dimensions 
of the sleeve are not dictated by the scale characteristics. 
Now when water is passed upwards through the sleeve, the scale 
registers the resultant force of: the residual dead weight of the 
sleeve, the upward shear force of the main flow and the downward 
shear force of the leakage flow. 
F2 = Fi - Ff+ FL (Eq. 29) 
where F2 = upward shear force on the sleeve caused by the main flow 
F. = initial scale reading for the dry sleeve 
]. 
Ff = final scale reading showing the resultant force on the scale 
FL .- downward shear force on the sleeve caused by the leakage 
flow (methods of determining FL remain to be discussed) 
~ow 
T2 = F/A2 
(Eq. 30) 
where T2 = upward shear stress on the sleeve wall 












and providing F1 can be determined, a method of determining directly 
the outer wall shear stress of an annulus has been achieved. 
4.5 Pressure Measurements 
Pressure measurements are concerned with measuring the axial 
static pressure gradient along the floating sleeve, and the approximate 
static pressure at the leakage gap. For this purpose six pressure 
tappings (five in the floating sleeve wall and one at the base of the 
inlet nozzle) were connected to the manometer board (p) shown in Fig. 15. 
Two methods of measuring the axial pressure gradient suggested 
themselves: 
(i) The manometer board and tubes could be attached to the floating 
sleeve, thereby enabling pressure measurements to be made at 
the same time as weight readings for a particular velocity. 
(ii) The manometer board and tubes could be separate from the 
floating sleeve. Thus weight tests would have to be performed 
for varying flows with the pressure tubes disconnected from 
the floating sleeve, followed by pressure tests for varying 
flows, with the sleeve clamped in position. 
The first method has the advantage that a direct subtraction 
of sleeve shear force (obtained from weight readings), from the total 
shear force on the system ( obtained from the pressure gradient), would 
yield the core shear force. This direct approach is possible because 
both sets of readings would have been taken for the same velocity 
and temperature and hence at the same Reynolds number. However, 
since in this method the manometer board and tubes would have been 
attached to the floating sleeve, a change in sleeve weight caused by 
the varying weight of water in the manometer tubes would have to have 
been allowed for. 
For this reason, the second method was adopted. It is important 












temperatures, the subtraction of the resultant shear forces could 
not be done directly. This was because significant temperature 
changes in the interim period between tests, altered the Reynolds 
number for a particular velocity. For this reason, the core shear 
force was obtained by an indirect method involving th~ subtraction of 
values on the f vs Re curves. Fig. 24 shows the sleeve shear 
force vs velocity for weight and pressure measurements. 
Now using the axial pressure drop along the duct (as obtained 
from pressure measurements) and the shear stress on the sleeve wall 
(as obtained from weight measurements) the basis of the method used 
to calculate the individual wall shear stresses for an annulus with 
a concentric core becomes evident. A simple force balance gives: 
2TirlTl = dP ( 2 r2) dx TI rO 1 (Eq. 31) 
2Tir2T2 = 
dP ( 2 - rz) dx TI r2 0 
(Eq. 32) 
dP [r~ - rf] 
Tl = dx 2r1 
(Eq. 33) 
T2 
dP (r~ - r~) = dx 2r2 
(Eq. 34) 
Adding Eq. 33 and Eq. 34 yields 
1 [dP ( 2 2) 




can be obtained directly from T2 = F2/A2 . Division of 
Eq. 33 by Eq. 34 yields a method of determining the position of zero 
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Fig. 24 Typical shear force vs velocity curves for a = O. 
Non coincidence is due to viscosity effects 
78. 
(i.e. the two curves were obtained at different temperatures) 
4.6 End Corrections 
One of the main difficulties encountered so far in methods of 
direct measurement (excluding semi-direct Preston tube methods) 
has been the correction or elimination of secondary end effects. 
In the floating sleeve, for example, a correction is necessary to 
account for the downward leakage shear force. Whatever the method 
of direct measurement used, corrections for end effects have been 












-~' pressure dependent. For the case of a suspended core element 
[Smith et al (40)J, the position was complicated by the fact that the 
pressure gradient produced two components of the necessary force 
correction on the ends of the suspended element. One was due to the ,-----
axial pressure gradient reaction, the other to the dynamic gap effect 
caused by the moving velocity stream. The axial pressure gradient 
reaction force proved relatively easy to correct for, but as expected, 
a suitable method of correction for the dynamic gap effect was 
difficult to achieve. 
As well as reducing the number of end effects from two to 
one, the floating sleeve method successfully eliminated any correction 
for dynamic end effects. This was because ail boundaries of the 
floating sleeve in contact with the velocity stream were parallel 
to the mean stream direction. The end effect was limited to the 
leakage gap between the inlet nozzle and sleeve. No end effect 
was present at the outlet because of the siphon outflow. Of course, 
if air were to be used as the working fluid, instead of water, the 
siphon would be unnecessary and the end effect would still be limited 
to the bottom leakage shear force. 
If the floating sleeve was filled with s~atic water and no 
upward flow existed, the pressure head caused a flow through the 
leakage gap, and henc  a downward shear force on the floating sleeve. 
When a flow existed through the duct only the magnitude of the leakage 
shear force was changed, due to the increased head on the gap. 
This suggested a method of determining the correction for the leakage 
force: 
For a particular overlap distance (Fig. 25), the downward 
leakage shear force is a function of the pressure difference across 
the leakage gap. If the floating sleeve was filled with different 
static water heads, measured on the inlet nozzle pressure tapping, then 
the resultant downward leakage force could be measured on the scale. 
With a velocity flow upward through the floating sleeve, the pressure 












extrapolation of the static pressure head versus the downward leakage 
force graph, would yield correct results for flow conditions was 
made. The justification for this assumption was that the nature 
of the correction was not altered by flow conditions. 
shows such a graph of static head versus leakage force. 
Fig. 26 
----1 n let Sleeve 
ll9verlap 
l!istance 
---- In let No-z-zle 
Fig. 25 The leakage gap 
The normal method of using the graph to determine~ the leakage 
force, was to define F. as the initial scale reading for the residual 
- l 
* dead weight of the dry sleeve When flow existed through the duct 
the head on the leakage gap could be determined from the inlet sleeve 
pressure tapping (this was the only purpose of this pressure tapping). 
Using the graph the leakage force could be found. 
* It will be seen later that the definition of F. had to be 
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Extrapolation used to 
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Fig. 26 Graph of head on leakage gap versus downward. leakage force 
The correction force for leakage shear was found to be 
FL = k1 (z + h) 
where FL = leakage force in grams weight 
z = length of sleeve (top of inlet nozzle to bottom of 
outlet nozzle) 
h = head of water above the bottom of the outlet nozzle 
(z + h) = head of water on leakage gap 













Another advantage of the floating sleeve method becomes apparent 
when assessing the accuracy of the end corrections. The advantage 
is that the corrected floating sleeve results for the wall shear stress 
obtained from weight measurements with no core inserted (that is, as 
a plain pipe), can be compared with the well documented results for 
turbulent pipe flow as well as with the results of the sleeve 
pressure measurements, (for which no end corrections are necessary). 
One thus has a method of checking the accuracy of the end correction. 
By its very nature this is impossible in a suspended core system. 
A further crude estimation of the leakage force correction 
for the ~oating sleeve, can also be made using the formula for laminar 
flow through the annular leakage gap. This check can only be 







where in this case 
= 
= 
surface area of sleeve upon which F
1 
acts 
average spatial velocity through the annular leakage gap 
(this would have to be measured) 
= radius of inlet sleeve 
= outer radius of inlet nozzle 
r = position of maximum velocity. 
m 
As the difference 
between r
1 
and r 2 is so small and in view of the 
* approximation of this method it is acceptable to 
take rm= ~(r1 + r 2 ) 
Thus a method of determining the one end effect which occurs 
in the floating sleeve has been determined. The accuracy of this 
method can be checked by comparing the corrected results for pipe 
flow with those obtained from pressure measurements and by comparison 
(albeit crude) with a theoretical laminar flow prediction. 
* For example it is unlikely that the inlet sleeve is exactly 
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Fig. 27 The influence of the correction for the bottom leakage drag 












S E C T I 0 N 5 
ROUGHNESS 
Many investigations into turbulent flow in annuli have been 
made. These investigations have greatly increased the knowledge of 
annular flow and the turbulence mechanism, although this knowledge 
is still incomplete. As was the case in 1933, when Nikuradse extended 
his investigations of smooth pipes to those of artificially roughened 
pipes, the logical development in annular flow would be the study of 
the laws governing turbulent flow in annuli with roughened surfaces. 
Indeed, the study of rough annuli is probably of more practical sig-
nificance than that of smooth annuli, in view of its industrial 
application. 
5.1 Nikuradse's Investigation into Rough Pipes 
The first systematic and authoritative investigation into 
artificially roughened pipes, was carried out by Nikuradse in 1933 
under the supervision of Prandtl. The Nikuradse paper forms the very 
basis of all subsequent work into pipe roughness, so much so, that 
present day commercial pipes are still specified by the equivalent 
sand grain relative roughness as determined by Nikuradse. It is 
therefore essential to know something of Nikuradse's work. 
Dimensional analysis had indicated that similitude required 
geometrically similar pipes and similar wall surfaces. In order to 
obtain a variety of similar wall surfaces Nikuradse made use of 
ordinary building sand which was graded to a 0,04 mm tolerance by 
sieving. The test pipe was coated using the rather laborious method 
of filling the pipe with a thin Japanese lacquer, draining it, re-
filling it with graded sand, draining it again, refilling it with 
lacquer and draining it yet again. The process was not only laborious 
but also time consuming. The reason for this was that carefully con-
trolled drying periods (up to 3 weeks), were necessary after the sand 











had been applied. The whole process of applying one roughness coating 
would therefore take about l~ months. Furthermore a considerable 
a.mount of time must have been spent on originating and developing a 
workable technique for roughening the pipe. 
One of Nikuradse's* main results was the production of an f versus 
Re chart for varying relative roughness k/d, where k is defined as the 
average height of the in-situ roughness projection, and d as the dia-
meter of the pipe. Although Nikuradse's chart has helped standardise 
the determination and effect of wall roughness, it must be open to two 
serious objections: both of these objections centre around the 
definition of the para.meter characterising roughness. Dimensional 
analysis, it is true, has sho~ that 
f = fn(Re, k/d) (Eq. 37) 
*A point of some interest came to light whilst researching 
Nikuradse's work. It is well known that von Karman used Nikuradse's 
smooth pipe velocity distribution results, to obtain the numerical 
constants for the equation of velocity distribution in the transition 
region between viscous and fully developed turbulent flow. It appears 
th~t shortly after the last world war a research group in America (see 
Miller [21]) noticed an unaccountable discrepancy between Nikuradse's 
smooth pipe data and results. It was decided to write to Professor 
Prandtl, who had been Nikuradse's immediate supervisor at the Kaiser 
Wilhelm Institute, in an endeavour to find some explanation for what 
has now euphemistically come to be known as Nikuradse's 'shifted 
velocity profile'. At the time the request arrived Nikuradse was 
in fact revisiting the Institute, and Prandtl was able to enlist an 
explanation for the discrepancy. It appears that Nikuradse arbit-
rarily shifted his data so that it coincided with Prandtl's laminar film 
hypothesis. There was absolutely no basis for this shift, or for the 
magnitude of the shift. This shift (actually equal to 7 units of the 
dimensionless distance from the wall yU /v) was simply a distortion 
of the data to make it seem to agree with an hypothesis. 
Robertson et al (36 ) working 16 years later came across 
certain 'strange if not contradictory' features in Nikuradse's 
presentation of his rough pipe results. Suffice to say here that 
it appears from Robertson's investigation that Nikuradse again 
modified certain of his results, this time in order to agree with 
values predicted by the universal logarithmic law relation for 












where k is some roughness characteristic. Nikuradse has taken k to be 
the average projection of the roughness. However, k could just as 
easily have been taken to represent the average spacing of the sand 
grains, since this is also a roughness characteristic. It is quite 
possible that the spacing of the roughness elements is of more impor-
tance than the grain size and therefore Nikuradse's curve could be 
taken to show the dependence of the function factor f on A/d where A 
is the spacing of the wall roughness elements in the direction of flow. 
In fact it seems logical to stipulate roughness in terms of 
3 variables: k, A and s the clear peripheral spacing between elements. 
Thus Eq. 37 would become: 
f = fn(Re, k/d, A/d, s/d) (Eq. 38) 
and if more terms were required to define the effects of roughness these 
would be incorporated in Eq. 38 • Morris (23 ) for example produced 
convincing reasons for assuming the spacing A as the fundamental para-
meter influencing the rate of energy dissipation and took A as the 
significant correlating length in place of k. He describes, in terms 
of A, the three different types of flow phenomena that may occur near 
the wall: 
(i) If the wall roughness elements are far apart, the individual 
elements will act as isolated bodies ori which drag forces are 
exerted by the fluid flow. The vortices generated are dis-
sipated before the next roughness element is encountered. The 
friction loss would therefore depend upon the form drag of the 
isolated roughness and the skin drag of the wall surface 
between elements. Thus A/k could be expected to be the sig-
nificant correlating parameter. 
(ii) If the wall roughness elements are sufficiently close, so that 
the vortex generations are not completely dissipated before 
the next element is encountered, a zone of intense and complex 
vorticity and turbulence can be expected to occur near the 












A is of major importance and the size of the pipe will 
partially control the radial extent of this wall region of 
intense turbulence. Therefore, Morris suggests that the im-
portant correlating parameter will be A/d. 
If the roughness elements are so close together that the flow 
essentially skims the crests of the elements, Morris postulates 
that there will be regions of dead water containing stable 
vortices between roughness elements. Most of the energy 
dissipation will be caused by the maintenance of these 
'groove vortices'. Thus A/k or A/j, where j is the groove 
width, would be expected to be the correlating para.meter. 
The other lesser objection that can be raised is the notion of 
k as the average grain size projection. Nikuradse automatically 
imposed certain limits on the grain size by means of close tolerance 
sieving and the grain projection was found to be equal to the grain 
size. It is suggested here, that k should be defined between certain 
limits. 
Another source of trouble often occurs when computing the 
relative roughness of a sand coated surface. This centres around 
the fact that the ratio of in-situ surface projections to grain size 
* diameter is very rarely unity. As can be seen from Table 2 this ratio 
varies from 1,00 to 1,64 and it is quite understandable that k > d d san 
occurs frequently. Indeed it says much for Nikuradse and Schlichting's 
methods that they were able to keep their ratios at unity. It can be 
seen that sand grain diameter is not a sufficiently accurate measure 
of k. Thus the use of an ordinary sieve analysis as a measure of k 
may deviate by more than 60 per cent from the true value. 
* 













Experiment or Apparatus-fluid 
Source and 
size (d d) san d sand 
Schlichting (1936) 
Goettingen 
Colebrook & White 
(1937) 






40 mm rectangular 
channel-air 
57 mm pipe-air 
76 mm pipe-air 
40 mm rectangular 
channel-air 








0,89 & 1,07 mm 
Goettingen sand 
Goettingen building 
sand 0,1 to 1,6 mm 







Various methods of roughening surfaces were investigated in order 
~o determine a method suitable for the floating sleeve and cores. 





The roughness must be uniform in two directions 
Various degrees of roughness for the same material must be 
available 
The roughness must be easily removable and must not damage 
the basically smooth surfaces of the sleeve and cores 
The roughness must be non-corrodible 
Materials for roughness can generally be divided into two 
categories: granular roughness and fabric roughness. As will be 
seen, fabric roughness was most suited to the floating sleeve. 
Some of the roughness materials considered are: Granular roughness, 











(i) Sand: This was the cheapest and most easily available 
material. Large variations in roughness grades and 
tolerances may easily be achieved through sieving. The use 
of a mixture of glue and thinning agent made the application 
of the sand to the surface relatively simple. 
(ii) Small balls (as used in ballbearings), or lead shot: 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Both these materials would provide uniform roughness but 
their cost made them prohibitive. 
Plastic or glass beads: Investigation showed that plastic 
beads of 1 to 2 mm diameter could be obtained but that these 
were more cylindrical than spherical and were not entirely 
uniform in shape. Glass beads were unobtainable commercially 
at sizes less than 5 mm. 
Emery cloth or waterpaper: Although sold in sheets these 
materials consist of granular particles. Emery cloth was 
readily available and was thought to be quite suitable until 
it was found that water dissolved the resin bonding the grains 
to the cloth. Apparently a silicon based water proofing 
agent (DC 2002) is available and this would make the cloth 
suitable for use in water. However, since no sample of 
this was readily available, it was decided to forego this method. 
The waterpaper, whilst resisting deterioration in water for 
longer periods than emery cloth, was not available in sizes 
of sufficient roughness projection. It was not certain 
whether those available would produce hydraulic roughness 
within the range of operation of the floating sleeve. 
F~bric roughness, this is roughness consisting of sheets of some 
material devoid of any granular particles. 
(i) Water resistant fabrics: Fabrics such as canvas have been 
used in the past as roughness agents. Canvas would be easy 
to apply and remove. However, it was not available either 
in sufficient roughness height nor sufficient roughness grades. 
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(ii) Rubber matting: Various samples of commercially available 
rubber matting were obtained. Although one or two samples 
satisfied most of the criteria, those that did were not 
available in sufficiently varied grades. 
(iii) Stainless steel mesh: This mesh was available in various 
roughness grades, was uniform in both directions and manufactured 
to very high tolerances of accuracy. If it were to be used, 
a suitable method of adhesion would have to be found. 
5,3 Methods used to Roughen the Floating Sleeve 
It was eventually decided to use sand as the roughening agent 
because of its suitable qualities, although it was realised at the time 
that a certain risk was involved in the use of any granular material. 
Should any one of the multitude of granular particles become lodged in 
either the bottom or top leakage gaps, the floating sleeve would 'stick' 
and become inoperable until cleaned. Cleaning involved the removal of 
the relevant sleeve sections, and removal necessitated readjustment 
upon assembly. This would prove a time consuming operation. 
As has been described in Section 4, the sleeve could be split 
axially and radially into sections to enable access to the interior 
surface for the purpose of applying a roughening material. The 
sleeve was split radially into four long sections and these sections 
split axially as a whole . The sand was applied to these sections. 
Ordinary Pattex glue was used as the adhesion material. If was 
found necessary to dilute the glue with Pattex thinners, before applying 
it to the surface. Sand was then applied to the surface and the 
glue allowed to dry. The excess loose sand was removed and the 
sleeve was reassembled. 
It soon became evident that small particles were indeed 
becoming lodged in both the clearance gaps .. Frequent cleaning was 
necessary. It became difficult to tell whether a reading had 
become invalidated because of 'sticking' in the leakage gap. In 
spite of these difficulties a series of weight and pressure 












In view of the time wasted in attempting to clean the 
leakage gaps and of the uncertainty of the weight results, it was 
decided to use a different roughening material .. 
The materials considered have already been listed. In the 
light of the problems involved in using sand as the roughening 
material, it was decided not to use any roughening material of a 
granular nature. The next choice of material fell upon the stainless 
steel mesh. 
The main problem encountered with the mesh was that of fastening 
it satisfactorily to the sleeve and core walls. It was decided to 
use a soft soldering method. Before soft solder can be applied to 
stainless steel, the steel must be brushed with a mixture of nitric 
and hydrochloric acid, otherwise the solder will not bond. In 
order to apply the mesh to the sleeve, two methods were tried: 
(i) The sleeve was split axially and the mesh spot soldered in 
1 meter long strips onto the half circular sections 
(ii) A cylindrical mesh shell was soldered together on a wooden 
mandril and slid into a complete sleeve section the 
tight fit holding the mesh in place 
Both methods proved time consuming although the second proved 
slightly easier. This method also had the advantage of easy 
removal. The results warranted the effort, for a good uniform corrosion 
free roughness had been achieved. The short inlet locating sleeve 
and outlet cone sections were not roughened and therefore did not 
interfere with either of the nozzle sections. The rough sleeve 
and two geometries of rough annuli were investigated. 
5.4 Pressure Tappings and End Corrections for the Rough Sleeve 
As was the case with the smooth sleeve, tests were first 
conducted with the rough sleeve only, that is, with no core inserted. 
This was used as a check to ensure that both pressure and weight 












Some doubts had been expressed by Nikuradse about the use 
of wall piezometers for measuring the static pressure gradient 
with a rough wall surface. According to Nikuradse, marked errors 
occur when this method is used. He reasons that vortices which 
result from flow around projections, produce pressure or suction 
depending on the position of the aperture and the nature of the 
projection. For these reasons, Nikuradse rejected the piezometer in 
favour of the hooked tube for use in his rough pipe investigations. 
Although the reasons offered by Nikuradse appear plausible, 
tests carried out on the roughened floating sleeve showed that the 
piezometers were in fact giving consistent results, of the type 
obtained under smooth conditions, in spite of the roughness projections. 
Pressure tests showed that the axial pressure gradient was still a 
straight line and that the coefficient of determination was the -----same as that for the smooth walled sleeve. It was decided to 
continue using the wall tappings as a method for obtaining reliable 
measurements of the pressure gradient. 
Recalling the series of events obtained by filling the smooth 
empty sleeve with water, it was noted that: 
(i) When the empty sleeve was filled with various static heads 
of water, the scale registered a downward force over and 
above the empty sleeve reading, due to the leakage force. 
(ii) Once a significant flow occurred through the sleeve the 
scale would register a decrease in weight, related to the flow 
velocity, caused by the upward force of the water on the 
sleeve wall. 
Now when a roughness coating was applied to the sleeve walls, 
a different series of events was observed: 
(i) When the empty rough sleeve was filled with various static 
heads of water, the scale registered an upward force (in 
relation to the empty sleeve reading) which was in proportion 
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(ii) Once a flow occurred through the sleeve the scale would 
again register a further upward shear force related to 
the flow velocity. 
94. 
Fig. 28 shows what is happening: the downward leakage shear 
force is being overshadowed by the upward buoyancy of the roughness 
material, which occurs in terms of Archimedes' Principle. The 
sleeve thus suffers a net upthrust which increases with increasing 
static heads. 
Now in order to obtain the true upthrust on the floating sleeve 
a correction for the downward leakage force and for the roughness 
buoyancy must be applied. However, if the initial zero flow scale 
reading is taken to occur when the sleeve is just full, with a 
static head on the leakage gap (instead of zero head) then the only 
correction necessary will be for the increased leakage shear stress 
that will occur when there is a flow velocity through the sleeve; 
the buoyancy effect will have automatically been taken into account. 
Checks proved that for smooth annuli two methods of correcting for 
the downward leakage shear gave consistent results, viz. considering 
the empty sleeve weight as the initial condition, or considering the 
sleeve weight when filled with static water as the initial condition. 
Whilst both methods could be (and wer~ applied to the smooth sleeve, 
only the second could be used for the rough sleeve. Thus the 












SEC T·I 0 N 6 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
The basic equations governing fluid flow are the Navier Stokes 
equations. These are partial non-linear differential equations and 
are thus generally insoluble. Various simplifying assumptions or 
boundary conditions can sometimes be imposed to yield solutions for 
laminar flows, as well as providing welcome information about turbulence 
and turbulent flows. In Section 6.1 the equations for the conservation 
* of mass and linear momentum will be derived in outline. In Section 
6.2 the mean flow equations will be derived in cylindrical coordinates 
and some results of these equations for pipe and annular flow will 
be examined. 
6.1 Derivation of the Conservation Equations for Mass and 
Linear Momentum 
The three basic Newtonian laws of mechanics are the conservation 
of mass, momentum and energy. Unfortunately, these laws have been 
formulated in a Lagrangian rather than Eulerian description of motion. 
That is, they describe the trajectories of individual particles rather 
than describing what happens at each fixed point in space as a function 
of time. In fluid mechanics the vector velocity of the fluid is 
usually of fundamental importance rather than say the particle dis-
placements. For this reason, the Eulerian description is less cumber-
some than the Lagrangian and will be used here. 
Before the basic equations can be applied to fluid mechanics, the 
assumption of a continuum must be made. In essence this means that 
for the purpose of performing mathematical operations, such as taking 
derivations, the fluid can be divided up into smaller elements 
without limit and still remain a continuum. This assumption is valid 
for almost all fluids since the dimensions of the problem under con-
sideration are very large when compared with the molecular dimensions. 
* Detailed discussions (for example that dealing with the representation 












6.1·1 Conservation of Mass 
Consider a fixed region in space containing a volume V of fluid 
bounded by a closed surface of area S, which has CV as an element 
of the enclosed volume V and CS (with a unit outward normal n) as 
an element of the bounding surface S. From the law of conservation 
of mass it follows that the rate of change of mass contained in the 
region must equal the mass flux into the region. 
expressed mathematically as 
~t Iv p(x,t) dV = 
This can be 
(Eq. 39) 
where p is the mass density of the fluid at position x at time t. 
The surface integral can be tranformed into a volume integral using 
Gauss' divergence theorem: 
= 
and because V is fixed in space, 
= O, 
which is the global expression for the conservation of mass. This 
global equation is zero for any choice of fixed volume V and therefore 
the integral is zero because the integrand is zero . 
.£2. + V•(pu) = O at -
which is the local form of the conservation of mass. 
equivalent to 
.£2. + p(V•u) + _u•Vp at - = 0, 
which can be expressed using the material derivative as 














This form of the equation is important for the consideration of 
incompressible flow. A stringent definition of incompressible 
flow necessitates a knowledge of thermodynamics. For fluid 
mechanics, a definition equivalent in most respects is usually 
taken as: a fluid whose density does not vary with time as one 





and a consequence of this is that V•u = 0 for an incompressible 
fluid. 
6.1.2 Conservation of Linear Momentum 
The conservation of linear momentum will be derived for a con-
stant viscosity incompressible fluid, since this is the form most 
widely used in hydraulics. The linear momentum at time t possesed 
by the fluid which occupies a region of volume V(t) (which move~ 
$ 
with the fluid) is 
I :!:!. p dV, V( t) 
and the rate of change of this linear momentum is given by 
~t J u p dV 
V(t) 
* which can be equated by means of the Reynolds transport theorem to 
I 
Du 
. p Dt dV. 
V(t) 
(Eq. 42) 
Disregarding surface tension, the forces which may act on V(t) 
can be divided into two groups, namely body forces and surface forces. 
Body forces are forces which act at each point in V(t). If 
f (x,t) is the vector resultant of the body forces, per unit mass, 
then the total body force acting on V(t) is 
f p !. dV. V(t) (Eq. 43) 












Surface forces are forces which act at the surface of an element 
and are caused by direct mechanical contact between interacting 
elements. The value of the surface forces acting on an element 
is thus dependent upon the surface area of the element; furthermore, 
these forces are considered to act on a plane surface element and 
are specified as the total force exerted on one side of the fluid 
element by the fluid on the other side. Consider a point x (with 
a unit outward normal g) at time ton the boundary S(t) of V(t), 
then 2:(x,n,t) is the force per unit areaorlocal stress exerted at ---
~by the material outside V(t) on the material inside V(t). 2:(x,n,t), ---
which may be written as 2:.(x,n,t), may be represented by a Cartesian 
J. - -
tensor thus: 
2:.(x,n,t) = CJ •• (x,t)n. 
J. - - J.J - J 
where CJ •• is now independent of n. The total surface force exerted 
J.J 
on V(t) by the material outside V(t) is therefore 
( CJ. jn .dS = 
Js(t) 1 J f 
aCJ •• 
-Ydv 
V(t) axj ' 
(Eq. 44) 
the right hand side again being obtained from the divergence theorem. 
A global balance of linear momentum for the selected region of fluid 
V(t), in Cartesian coordinates gives: 
I 
Du, 
p nt1'- dV 
V(t) 
-· f pf. dV 
V( t) 1 
This relationship holds for any choice 
Du. 
J. 




+ _bl dV I 
aCJ •• 
V(t) axj . 
of mat~al volume V(t) and thus 
<: 
rr--e--\r u l. ..,J 
(Eq. 45) 
From the definition of a fluid, the shearing stresses must be 
zero when the fluid is at rest. Thus if Pis the hydrostatic pressure, 
then the stress tensor for a fluid at rest becomes 
= 
where o .. is the Kronecker delta. 
J.J 
1 as - !'CJ ii. 













It can be seen by examining, for example, a cubical element 
of fluid that the nine components of the stress tensor are not all 
independent. Considering an element such as that shown in Fig. 29 
the sum of the moments about the z-axis through the centre of the 
element is 
[
(J - Clcrxy ox) 
xy Clx 2 J I ·---x [a + Clcrxy ox) xy Clx 2 J oy 
ox 
(J _E. §]£_ 
( 
Clcr J 
yx - Cly 2 
Fig. 29 Stresses giving moments about the z-axis 
( 
+ Clcryx §][_ + a 0yx Cly 2 yx 
( 
Clcr 0 Clcrxy ox) ox a + _El_ ~ + a - -2 -2 oycSz. xy ax 2 xy . ax 
According to Newton's law this net moment must be equal to the moment 
of inertia of the element times its angular acceleration 8 about 
the z axis 
[ 
(ox)2 + (cSy)2Je· ' (a - a )cSxoycSz = poxcSyoz 12 yx xy 
as the dimensions of the element approach zero, the moment of inertia 
approaches zero as the square of the dimensiops and thus cr = cr xy yx 
In general therefore a .. 
1J 
= a .. and the stress tensor is symmetric. 
J1 












a.. = - P o .. + d . 
lJ lJ iJ 
where p o .. is the isotropic part having the same form as the 
lJ 
stress tensor in a fluid at rest, and where d .. is the non-isotropic lJ 
part and is due entirely to the motion of the fluid. It remains to 
express the deviatoric stress tensor d .. in J..J 
terms of the rate of 





3u./ax.). There is no way of deducing the 
eij = 
dependence of d .. lJ 
upon 
fluids, and so the assumption is made that this 
J l 
au/axj for 
relationship is typical of transport phenomena; viz., that the 
flux density of the transported quantity varies linearly with the 
spatial gradient· of the quantity normal to the surface element. 
Thus for a pure shear flow this relationship can be expressed as 





in which the 'driving force' for the momentum transport is the 
velocity gradient. 
as d .. = 2 µe ... 
Symmetry is retained if we write this relationship 
J..J lJ 
a. . = - p o. . + 2 µe .. 
J..J J..J lJ 
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'dP a pf. - --+ µ l ax. ax. 
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+ 2 µe .. ) 
lJ 
(au. 5-) __ J.. + ax. ax. 
J J_ 
(Eq. 46) 
where p is the modified pressure which takes into account the 











6.1.3 The Insolubility of the Navier Stokes Equations 
The Navier Stokes equations are non-linear partial differential 
equations and are thus generally insoluble by any known method. It 
is usually the non-linear advective term which prevents solution. 
If this advective term is made zero by applying certain conditions 
to the equations, then the solution sometimes becomes easier. 
However, the solutions obtained then apply to the limited flow 
regimes determined by the conditions imposed. Exact solutions of 
laminar pipe and Couette flow for example, are obtained by these means. 
What is required for the solution of turbulent flow is the 
mathematical prediction of turbulence. This prediction should be 
forthcoming since it is generally agreed that turbulent flow fully 
. . ~~ N . S (8) satisfier the avier tokes equations. However, Emmons suggests 
that attempting any sort of mathematical prediction of turbulence 
would be futile. Examining the problem of turbulent pipe flow he 
shows that a computer solution producing any meaningful statistics 
would require 1022 numerical operations at a Re = 107 • Working 
at a typical computer speed of 10 microseconds per operation, the 
complete calculation would take 10 17 seconds or approximately 1010 
·years which is about the age of the universe. It is true that 
the operating speeds of computers is increasing by about an order 
of magnitude every three years, yet even a computer working at the 
speed of light (presumably the limiting speed) would still require 
32 000 years, according to White ( 53 ), to complete its computation. 
It is possible that in the future low Reynolds number turbulent flows 
may be within the range of investigation, but it remains highly 
unlikely that we shall ever/ be able to simulate turbulence 
mathematically. 
The conclusion is that approximate solutions of the Navier 
Stokes solutions can only be obtained for turbulent flows where 
some mechanical assumption is made. Identification of, and data 













6.2 The Mean Flow Equations and their Application to Circular 
Pipes and Annuli 
The equations of motion for the conservation of mass and momentum 
have been established for incompressible constant viscosity flow as 




These equations written in the above vector notation are 
coordinate free and providing the proper form of the operators is 
adhered to, the equations may be expanded using any coordinate system. 
The instantaneous velocity vector :!:!_ can be expressed as 
the sum of the mean and fluctuating components. Thus 
u = U + u' (Eq. 48) 
t +T 
where u lim 1 I 0 dt = T-+oo T :!:!. 
to 
Now in order for aQ./at to be equal to zero, !:!_must be defined 
as the steady velocity. In practice the time interval T is 
chosen to be·larger than any significant period of the fluctuation u'. 
The period obviously depends upon the nature of the problem and would 
range from a few secondsin channel flow to 30 minutes or more for 
ocean wave measurements. 
Substituting Eq. 48 into Eq. 47 yields 
'V•(U+u') = 0 












V•U = 0 
and V•u' = 0 
The above are merely mathematical equations expressing the 
physically obvious fact: that if the total flow field is incom-
pressible, then so are the mean flow and the fluctuating flow fields 
Now substitution of Eq. 48 into the Navier Stokes equation yields 
after taking the average: 
_£. (U + u') + (Q. + £')·V(Q. + u')=-1:.v(P + p') + vV 2 (U + u'). at - p 
Now since the advective term is the only non-linear term: 
(Eq. 49) 
6.2.1 Expansion of the Mean Flow Equations in Cylindrical Coordinates 
The expansion and translation of Eq. 49 into cyclindrical 
coordinates is not straightforward. This is because the direction 
of the radial and angular unit vectors at a point vary with a change 
in the angular coordinate of that point. Thus with the expansion 
A 
of Eq. 49 in the 8 direction, we should expect extra terms to occur 
in the r direction and vice-versa. This in fact does happen. 
Now expanding Eq. 49 into cylindrical coordinates being 
careful to use the correct form of the operators appropriate to 
cylindrical coordinates, as well as bearing in mind the inclusion 
of additional terms due to a moving coordinate system and using 
the continuity equation for fluctuating velocity components to 
transform the average product of a fluctuating component and a 
derivative into the derivative of the average product of two 
fluctuating components, the mean flow equations in cylindrical 
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Simplification for Pipe and Annular Flow 
1 a --2 





Certain flow conditions and boundary conditions pertinent to 
pipe flow may now be inserted to simplify the mean flow equations. 
Only those conditions common to both annular and pipe flow will be 
applied in this section. Thus the equations derived will be equally 
suitable for further investigation in both types of conduit. The 
conditions for mean unidirectional axial flow are: 
(i) All average quantities are constant in an axial direction 





















All average quantities are independent of time. 
There is no slip at the boundary walls. 
The continuity equation applies. 
The mathematical results of these conditions are: 
d - = O, all mean quantities except pressure 
dX 
a o, all quantities. -= mean ae 
u = ue = 0 r 
u = u' = u' = u' = 0 at the conduit walls. x x r e 
Substituting the results of these conditions into Eq. 50 
the following simplifications result: 
1 d aux 1 (lp 
r dr (Vr Tr - ru~ up = p dX 
U I 2 
1 a (ru'2) + ~e-- = 1 ClP - r ar r r p Clr 
a 2u; ue 




These simplified equations still remain insoluble. Never-
theless, they do yield important insights into the turbulence 
mechanism. For laminar flows, the equations will obviously reduce to 
soluble expressions. Certain results for pipe and annular flows will 












6.2.3 Results for Pipe Flow 
Pressure gradient 
Differentiation of Eq. 5lb with respect to x yields 
(Eq. 52) 
aP Thus ax the axial pressure gradient is independent of r. This 
is an extremely important result since it enables the measurement of 
the axial pressure gradient by means of pressure tappings in the conduit 
walls. However, the pressure itself does depend on the radial position. 






dr + u' 2 
r 
Very little information about this radial variation in pressure 
is available. Measurements of the r.m.s. values of the fluctuating 
components give an estimate of the pressure variation across a pipe as 
being about 0,3% of the mean dynamic pressure in the pipe. 
Shear stress gradient 
It is evident that 
au x u' u' (Eq. 53) T = µ-- p xr ar x r 












and integrating from r to zero 
T = xr 
and ~~has been seen to be constant. 
107. 
Now because T must reduce to T2 at r = r 2 and to zero at r = 0 
T 
xr 
u' u' = x r (Eq. 55) 
Thus it can be seen that even in turbulent flow the she~ stress 
varies linearly with the radius. Realising that the velocity fluctuations 




xr ar (Eq. 56) I 
It is well to note that Eq. 56 is not as is often supposed, 
the original concept embodied in the modern definition of Newtonian 
fluids, but is rather a consequence of the definition, which, as a form 
of a transport process is intended to apply to the general flow field. 
Although it is useful to know that the shear stress varies 
linearly in turbulent flow, Eq. 55 unfortunately cannot be integrated 
in order to ascertain the nature of the velocity profile U (r) since we x 
have no theoretical knowledge of the not insignificant contribution of 
u' u'. x r 
Velocity gradient 
Integrating Eq. 5la with respect to r yields: 
aux r 2 aP 












At r = O, C = 0 and Eq. 57 becomes 




Integrating Eq. 58 from r = 0 to r = r 2 and realising 
that at r = 0, Ux = Ux max and that at r = r 2 ,ux = 0. 






U ' u' ~ 1 aP 2 x r or - 4 ax r2 
U max x = 
0 
r 
1 [aP f 2 - - - r 2 + 4p 4µ ax 2 0 u' u' x r 
rar = 0 
0 
= 0 
Since P falls in the direction of flow, U max is positive. x 
If Eq. 58 had been integrated for r = r to r = r 2 then the general 
velocity profile would have been obtained: 
For laminar flow the above equation would reduce to 
u = max 
6.2.4 Results for Annular Flow 
Pressure gradient 
















[~:] = 0 
[~~] = 0 
Thus aP/ax is still independent of r and is constant, and the 
results for pipe flow apply to annular flow. 
Shear stress gradient and the position of zero shear 
From Eq. 5la 
..L (r Txr) = 
aP (Eq. 59) -r ar ax 
au 
and x u' T = µ---pu' xr ar x r 
Thus for the position of maximum velocity to coincide with 
position of zero shear stress, u' u' = 0 at the position where x r 
the 
au I ar x = 0. This is possibly the most important result achieved 
so far. It should be noted that there is no theoretical evidence 
to suggest that u I u I = 0 at aux I ar = 0 except for cases x r 
where symmetry is present. 
The widely made assumption that these two positions are 
coincident appears to be groundless. 
Integrating Eq. 59 between 
r2 T2 - rT = [r~ ; r'J xr 





= cf ~ r'J ~~ 
Adding 















r2 + r2 -4 2r2J .+. _ 1 ap  1 
r ax 
B = Ar - - where A and B are constants r 
110. 
Thus it can be seen that the shear stress no longer varies 
linearly in the radial direction as was the case for pipe flow. The 
value of the radius of zero shear cannot be solved analytically for 
turbulent shear, but the integration of Eq. 5la forms one basis 
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rl 
2(Q,n r 2/r1 ) 
(Eq. 60) 
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change of limits for u : 
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For laminar flow this result simplifies to the identical 
expression obtained by a simple force balance. It can also be 
seen that earlier suppositions that r 0t = r 0£ are completely 
unfounded since they neglect the integral of the mean fluctuating 
u' and u' components. 
x r 
Velocity gradient 
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u' u' x r ar) (Eq. 61) 
For laminar flow an alternative expression for T may be obtained xr 
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S E C T I 0 N 7 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
The program of experimental work may be divided into the 
following sections: 
(i) Determination of the sensitivity of the floating sleeve. 
(ii) Calibration of the floating sleeve for end effects due 
to the bottom leakage gap. 
113. 
(The above were proving tests designed to determine the accuracy and 
sensitivity of the floating sleeve. 
(iii) The smooth annular tests. 
(iv) The rough annular tests. 
(These produced the individual annular wall shear stresses, the position 
of zero shear stress and friction factor - Reynolds number curves). 
7.1 The Sensitivity of the Floating Sleeve 
Preliminary tests were conducted to determine the sensitivity 
of the floating sleeve to factors which might influence its accuracy. 
7.1.1 Density of Flotation Liquid 
Changes in temperature of the water in·the float channel would 
cause density changes resulting in varying upthrusts on the floating 
sleeve. Should these changes be significant, inaccuracies in the 
weight readings of the floating sleeve would occur. A thermostatically 
controlled heater.was placed in the float channel and a record kept of 
the effective weights of the sleeve (as shown on the scale) with 
various temperature settings. The results showed a negligible change 
in density for temperature differences corresponding to those ex-
perienced during a normal day. Seasonal temperature variations may be 













The floating sleeve was thus insensitive to flotation liquid 
density changes caused by differences in room temperature. 
7.1.2 Changes in Float Size 
The float is defined as any part of the floating sleeve appara-
tus which is fully immersed in the flotation liquid. Thus the main 
part of the float consisted of the square P.V.C. float. Screw rods 
were used to connect the floating sleeve cross arm supports to the 
P.V.C. float. Since a portion of these rods were immersed in the 
flotation liquid, those portions formed part of the float and thus 
suffered an upthrust equal to the weight of water that they displaced. 
Now because the scale worked on a deflection principle, differing 
effective weights of the floating sleeve as read on the scale, would 
cause differing amounts of these screw rods to be immersed in the 
liquid. The screw rods had been chosen for their small displacements, 
in order to minimise errors caused by changes in the float size. 
The maximum scale pan deflection was 16 mm. Thus the maximum 
error to the weight readings caused by the four 10 mm diameter screw 
rods would be approximately 5 gf. 
Although this error is fairly small, it was circumvented to ·a 
large extent during the weight tests, by adjusting the initial no flow 
readings to the centre of the scale. For flow conditions, the scale 
was brought to within 100 grams of the initial reading by the judicious 
choice of added brass weights. The float size was thus kept fairly 
constant and the error minimised to less than 1 gf. 
7.1.3 Roller Bearing Friction 
The accuracy of the weight readings obtained by the floating 
sleeve is dependent upon the friction in the roller bearing assemblies. 
The minimum number of roller bearings necessary to fully constrain the 
sleeve were used in the design in order to minimise this friction. 












dry sleeve. Various brass weights were added to the floating sleeve 
and their effects registered on the sleeve scale. The tests were 
performed for· various overlap distances of the bottom inlet nozzle 
and sleeve. 
Nowhere was the discrepancy between added weights and corresponding 
scale readings greater than 8 gf. The mean for 58 tests for varying 
weights and overlap distances was 2,3 gf with a standard deviation of 
3,8 gf. The bottom overlap distance had no effect on the ball race 
friction as detected by the sleeve scale. Full results are shown in 
Table 3. 
Range of errors = ~7 to +8 gf 
Mod Error = observed weight - added weight 
Mean of mod error = x* = 3,9 gf 
Standard deviation of x* = 1,9 gf 
Table 3. 
The mean of the mod error gives a measure of the average amount 
of friction encountered by the roller assemblies. The results of the 
roller friction appeared encouraging. The floating sleeve having a 
dead weight of about 200 kgf was now able to register changes in weight · 
with a sensitivity of only a few grams force (or approximately 0,002 
per cent of its own weight). 
7.1.4 Pressure Tapping Gradient 
Whenever wall piezometers are used in turbulent flow, pressure 
fluctuations occur in the manometer tubes. In order to read a constant 
mean pressure, the tubes were throttled down using adjustable clamps. 












velocity stream, could cause non-linearities in the axial pressure 
gradient. It was necessary to check that this gradient was in fact 
linear. 
A typical set of readings is shown in Table 4. They have been 
randomly selected from data obtained from tests in a smooth annulus. 
Table 5 shows typical data from a rough annulus. 
Distance of 
Pressure Pressure tapping 
tapping above top of 








Reading on common scale manometer (mm) 
Series 11 Series 11 



























Table 4. Pressure gradient for smooth annuli 
The best fit straight line through the points has been determined in 
each case by regression analysis. As can be seen from these two tables, 
the coefficient of regression, which gives a measure of the dispersion 
of points about the best fit straight line, is almost exactly unity. 
This indicates a negligible amount of deviation and the pressure 












Reading on common scale manometer (mm) 
Distance of water 
Pressure Pressure tapping 
tapping above top of Series 30 Series 30 Series 33 Series 33 inlet nozzle (mm) Test 2 Test 17 Test 1 Test 6 
pl 240 1218 505 3099 476 
p2 1769 932 428 2334 400 
p3 3289 669 356 1586 322 
P4 4808 404 277 845 247 
p5 6318 139 198 112 171 
Gradient -0,1768 -0,0503 -0,4912 -0,0502 
Regression coefficient 0,9998 0,9997 1,0000 1,0000 
Table 5. Pressure gradient for rough annuli 
7.1.5 Prolonged Flow through the Leakage Gap 
Before the filter had been installed in the test rig, prolonged 
flow through the floating sleeve had caused particles and waste matter 
to gradually become lodged in the leakage gap. This caused 'sticking' 
of the floating sleeve and rendered operation inaccurate. 
After the filter had been installed, no further matter of a 
nature sufficient to cause clogging passed through the sleeve and the 
sensitivity of the sleeve was no longer affected by prolonged flows. 
7.2 Calibration of the Floating Sleeve for the Bottom Leakage 
Gap Effects 
The two methods of determining the end correction as well as the 
nature of the correction have already been examined (refer back to 











7.2.1 Static Head Methods 
Whenever the floating sleeve contains water, a downward shear 
force will be caused by the leak.age of water through the bottom leak.age 
gap. In order to measure the correct upward shear force when there is 
an upward flow through the sleeve, the magnitude of this leak.age shear 
force must be known. 
The fundamental postulate in this method of correction is that 
the nature of the end correction is unaltered by flow conditions. 
In order to determine the value of this correction, the floating 
sleeve was filled with various static heads of water and the downward 
leakage shear force was registered on the scale (of course this method 
could only be applied to a smooth sleeve for reasons outlined in Section 
5). 
There were two methods of achieving this static head. 
(i) The sleeve was completely filled with water which was theh 
allowed to drain out through the leakage gap. The dropping 
head was noted at certain positions together with the res-
pective scale reading. Because of the small area of the 
leak.age gap the head in the sleeve dropped very slowly 
(approximately 0,01 m/s). This slowly dropping head was 
regarded as producing a series of different static heads. 
(ii) The sleeve was filled to specific heights and the head 
held constant by careful adjustment of the inlet control 
valve ((d) in Fig. 15), the inflow through the valve 
could be made to balance the outflow through the leakage 
gap. Here of course although the level of the water head 
was static, water was continually fed into the rig. The 
flow through the leak.age gap was so low that the upward 













Although the graphs of the two methods are of the same order, 
there is a slight difference in trend. It was decided to use the 
results based on the second method as being appropriate. The trend 
difference is so small (of the order of 7 gf for a static head of 7 m) 
as to make no appreciable difference to the main results except perhaps 
for very low flows. Both the abovementioned methods were carried out 
for varying overlap lengths. Figs 30a and 30b show the results. As 
can be seen from the graphs, the overlap length has very little appre-
ciable effect on the downward shear force. A possible explanation for 
this could be that for a large overlap length (see Fig. 25), the flow 
through the leakage gap is reduced whilst the area for the shear force 
to act on is increased; whereas for a small overlap length, the flow is 
increased and the area is reduced. A least squares straight line 
through the origin gives the equation used for the extrapolation of 
static heads to moving heads. Thus if the initial effective weight 
reading of the sleeve is taken for the empty sleeve: 
FL= 17,33 x (head on leakage gap) (Eq. 62) 
where FL = leakage force in grams force 
and the head on the leakage gap is in metres. 
or if the initial effective weight oT the sleeve is taken for 
a sleeve filled with a maximum static head (as would be 
necessary if the sleeve ~ough) then: 
t,..su<--
FL= 17,33 (head on leakage gap - length of sleeve). 
In general then 
FL= 17,33 (z + h) (Eq. 63) 
where the terminology is that used in Section 4. 
,,. 
Using the above correction Eq. 63, the friction factor vs Reynolds 
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independently by pressure readings and weight readings. This was very 
nearly the case; however it was found that a very slight modification 
to Eq. 63 resulted in an even better coincidence of the curves. Thus 
Eq. 63 was modified to 
F
1 
= 17,80 (z + h) (Eq. 64) 
Using Eq. 64 it was found that the best fit curves for pressure 
and weight readings coincided almost exactly (for a = 0). Equation 64 
was used as the equation for the correction of the bottom leakage shear 
force. 
7.2.2 TheoreVtical Method 
A crude estimate of the downward shear force was made using the 
theoretical equation for laminar flow through the annular leakage gap. 
Radius of sleeve = 70,0 mm 
Clearanc·e of gap = 0,15 mm in diameter 
Flow through gap = 31,7 cm 3 /s for a head of 6 m 
Overlap distance = 31,5 mm 
r 2 - 2 .... 2 ro 
T2 = 4µ u x 
r2(r22 + 2 - 2r 
2 ) rl 0 
and ro = (rl + r 2 )/2 for the small clearance gap. 
T2 = 199 N/m2 
F2 = 141 x 10- 3 Kgf 
= 141 gf under a head of 6 m, compared with the 
value of 107 gf obtained from Eq. 64. 
It must be emphasised that this last check is only a crude 
estimate of the order of magnitude of the correction. Probable errors 













For a typical low flow through the sleeve (Re T 35000) the down-
ward leakage force would be about 110 gf whilst the upward shear force 
of the main flow would be about 120 gf. For a typical high flow 
(Re ~ 200 000) the downward leakage force would be about 120gf whilst 
the upward shear force would be about 3400 gf. For low flows the 
leakage force correction was of the same order of magnitude as the 
upward shear force, for this reason it was very advantageous to have 
available a check on the accuracy of the correction, (viz coincidence 
off vs Re curves for a= 0 and established smooth pipe data). 
7.3 Smooth Annular Tests 
After the sensitivity tests and calibration of the floating sleeve 
were completed, tests were performed on smooth annuli of four radius 
ratios a = O; 0,091; 0,226 and 0,363. (The smooth pipe (a = 0) was 
regarded as a special geometric case of annular flow). The equations 
used for calculating the friction factor - Reynolds number curves are 
presented below. 
7.3.1 Esuations for Evaluation of Data 
The total upward force on the floating sleeve due to wall 
friction is 
F2 = (Fi - Ff) + FL 
(Eq. 
where F. = initial zero flow scale reading 
1 
Ff = final scale reading for steady flow 
FL = appropriate force correction due to leakage effects. 














Where A2 = 2Tir2 (length of floating sleeve), 
and the friction factor for the sleeve is given by 
(Eq. 67) 
The Reynolds number is ba·sed on the equivalent diameter D 
A e = 2 
r
1
) and is defined for all friction factors as R = UxDe 
e --v 
Across any longitudinal annular section of length i 
Now 
where 8 = hf/i = slope of the hydraulic grade line 
In order to determine 8, the best fit straight line through the 
points (hf , i.), where i is the position of the pressure tapping, was 
i 1 
























We now have two curves f 2 vs Re and fT vs Re. From these curves 
f 1 vs Re can be deduced (and hence if desired T, and F1 ) 
Fl = Tl Al 
F2 = T2 A2 
FT = TT ~ 
Fl = FT - F2 
and fl 
2F
1 = "' 
pU 2A 
x l 
fl = fT(l + l/a) f 2 (l/a) (Eq! 70) 
From Eq.67 and Eq. 69 it can be seen that the calculation of f
2 
is less sensitive to changes in the value of r 2 than fT is. The 
relevance of this will become apparent when dealing with roughened 
annuli. 
From the above equations, all the information about forces, 
shears and friction factors on the annular walls may be deduced. 
Furthermore a force balance enables the radius of zero shear as well 
as the shear stress profile to be calculated. 
Thus 
\r2 + T2rl 
i::2r2 + Tlr 













r2 - 2 ap ro 
T = ax r 2r 






Removing the modulus sign in Eq. 72 satisfies the sign convention for T . 
r 
7.3.2 Discussion 
Figs 32 to 40 show the various friction factor-Reynolds number 
results. For a = O, the coincidence of the friction factor-Reynolds 
number diagrams, obtained from weight measurements and pressure 
measurements, is clearly established. From the best fit curve 
it can be seen that the f
2 
vs Re curve is parallel to and only 
slightly above the Nikuradse smooth pipe plot. Fig. 31 shows a 
trace of the actual sleeve and core roughnesses. The confidence 
limit for these and all other f vs Re curves appears to be ± 2 per cent. 
From dimensional analysis 
"' u2 
aP p x a, k/D ) = D fn(Re, ax e e 
and as might be expected (from dimensional analysis) a radius ratio 
effect is noticeably present in all f vs Re curves. This effect is 
most marked for f 1 vs Re, less significant for fT vs Re and f 2 vs Re, 
appearing in the last case to alter slightly the slope of the curves. 
It appears that the overall friction factor for a > 0 is 4 per cent 
to 9 per cent greater than that for a smooth pipe, at least for 
the range of a investigated here. There is evidence, from the 
friction factor and other graphs, to show that the floating sleeve 
and pressure manometers become too insensitive at Re < 40 000. 
Little confidence can be placed in results for a Re less than this figure. 
Fig. 41 shows the relationship used to determine the kinematic 
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Fig. 31 Typical roughness traces for the 'smooth' drawn cores 
(above) and the 'smooth' machined sleeve (below). The 
uniform machine cuts on the sleeve can clearly be seen. 
The relative roughness for the sleeve (= k/2r2 ) obtained 
from the above trace is 0,00011 which is sligntly above 
the smooth pipe curve obtained by Nikuradse. This compares 












Fig. 42 shows the variation of the inner to outer wall shear 
stresses for the three radius ratios for varying Reynolds number. 
As can be seen the ratio T1 /T2 depends upon Re and a. As a approaches 
zero, T1/T2 approaches infinity for laminar flow. This can be seen 
in Fig. 43 where a plot of T2/T1 vs a, for laminar flow, is given. 
This graph was obtained from the theoretical equations governing 
laminar flow in annuli viz: 
B = (Eq. 73) 
and 
= (Eq. 74) 
Thus it can be seen that the ratio T1 /T2 is entirely dependent 
upon the radius ratio a, for laminar flow. The dependence of T1 /T2 
upon Re as found in Fig. 42 (i.e. turbulent flow) deviates from the 
laminar flow situation where there is no Re dependence. Fig. 42 is 




was independent of Re for turbulent flow in the range 3 x 104 
<Re< 2,4 x 10 5 • The fact that as a tends to zero,the flow situation 
does not tend to that of a circular pipe, is well illustrated by the 
* above graphs. (Figs 42 and 43) It appears that the ratio T1/T2 
increases with decreasing Re (for a particular a) for turbulent flow 
and then becomes constant for laminar flow. If Lawn and Elliot's 
results are correct, it would be interesting to know where their value 
of the ratio T1 /T2 in turbulent flow changed to that obtained for 
laminar flow. The ratio T1 /T2 appears to be larger at all times 
for laminar flow than for turbulent flow. 
A force balance enabled the shear stress distribution for a 
particular Reynolds number and radius ratio to be calculated if the 
wall shear stresses and the position of zero shear are known. Such 
* It is a popular misconception that as a+ O, the annulus.yields a 
circular pipe. However it is true that as a + 1, the annulus 












distributions are shown in Figs 44 and 45 for a Reynolds number of 
50 000 and 100 000 respectively. It is interesting to note how the 
outer shear stress profile becomes more linear as a decreases and 
approaches the plain pipe. The rapid curvature of the inner profile 
for low a, decreases as a increases, and for a very large one would 
expect a linear profile. 
The graph showing the position of zero shear stress as a 
function of Reynolds number and radius ratio (Fig. 46), indicates 
that this position exhibits a slight Reynolds number dependency 
varying approximately 7 per cent for a Reynolds number range of 
40 000 to 220 000 (i.e. an increase in Re of 450 per cent). Also 
r
0 





)/r2 for varying radius ratios. This ratio varies 
linearly with Reynolds number. This is in agreement with the results 
of Rehme (35). Lawn and Elliot's results however, do not show this 
trend and their conclusion was that r 0/r2 is independent of Reynolds 
number. The floating sleeve results disagree with this conclusion. 
Fig. 47 shows results for the position of zero shear stress obtained 
by previous investigators (for Re~ 100 000). The Kays and Leung method 
of plotting the results has been used. Thus the ordinate chosen is 
* ro - r 1 s = 
r2 - ro 
Also shown in Fig. 47 is the relationship for laminar flow which is 
independent of Re. This is a straight line relationship (on a double 
logarithmic plot) expressed by 
* s = ao,1s 
This equation describes a far easier method of obtaining the position 
of zero shear stress in laminar flow than the usual exact method 
given by Eq. 73, and is very nearly as accurate. The floating sleeve 
results shown in Fig. 47 are.fairly centrally placed between previous 
* investigations. The value of s generally agrees well with that 
obtained by hot wire anemometry and Preston tubes. There is a 
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Fig. 46 The position of zero shear stress in smooth annuli 
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those obtained by the floating sleeve, exemplified by the di~ference 
* in s at a ~ O,l, It might be said that the central position of 
the p~esent results amongst previous results, inspires confidence in 
the floating sleeve method. For a particular radius ratio, the 
position of zero shear stress lies further from the inner wall for 
laminar flow than for turbulent flow, the difference between r~ and 
rmt increasing with decreasing radius ratio. 
7.4 Rough Annular Tests 
Once the smooth annular tests had been completed, the rough 
annular tests were begun. These tests were performed on a sand 
roughened annulus of radius ratio a = 0 and on mesh roughened annuli 
of radius ratio a = O; 0,238 and 0,376. In computing the radius 
ratio and all other relevant results the diameter of cores and sleeve 
need to be accurately known. 
7.4.1 Determination of Rough Sleeve Diameters 
Before a suitable method of measuring the diameter of the 
sleeve can be found the required diameter must be defined. In this 
respect most tests are unclear as to this definition. Yet the 
definition and determination of rough pipe diameters are necessary 
for research purposes, if units involving wall shear force are to be 
determined from static tap results. This is due to the fact that 
shear force results obtained in this way are dependent on the square 
of the diameter of the rough sleeve. In his paper, Nikuradse (26 ) 
defined the diameter found from the equivalent water volume of the 
rough pipe. This measurement obviously cannot be represented clearly 
on sketches and has led to some confusion in the past. 
For the floating sleeve system, three ways of determining the 
equivalent diameter can be used: 
(i) For a radius ratio of a = 0 the f vs Re results for pressure 
tappings and corrected weight readings should coincide for 













greater change in the fT results than the f 2 result, a 
diameter could be selected such that the results of the two 
methods coincide. A 1 per cent change in diameter will 
cause a 5 per cent change in f T and a 3 per cent change in 
f 2 . (This is analogous to the argument used for checking 
the leakage gap correction.) 
Obtain the equivalent water volume diameter (D ) as defined 
w 
by Nikuradse. 
Select some equivalent diameter between the limits imposed 
by the thickness of the wire mesh. That is, a diameter 
based on the direct physical measurement of the smooth 
pipe diameter and the roughness thickness. 
Of these methods, the last is by far the easiest. In order 
to carry out the second method some means of blocking the leakage 
gap must be found. In order to compare the results of the three 
methods, this was in fact done. A piece of strong vellum was 
inserted in the joint between the lowest two sleeve sections. 
The results for D obtained by the three different methods 
w 
indicated that for 
Method (i) D = 69,0 ± 0,3 mm w 
Method (ii) D = 69,4 ± 0,2 mm w 
Method (iii) D must lie somewhere between the limits of 2r2 and w 
2r2 - 2 x (max. 
roughness projection = k) 
i.e. 68,3 < D < 70,0 mm w 
Ari arbitrary choice might be the average between these two limits 
which would give D 
w = 69,15. Nikuradse's definition suggests 
that the value of D should depend to some extent on the ratio 
w 
K = m 
density of wire in mesh 












Since for the mesh used, this ratio was less than 1,0; D 
w 
would be larger than that obtained by our arbitrary choice and would 
be more in line with that obtained in methods (i) and (ii). 
. 1 
For the mesh used Km -;- 3. 
Eq. 75 yielded a D 
w = 
(Eq. 75) 
69,4 mm. Since all three methods 
yielded similar results, and owing to the fact that method (i) cannot 
be used to determine D for a > O, and that method (ii) is laborious 
w 
and time consuming, method (iii) was used for all future radius 
ratios to calculate D . 
w 
7.4.2 Equations for the Evaluation of Data 
The equations developed in 7.3.1 are again used for the 





Fig. 48 shows the one f vs Re curve obtained for the sand 
roughened sleeve. As can be seen the curves obtained from weight 
measurements and pressure measurements again coincide. This is 
also the case for the mesh roughened sleeve (a = 0) as shown in 
Fig. 49 and 50. Figs 49 to 51 show the various f vs Re curves for 
the mesh roughened annuli. (For a> 0 only mesh roughness was used). 
Here a very distinct radius ratio effect can be observed for fT and f 2 . 
For these cases it also appears as though the friction factor becomes 
constant for Re > 90 000. Comparing the results for a = 0 with 
those of Nikuradse for rough pipes, it can be seen that the mesh 
roughness has a k/D ,,;, 0,028 and thus that the equivalent k for the w· 
mesh : 1,9 mm which is similar for example to that obtained in 
concrete conduits. (The actual value of k for the mesh was 0,85 mm). 
The beginning of the dependency of the friction factor on Reynolds number 
also occurs at about the sam.e point (namely Re = 90 000), as that 
obtained by Nikuradse for a similar k/d for artificially sand roughened 
pipes. However, this dependency increases more rapidly for the mesh 











As expected the wall shear stresses are greatly increased by 
the addition of roughness. For example for an Re = 100 000 the 
wall shear stresses were increased by about 350 per cent over the 
smooth annuli, by the addition of the mesh. Examples of the shear 
stress distribution for Re = 50 000 and Re = 100 000 are 
given in Figs 53 and 54 respectively. Fig. 52 shows the ratio T1 /T2 
as a function of a and Re. It appears that the ratio of the wall 
stresses is altered by the addition of identical roughess to each 
wall. The downward trend of T1 /T2 with increasing Re as 
exhibited in smooth annuli is not present in the rough annuli. For 
a = 0,238 the ratio T1/T2 is fairly constant, whilst for a = 0,376 the 
previous downward trend is reversed. 
The position of zero shear stress (as shown in Fig. 55) exhibits 
little Reynolds number dependency although there is a curious upward 
trend for a = 0,376 which is probably related to the upward trend in 
T1 /T2 in Fig. 52. For a = 0,238 the position of zero shear stress 
remains essentially unchanged with varying Reynolds number. 
A comparison of the position of zero shear stress for rough 
annuli with that in smooth annuli at a Re = 100 000 is made in Fig. 47. 
This position seems to be slightly further from the inner wall for rough 
annuli than is the case for smooth annuli. 
Owing to the scarcity of previous investigations into rough 
annuli there is unfortunately no data available for direct comparison 
with the floating sleeve results. A graph (Fig. 56) shows all the 
friction factor-Reynolds number curves obtained in the present 
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Fig. 48 Outer wall friction factors for the sand roughened sleeve 
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S = Smooth surface Sa = Sand roughened surface M = mesh roughened 
surface 1 = core 2 = sleeve wall T = overall or total 
e.g. 0,363S1 is the inner or core wall friction factor curve 












S E C T I 0 N 8 
CONCLUSION 
The main results of this investigation into concentric annular 
flow may be summarised as follows: 
1. There have in the past been discrepancies in the results 
of the main parameters in annular flow. These discrepancies have 
usually arisen through a false assumption, (or the inaccurate measure-
ment,) of the position of zero shear stress. 
2. It has been proved in Section 6 that the position of zero 
shear stress for laminar flow does not coincide with that for turbulent 
flow, and it has also been shown that the position of maximum velocity 
and zero shear stress in turbulent flow, are not necessarily coincident. 
3. To determine the individual wall shear stresses, friction 
factors and shear stress distributions without determining in any 
way the position of zero shear stress, required a novel method 
of measuring at least one of the wall shear stresses directly. 
4. The floating sleeve was constructed for this purpose, and 
succeeded in measuring accurately the outer wall shear stress directly 
and the axial pressure gradient, thus allowing the inner wall shear 
stress to.be obtained from a simple force balance. 
j_ \-v-JtJ~ 
5. The floating sleeve was not accurate for a Reynolds number 
less than about 40 000. However, it is conceivable that rigs of 
greater sensitivity could be constructed, enabling accurate 
measurements at lower flows. 
6. The position of the radius of zero shear stress is closer to 
the inner wall than the outer wall. This position is slightly 













7. The ratio T
1
/T2 is always greater than unity and increases 
with decreasing radius ratio and Reynolds number for smooth annuli. 
The ratio is constant for laminar flow (determined theoretically) 
for a particular radius ratio. 
8. The total friction factor for a smooth annulus is between 
4 and 9% above that of a pipe and is dependent upon radius ratio. The 
inner wall friction factor exhibits a marked dependence upon the 
radius ratio and is 10 to 55% greater than the friction factor for the 
outer sleeve (depending upon a and Re). 
9. The positions of zero shear stress obtained by the floating 
sleeve are centrally placed amongst the results of previous investiga-
tions when expressed in the form proposed by Kays and Leung. 
10. The floating sleeve worked equally well for rough and smooth 
annuli, providing always that no granular material clogged the 
leakage gap. 
11. There is a curious upward trend in the graph of r
0
/r2 vs Re 
for a = 0,376 (rough annulus). The friction factors for rough 
annuli are more dependent upon the radius ratio than is the case 
for smooth annuli, the exception being the inner friction factors. 
12. 
/~i 
The floating sleeve has proved a reliable method of determining 
the individual wall shear stresses in smooth or rough annuli and is 
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This appendix contains the main data obtained from this 
investigation. The format consists of a separate section for the 
total wall shear results (obtained from pressure measurements), the 
sleeve wall shear results (obtained from weight measurements), 
the core wall data (obtained from the respect~ve f vs Re curves), 
and an analysis sheet; for each radius ratio. 
The nature of each page of results may thus be ascertained from 




SERIES 10 0 
SERIES 11 0,091 
SERIES 12 0,226 
SERIES 13 0,363 
SERIES 20 0 
SERIES 30 0 
SERIES 32 0,238 
SERIES 33 0,376 
Thu$ for example a page headed 












SLEEVE WALL SHEAR 
would be the results obtained from weight measurements on the floating 
sleeve for a mesh roughened annulus with a radius ratio of 0,238. 
Note: Owing to the 'upper case o~ly' facility of the computer 
printer, certain symbols used in this appendix do not 
correspond exactly with those found elsewhere in the text. 












[lATA liHEF. l 
DATA FOR :St.EE VE WALL SHE Ali 
SERIES H '-LPHA - .11r0 
SLEEVE INTF.RNl\l. £1IAMf'.TEf1 - .n~MrM RELATIVE f10llGHNF.SS ~ • 1'00114~ 
CORE Oi!TER DIAMETER - , Pll ~11 1lM R[l.ATIVt: AOUGHN[f'S - • ~0P0l'~~ 
TEST SWl'l +WT SW1 Pl'l FW1 TJlit': TEMP 
UNITS GF GF GF CM KG sEr DF.GC 
1 157, 20~. 130, 24.6 676, 10~. 0 15." 
2 157. '.lllll. 113, ?7,fl 783. 18P. 0 15. II 
3 157, 1250. 85, 44.8 756. 90,0 15.C 
4 157. 171'~. 62. 54.2 Afl 1. 9P.0 15. 0 
5 .157. 120~. 112. 81,6 797. M.~ 1';. 0 
6 155. ~. 123. 20,0 415. 10r,. ~ 14,7 
7 155. 0. 77. 21, 3 486. me. 0 14.7 
A 155. 3~0. 170. 25.6 726. H.10.0 14,8 
9 155. 5~0. 88, ~4. 2 665. 120.0 14,8 
Hl 155. 1P0~. 144, 40,6 8B2, 12~.0 14.9 
11 155. 1400, 12fl, 46.5 78fl, -i~. 0 14.9 
12 155, 17~0. 114. 5;>, 1 578. 6r.0 14.9 
13 155. 2?00. 1B7, 58.5 652. 60,0 14.9 
14 155. ~200. 133. 8;>. 3 794. 60,0 14,9 
15 159. ll. 104. 19.5 761, 300,0 14.3 
16 159. 100. 109. 22.5 772. 240,0 14.4 
17 159, 200. 102. 25. 1 713. 180.0 14.4 
1B 159. 400, 107. 29.7 74B. 150,e 14,5 
19 159, 680. 111. 35.2 742. 120.0 1it. 5 
20 159. 950. 106, 39.2 87B. 120.0 14. 5 
21 159. 1550. 101, 51.3 842, 90.0 14,5 
22 159. 2070. 106, 61.2 64B. 60,0 14.5 
23 159. 3150, 92. B0, 1 965. 73.0 14.6 
24 152. rn00. 113. 39.7 9110. 120.0 14,7 
25 152. 1500. 100. 50.4 734. 80,0 14.7 
2t> 160. 200. 156. 21, 8 542. 150.0 13.7 
~7 160, 30~. 72. 29.7 566, 120.e 13,9 
28 160, 1P.ll0. 176. 45 .• 4 802, 110. ~ 13.fl 
29 160, 5A0. rn7. 30. 666. 120.0 13. s 
3e 190. 200. 122, 26,4 484. 120. p, 14. 1 
31 190, 500, 193. 3A,A 630. 120.0 14. 1 
32 190. 700. 260, 33.2 692. 120.0 14.1 
33 190. Hll0. 134. 41.2 901l, 120,0 14,2 
34 190, 1300, 210, 45.9 826, le0. A 14,2 
35 19e, 1800. 192, 53.5 BBB. 90.0 14,2 
36 190. 2300. 173. 64 .• 3 900. 8~.~ 14.3 
37 190. 3000. 95, 81,0 976. 75,e 14,3 
38 190. 27All, 258. 7?.. 3 898. 75.A 14.3 
39 190, 2200. 210. 6V,, 7 B16. 75.0 14. 3 
40 190, 1200, 248, 43. 4 704. 911.0 14,3 
41 190. 3A0, 21 ~. 24.6 364, 90,0 14. 3 
112 167, 2000. 236. 58.ll 915. 9A,e 14. 1 
43 167. 1fl~ll. 33~. 54.e 747. 60." 14, 1 
44 167, 1000. 194. 38.7 647. 90. 0. 14. 1 
45 167. 500. 195. 28,9 455. 90.0 14. 2 
46 167. ?.f! A. 138, 25.7 447. 12?, A 14,2 
t.7 167, 50, 174. 17,7 284. 120. e 14.3 
48 167, 0. 162, 20.0 248. 120.~ 14. 3 
49 167, 0. 227. 16.5 160. 120. 0 14.3 
50 167. 500. 233. 28.B 494, 100. p, 14.6 
51 167. A• 911. 22,8 272. 10P, 0 14.6 
52 167, 0. 158. 19, 1 212. 10 0. ll 14,6 
53 167, ll, 208. 20.2 159. 100.e 14.7 
54 124. 10~0, 252. 38.5 958. 14 0. 3 16,6 
55 134. BAA. 314. 33.5 964. 169,8 16.4 
56 134. 1100. 267. 41. 'j 911, 127.3 16,5 
57 125. 30All. 287. 76,2 955. 77. 3 17,6 
5fl 125. 2fl0P,. 25!:. 72. 5 938. 77.9 17,6 
59 125. 1300, 306. 41, A 931. 120. 7 17. 9 
60 125. 10110. 3.32. 36,0 961. 149.4 17,9 
61 125, B00. 334. 34. 6 977. 175,4 18. 1 
62 117. 71l0, 304. 311. A 992. 186, 5 18,6 
63 117, 6011. 31A. 2fl,0 967. 205.B 18.7 
64 117. 500. 306, ?.5. 5 977. 225.B 18,B 
65 117, 1100. 29;>, ;>4.5 954, 253.7 1A, fl 
66 117, 30~. 277, 22.2 991, 309,8 Hl.9 
67 rn~. 53V. 29?.. 25.0 964. 21fl,0 19,4 
6B me. 1500, 264, 46.7 977. 115. ~ 19.5 
69 1fl ~. ?~00, 36~>. 53.5 983, 10 ~. 1 1'1, 5 
711 1311, 1 ~ r, A. ?.99, 35.7 960, 14;>,4 18,8 
71 134. 5''"· ?.52. ?fl. v, 956. 2;':1. 1 HJ. B 
72 134, 400. 256. ?.6. 5 11103. 2116.4 18,0 
73 134. J~P.. %fl1, n,Q 9M. 793.1 1A,8 
74 1 :l4. ;< 11 (~ , 257. ??.tl 913. 3'.l9 .(; 10,7 
75 134. ,~~. ?5fl. ?H.4 996. a:ifl, 5 rn. 7 
76 13;>, · 15~?. ?.~19. Ii r~ • tJ r1c 1. 111, 5 18,2 
'l'l 1'.l?.. 1il~~. ?.34. ~~. :1 '!~?. 9?.9 11).? 
70 13?.. H!H1. ?.6:). ) 1. ~! 96?. Vi6,? 1n.2 











80 1);', 5 I~~. ;> ~ ;~. 26. '> q2o. 19R,5 
81 132. :111~. :>76, 23,4 954. 289.9 
fl2 183. 3~~"'· 41'5. 75.3 9f' 1. 73. 0 
fl3 1A3, 2f1f'". :n.1. 69.6 9~~. 75.4 
Ail 1AJ, ?5ftl'I. ?.61. 67, 1 fl72, 7~. 1 
85 1AJ. 22;~;'1. 3) :~. ~9.0 854. 80, ll 
06 1fl3. 17~1'1. 322. 52. 5 fl36. n.2 
87 1El 3. 1?.llll. 21?.. 42. 1 A36, 104, ~ 
08 1113. 7~~. 217. 34,3 750. 1?.4. 4 
89 ?.22, 3r,00. 371, 74, 1 906. 7?.. 5 
90 22?. 25i11•. ?71!. 1>5.7 846, 72.9 
91 ;>;>;>, ?.e ~ll. 3:'7. 54,4 740. 73.9 
9;> 222. 15~~. 377, 44.7 791. 92.4 
93 222. 1030, 300, 34.9 fl16. 120. 7 
94 ?.22, 5011. 325. 25.5 69?. 144.4 
95 222. 200. 242, 20,7 543. 154,6 
96 222. 1All. 218, 19,5 534. 179. ll 
97 222, 1A0, 326, 16.4 314. 153.5 
RESULT SHEET 
RESULTS FDR:SLEEVE WALL SHEAR 



















SLEEVE INTERNAL DIAMETER a ,071lllr.M 
CORE OUTER DIAMETER - .~e00eM 
RELATIVE l'OlJGHNESS • .0001143 




1 341 .4 
2 458,9 











































. 46 343.6 
47 156,1 
48 118.6 
l)<J ':>2, 9 
51'1 549. 1 
51 191, 1 
52 12;:: .4 
53 72. 6 
54 91l'l. p, 


















































































































• r. 027?. 
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• 5c.i 1 
• 41 J 
1, 77~; 


























































































































































































57 2%i.6 ?e.9r4 • ~1?J6 3.?. 1? 21k'51~ • • P. :1 tU~ ~> 1 • rn68- ~<; 
50 ;~ '/ ~' ~ . .., 1 ';1. 71 .1 • 1'1.'114 3. 1;''1 ? ,~ ~; 1 ;" t1 • • ~~\:}~~:)6 • 1~6A-''5 
59 , ?.Jt>. 3 8,726 • n~771 2. 0?.S 1323qe • • 011·1'.l43 • 1r.6P.-05 
60 '1~9.4 6.419 • eB6113 1 ,671 11~346, • r r'tl ~,CJfl • rn6r.-rs 
61 7~7.2 4,991 • r1'.557 1,4•lA 960110, .r.04?63 ,1055-05 
62 6?.8,3 4.435 .~0~i32 1, 3A? 92844, • v.~4r,46 • 1(142-05 
63 514.0 3,628 .0r470 1.?.? 1 !32235. -~~4fl68 • 10 39-05 
64 425.'; 3, V,04 ,00433 1, 125 ?:.,CJ4 .... .M4749 • 1037-1'5 
65 3'.19,4 ?.,395 ,00376 ,977 659°[,7. .0~5020 • 1~37-~5 
66 253,9 1, 79?. ,00320 ,831 Sf-283, , 11w, HJ6 • 1034-~5 
6? 452,4 3.194 • ~P.4<'1<'. 1, 149 78721. .~04At1'1 , 102?-~~ 
66 1~54, 3 10,265 • ~ 1!n:,n 2.209 151717 • • 0114:>il8 • 1019-r.5 
69 1854. 5 13,090 • 01'981 2,54fl 175021. .Vi•40J:l • 1019-05 
7e 951.3 6,715 ,00t>74 1,752 110291, • 0114376 , rn37-05 
71 497.P. 3.508 .e0466 1, 21?. 818;>9, • ?.~<'1778 • 1037-~5 
72 39?.. 7 2, 77?. .0n4n 1,058 71425, ,004955 .1037-05 
73 267,1 1,885 .003?.9 ,854 57659, • 005171 • 1037-05 
74 191,0 1,348 ,00269 ,699 4n57, • 0~~·524 • 1339-eS 
75 139,6 ,966 ,00227 .590 :>~?49. ,005661 • 1039-05 
76 1491. 1 10.525 • 0r862 2.240 14 ':"~~ "7 • .0~4197 • rns2-0s 
77 1817. 0 12,825 • 01l961 2.496 166086, .r~4116 • 1•52-~5 
:0 832,6 5.877 • 00617 1 .603 rn6658. .0r.4574 • 1~52-05 
79 626.6 4.424 • 0i~5?.7 1,37r 91135, ,r.04716 .1r.52-rs 
611 494.7 3,492 ,0[1466 1,21?. !"0651. .004753 , rns2-0s 
81 270,2 1. 907 • 0032q ,855 56911, .005213 • 1052-?5 
82 29~ 1, 4 20,479 ,01234 3.207 214442, ,009fl2 • 1047-05 
63 2731. 4 19,279 • 01200 3. 119 208538. ,003964 • rn47-05 
84 2543.9 17.956 • ll 1161 3,017 2~1737 • .0~3945 • 1047-05 
65 2173,5 15.341 • r. rn67 2. 774 18593•1. ,003988 • rn44-05 
66 1680.3 11,860 .00927 2,408 161429. • 004C90 , 1044-05 
67 128'l. 5 9.095 .er.8~4 2.089 140008, .• 004169 • 1044-05 
68 782.1 5.520 • 011609 1,583 rn6390. , Ce4404 •. rn42-os 
69 2974,2 ?.ll,993 ,01250 3,247 218194. ,Cll3982 • 1042-05 
90 2573.7 18, 166 ,01160 3,015 202626. • ~~3996 • 1042-1'5 
.~~ 21104, 7 14.150 • 0rn12 2.630 176730. • 09'4091 • 1042-05 
92 1463.~ 10,326 ,00856 2,224 149839. , 004174 • 1039-~5 
93 958,2 6.763 ,00676 1, 757 118333. • 004383 , 1039-05 
94 511. 5 3,611 ,00478 1 .• 242 83638. ,004684 , H39-05 
95 293,7 2, 073 • ~0351 ,913 61477 • .004977 • 1039-05 
96 217.5 1.535 ,00298 • 775 52217, ,005109 , 1039-05 
97 108,9 ,769 .00205 .532 35605. .~05442 ,1039-05 
DATA SHEET 
DATA FOR :TOTAL WALL SHEAR 
SERIES 10 ALPHA c .00e 
SLEEVE INTERNAL DIAMETER c ,07000M RELATIVE ROUGHNESS c ,0001140 
CORE OUTER DIAMETER . • 000?.AM AELA TIVE ROUGHNESS - ,0000~00 
TEST Pll P1 P2 P3 P4 PS FW1 THIE TEMP 
UNITS CM CM CM CM CM c•1 KG SEC DEGC 
1 16,4 30,7 30.2 3~.0 29.2 29.0 429, 271,0 16.0 
;: 16,7 31.5 31, ll 3~.3 29,9 29,4 403. 238.B 16.0 
:; 21,0 32, 7 31,6 30.6 29.6 29,0 478, 202,0 16.5 
4 20,8 31,8 30.7 29,6 28,7 27,7 431. 173.2 16.5 
5 21,5 33. 1 31,8 30,5 29,8 26.3 473. 175.3 16.5 
6 23.2 34.2 32.7 31,2 29,6 28. 1 439. 142. 3 16.5 
7 17.3 32,2 31,5 31. 0 3~.4 29,8 429, 241. 8 15.5 
8 15,7 30,5 29,A 29,2 ?.8,6 28, 1 443, 238.7 15.5 
9 18,3 33.3 32. 5 31. 5 30.7 29.9 478, 227.8 15.7 
, " 79.4 94.4 75.2 56,6 39.0 21.4 8P,4, 65. l'l 15,( 11 25. 7 40. 5 38,2 35.9 33.8 31, 6 668, 176, 0 15.8 
12 32,9 47,8 43.5 39,3 35,3 31. 2 819, 15P.5 15,9 
13 42.?. 57.7 51. ~ 44.5 38,4 32.7 857. 124,6 16,0 
14 46.7 63,6 55.3 46.6 38,4 Je,2 899. 11 ~. 7 16.ll 
15 56.4 71,B 60. I> 49,6 38.9 28.4 941, 1011, B 16.1 
16 65.4 80.9 66.5 52.0 38. 1 24.5 951. 87.9 16. 1 
17 8?.,0 95,8 70, 1 59.P 41.?. 23. 6 978. 79, 1 16,2 
16 • 0 44, 1 40,8 37.4 J4.5 31.3 8f1R. 187.8 16.3 
19 2s.e '.19.8 37.6 35.7 33.7 32. 1 854. ?41. 0 16.4 
20 • ll 33.7 32.4 3~.9 29.7 ?.8.4 632. 220,7 16.5 
21 1El. 1 33. 1 31. 9 31. 1 311. 3 29.4 896, )8fJ, ll 16.5 
22 17. ll 32, ~ 31, 3 :rn. 7 3~·. ~ 29.4 862, 462,7 16.6 
23 18,5 33.3 32.6 3?. l'l 31, l'l 31.?. fl90, 541, 7 16,6 
24 39.5 54.2 49,7 43.3 37,8 J?.I! 947. 146.7 16.7 
25 78.4 A3.2 61, 7 4~. 8 21. 3 <.0 920. 7r.. l'l 1fJ. II 
26 n.s 77.6 58.fJ 39,9 2'.?. 4.6 766, 62.2 18.4 
27 54.R 5fl. 9 fl7.7 35. ll ?.3. 3 1?.. 5 604. 82.5 18,4 
?.8 a 5. ~~ 49.3 40.4 11. A 21. A 12. 7 798, 9J.5 18.5 
29 33, 1 37.3 12. 6 ?.fl, r, 22.4 17,4 715, 1?1l. 5 18.5 
30 8~. 1 f14.5 67., 9 4?. 1 2?.. 5 ?..fl 9?4. 70 .11 18,6 
J1 711.6 7fl. 7 5fl.7 ~~9. ?. ?.ll. 3 2.6 R/17, 67, 1 18.6 
3? 6?.'i (,?. ll 51. ') )t~. 1 21l.? 5.4 f164, 7(,. p, 1fl. 6 
33 53. fl ~17. 7 ~5.9 34. 1 7.1. 9 rn. 5 fl 12. fl2.·6 18,6 











V> '?'/.;, 311 • r; ?7,fl ;.or,.~ ? 1,? H~. c, 71'5. 
J6 21, 6 25. 1 n.5 21, 7 19,9 1H. 4 ~}9 ~~. 
37 61, 5 65. 1 49,6 :n. 9 1fl,6 4. 2 79?.. 
:rn 4J,9 4 ?. 3 J7,7 ?.7. 9 1fl, ~ 9, fl 610, 
39 31.0 34. 1 29, 1 23.'> 19,0 14. 1 42?, 
llfl 19, 1 22. 1 2~.2 1fl. <; 16, 5 15,0 ?.79. 
41 16,fl 19.9 18.9 17.fl 16.5 15.6 312, 
RESllL T SHEET 
RESULTS FOR:TOT.AL WALL SHEAR 
SERIES 1 ~ ALPHA • , f.00 
1"4. 6 HJ,(, 
1fl~. 6. 18,6 
70. 3 18,6 
70.0 18,6 
7r.. 1 1 fl •. , 
fl1 .4 18,7 
120,6 18.7 
SLEEVE INTER~AL OIAMETER •• 07r00M 
CORE OUTER OIAMETER • ,0000~M 
RELATIVE ROUGHNESS • ,0001140 






















































































































































































































































































































SLEEVE INTERNAL OIAl.<E TEA . .07000M RELATIVE ROUGHNESS ~ 
CORE OUTER OlAMETER - .0~635M RE LP. TI VE ROtJGHNESS -
TEST SW0 ... wT SW1 P0 FW1 TIME TEMP 
UNITS GF GF GF CM KG SEC OEGC 
1 ;:>83, n~0. 2~~. 86.5 B42. 66.9 ::>0.4 
2 2B3, 1~r.~. 15?, 54. 5 839, 94.3 2~.4 
3 283, 5r.~. 1111. 36.5 fl17, 150.7 ::>e. s 
4 270, 200. 1?~. ?.~). 2 fl~r.. 24?.,4 20,5 
5 270, , ~~ Y' • ?:rn. 21,? (;fl;>. 3~?..4 ;>0. 6 
6 270. ;:>4 0~. ::>05. PJ.2 766, 69.3 ;>0. 8 
7 ?.7~. 19;\~. ?33, ?6,2 6911, 70.2 20.0 
fl 2n. 1 C) \~ V1I • 121, 5i;,3 6R7, 76.3 20.8 
9 ;:>??,, 1?~~. 111. 5~ .. 7 5FJ2. "/?. 0 ?.0. 0 
10 :nv.. 1 r._fl e. 1fi9. 44,0 64 3. 90. 1 2~.B 
11 ?.70. 9~~~. ?11, a>. 6 6~ ~. 90,3 ?~.A 
1? ?'/0, f~ ,~ ~ • ?.36. /IA, fl (,fl'). 112. 3 70. fl 


























































111 2')~. 3~~. 1fl<I. 27.:; ~,q4. 15~. 3 ?~-' • B 
15 271•. ? 'i ~'. , q~). 7~. fl 7:JI'. ?~· :~. 6 ?,~. q 
16 270. 100. 112. 2;1. 3 71~. 225.8 2~.9 
17 270, 1 fll'. 194, 2~. 1 76">. 30~.3 ,.~. 9 
18 220. 5A. 156. 18.2 747. 362,7 21, 1 
19 220. rn0. 1<-l9. 20,6 81A. 382,4 21., 
20 22~. 20A, 2~9. 24.4 '712. 250,0 21, 1 
21 2?.0. 300. 1:•B. 2A,9 99?.. 25~.n 21. 1 
22 27.0. 50A, 293. 37.5 4li·6. 12i'- 3 21.1 
23 220. 500. 141. 39.7 605. 122,5 21,2 
24 220. 120~. 303. 50,0 657, 91, n 21.2 
25 220, 2201•. 309. 76.5 731, 7~.6 ?.1. 2 
26 22~. 2600, 1 :rn. A 1, ~ 76~. 65. 1 21. 2 
27 220, 800, 113. 43.6 592, 92. 7 21. 2 
28 2?9. 2r0. ?.?.I'. 24.A 768, 27S,6 ;>;>. 3 
29 22'1, 200, 262, 26,7 7()Q, 280,0 22.3 
30 229, 30P.. 178. 29,5 582. 150,3 ?.2. 3 
RESULT SHF.ET 
RESULTS FOR:SLEEVE WALL SHEAR 
SERIES 11 ALPHA a .091 
SLEEVE INTERNAL DIAMETER a • 0700 0M RELATIVE ROUGHNESS a • 01'101140 
CORE OUTER DIAMETF.A a .~0635~~ RELATIVE Rn UGH NESS a ;00002~0 
TEST SLEEVE SLEF.llE AULK AULK RE F2 KINEMATIC 
FORCE SHF.AR FLOW VEL viscnsITY 
UNITS GF N/M2 M3 IS M/S M21S 
1 3095.9 21, 852 ,01259 3.298 210486, ,004019 • 9972-06 
2 1635.2 11. 542 • 008n 2.331 148795. .004248 • 9972-ef, 
3 677. 0 4. 779 .00542 1 .• 420 90884. • 0~4737 .9948-~6 
4 302.0 2,132 ,00349 ,915 58576. ,005087 ,9948-~6 
5 141. 3 ,997 .00227 .595 38150. ,005637 ,9924-06 
6 2397.3 16,921 • 01105 2.896 186631. ,004035 ,9877-06 
7 1948. 1 13.75~ ,00980 2.590 166920. ,0?.4099 ,9877-C6 
8 1654.4 11 ,677 .0090~ 2.359 152027·, .~04197 ,9877-C6 
9 1365,5 9,638 ,00808 2. 118 136483. .004298 • 9877-06 
Hl 1086, 3 7.668 ,00714 1.87~ 120496. .A04387 • 9877- r6 
11 964.3 6 .• 8r6 ,00670 1. 755 113124. ,004418 • 9877-06 
12 838,8 5.920 .00610 1.598 102991. .~04636 ,9B7?-e6 
13 561,8 3,965 ,00493 1.291 83227. ,004755 ,9877-C6 
14 383. 4. 2,706 .00395 1.035 66729, .~05048 ,9877-~6 
15 327.1 2.3~9 .P0360 .944 60982, .0115181 ,9853-~6 
16 259. 1 1,829 ,0014 • 824 53218. .005390 ,9853-Z6 
17 177.1 1.250 ,00255 .667 43115. ,005612 • 9853-06 
18 114,7 ,810 ,002?.6 • 540 35023 • .rr5563 ,9807-06 
19 122,2 • 862 ,00212 .555 36021, ,005600 • 9807-~6 
20 212.9 1,502 ,V.0285 ,746 48431. .0?-5397 ,9807-r6 
21 384,7 2.715 .~0395 1 .• 035 67208, • 0~:;e64 ,9807-r6 
22 431.2 3.043 ,001\12 1,080 70113, • 005216 ,9807-r.6 
23 583,6 4.119 • 0(.11194 1. 294 84184, ,004920 , 97A3-<l6 
24 1123.4 7.929 • 011722 1,892 123065. • 00.4432 .9783-~6 
25 2122.1 14. 979 ,01035 2,713 176492. .0~401 • 9783-06 
26 2701.9 19,071 • r. 1175 3.079 2003C5. .r.V4024 ,9783-C6 
27 912.3 6.439 ,00639 1 .• 673 H8A56. ,004600 • 9783-.06 
28 2rn. 9 1,489 ,00279 • 730 48743. .005586 .9~34-06 
29 169.3 1. 195 ,0V253 .663 44291, .005429 ,9534-06 
30 353.B 2,497 ,P-0387 1.015 67732. , 0r4852 ,9534-116 
DATA SHF.ET 
DATA FOR :TOTAL WALL S~:EAR 
SERIES 11 ALPHA ~ ,091 
SLEEVE INTERNAL [J!AMETER a ,0700~M RELATIVE AOUGHMESS 
a .~001140 
CORE OUTER DIAMETER . ,00635M REL.A TI VE ROUGHNESS a .0000?.?.0 
TEST PA P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 FW1 TI!!E TfMP 
UNITS CM CM C:M CM C:M C:M KG 
SEC DEGC 
1 88, 1 92,7 7~.5 47. 6 25.3 2.4 833. 65. 1 
20.6 
2 77,6 80.3 61, 3 42.0 ?.?. • 9 3.7 761, 65.3 
20,6 
3 6~.8 (,3, 4 49,2 35.0 2~.4 6,0 703. 
7~.5 20,6 
4 110. 9 43.3 36. 7 ?.9, 7 ?3.11 16. 1 606, 90. 7 
2~.6 
5 36, 1 39.~ 33.3 27,A 22. 1 16,4 7vll3. 
1?.C1. 2 2~.6 
6 33, 0 37.2 ~2.11 ?.7.5 ~:?.A 17,4 821. 151. 8 
20.6 
7 32. 9 36,2 )1.9 ?.7. 0 22.9 1A. 3 789. 150. 6 
20,6 
A 3~. 1 )'l, fj '.H~.?. 26.5 23. ~ 19, I) 8;>A, 1r11,. 2 
?.0. 7 
9 29.6 );>. 5 29.11 26.4 23.3 ;>~.II 791, 
1fl9. 5 ?0.7 
rn 27.7 31.9 ?9, 3 26. 2 23. 3 ?0.7 A36. ?1~.7 20.7 
11 ;>6,A 30.A ?fl.?. ?5.7 23. 1 20 • r, 796, ?.11, 1 ?ll. 7 
12 26.2 :rn. 0 ?.7,fl ?5.7 ~3.5 ? 1, 4 nA, ? 1s. 3 
2~.7 
13 ?6.V 3~. 1 2n.r ?c:,. A n.6 21, 7 flt!0. 
2•;0. 5 20.7 
14 25.9 29,6 ?.7. 7 ?l'i.?. ;>4,ll ?2,fJ 739. 











1r:, ;' (~ • fl :?ll • rl 2·1. 1 ;>,;.:' re-... 1 ?:1. 'J 719. 
16 n.1 n.1 26. tl 25.7 :!4, 9 ?4. 4 567, 
17 2J.5 2fl, 5 ;'!7,11 2(J. 1 25. 1 24. ~ 713, 
18 82, 2 fl9. 5 66,5 44. 3 22.9 ?.7 776. 
19 73,2 76,9 5B. f' J'l.5 21, 4 4.J 799. 
2A 45, 8 50,4 41. 0 31, 6 22,3 13,6 fl73, 
7. ~ JJ,A 37.0 3?. A 26.9 22. 3 1fl. 0 808, 
22 25.0 29.8 27.8 ?.h. 6 25.2 23,9 659. 
2:i 28.n 31,2 28,0 ~5. rs 22.0 19,2 755. 
24 ;?3. p, 27.1 ?6.3 25,5 24,7 23.9 410. 
RESULT SHEET 
RESULTS FOR:TOTAL 'ALL SHEAR 
:ERIES 11 AIPHA • , 091 
171. 
, ,. I~. 6 ;>~. 8 
3~0.9 20,8 
30A. 1 20,8 
62, 1 20,4 
70. 4 20.4 
110. fl 20.4 
150 .• 3 ?0,4 
240,5 20. 5 
180.4 20,6 
2 rn. 3 20.6 
SLEEVE INTERNAL OlAMETER • ,0700~M 
CORE OUTER DIAMETER • .~~635M 
RELATIVE ROUGHNESS • ,00~1140 

































































































































































DATA FOR :CnRE WALL SHEAR 





















































SLEEVE INTERNAL OIAMETER • ,07000M 
CORE OUTER DIAMETER • ,rr.635M 
RELATIVE ROUGHNESS • ,00~1140 
RELATIVE ROUGHNESS c .~AP0200 
TEST RE FT F2 
1 30~00. • 006450 • 006140 
2 35000, ,006240 .005890 
3 40?00. .en6~40 ,005690 
4 45000. • 005Bflfl ,005540 
5 50~0~. • 0057?.0 • 005410 
6 5<,000. ,005570 • nr•52fl~ 
7 6?.rM. • 0054n ,0051?~ 
8 6?000, ,0053flr .005090 
9 700~0. .il052fl0 ,005010 
10 75000. • il051AP • 004910 
, 1 80000, .P051rn ,004A50 
12 fl'.>000. • 00504[1 .• ?Pll790 
13 90~[~0. ,00<:98~ '004740 
14 950~P. ,004930 .~04700 
15 1001100. • Of1<'1fi5M • 0P464P 
1 (, 12il 0 r. 0. • 01•4(,60 ,004460 
17 14 '~~'.'~I, • 1•n45~r • 0043?.0 
1fl iMrn~0. .0P;4:JM • ~?<'I 1'10 
19 1A01'~0. • ~0427~ • ~ ~41, r 











RF.SllL T SHEET 
RESULTS Fn~:CORE WALL SHEAR 
SERIES 11 ALPHA • .091 
172. 
SLEEVE lNTF.RNAL OIAMETfR •• A7APrv 
CORE OUTER DIAMETER • .r~b]5M 
RELATIVE ROUGHNESS • .0~0114~ 































































































































































SLEEVE INTERNAL DIA~ETER • ,07000M 
CORE OUTER DIAMETER • ~00635M 
RELATIVE ROUGHNESS •• ee~ 1140 

















































































































































































DATA FOR : 8LEFllE WAl.l. SHEAR 
SERIES 12 ALPHA . .226 
SLEEVE INTf.RNAl. DIAMETER . ,07000M AF.LA TIVE ROUGHNESS 
CORE OUTEfl (JIAMETER . ,01585M RELATIVE ROUGHNESS 
TEST SW0 +WT fiW1 P0 FW1 rIME TEMP 
UNITS GF GF GF CM KG SEC OF.Ge 
1 14fl. ]?011. 200, 107.9 8.1<1. 67.5 21, 1 
2 159. 3200. 215. 1:'7.B 832. 67.7 21.2 
3 15'1, 2500. 179, eR.2 fl 11. 74,4 ;> 1. 2 
4 159. 15 00. 136. 61. 1 fl26. 97,5 21. ;> 
:, 159. 50~. R5, 37,7 733. 141. 7 21, 2 
6 15'1. ?.0P., 77, ?5,8 516. 13<,, 1 21. 2 
7 159. 200~. 7-67. 69. 1 731. 76.6 21. 7 
fl 1S9. J~C. 11?. ?? • 1 778. 1fl2, 7 21. 7 
9 1il6. J~r. 2~17. ?A.5 fit11. 1r,9. R ?1. 9 
10 1%. 15v.'. 1?11. ?fl. 7 )'18. 116. 0 ;>1, 9 
11 1fl6. 5~. 137. ~~ 1 • 4 %99. 1HL9 7.1. 9 
1?. 1r:6. ~. 84. ?~.6 5~2. 199. 1 22.~ 


































14 16'1. <;tl0. :n:i. 31.?. 6:?4. 13!>. 5 ;> 1. ') 
1 ~I 16'J. J ~~ ~. ;'r·,9 0 ?4. 1 :)L_)) • 17:1. ~ ;·1.'I 
16 16'1, ?.00. 226. ?4. 7 49fl. 16:>,7 ?.1, 9 
17 169, Hl0, ?.16. 21, 1 39~. .164,8 21. 9 
1B 169. 15'11. 216. ?.J. 7 4Sn. 165,8 21. 9 
19 169. 50. 23?.. 18, n 34?. 193. 1 ?.1. 9 
211 169, 811. ?64, 19.8 346. 198, 1 21, q 
21 175. 2~0. 2;'6. 21. 9 391. 12!l. 5 ?1. 9 
?.2 175. 1A0. 2?.?, ??, 2 438. 186,6 21. 9 
23 175. 511. ?.19. 18. 3 465, ?.41, 0 ;> 1, 9 
24 23". 1~511. 119, Atl.2 777. 105. 3 21.6 
25 ?.:!~. 9011. 111. 7(>, 3 825. 119,6 21.6 
26 2.W. 750. 129. 7r1. 2 825. 130.?. 21,6 
27 2311. 600. 1A3. 65.9 fl33. 149.8 ?.1,6 
28 230. 5110. 174. 50.6 869, 169,2 21.6 
29 ?.30. 300, 1?fl. 45. 3 759. 1711. 3 21,6 
30 230. 15110. 227. 99,fl 7611, 911.2 ?.1,6 
31 ?.30. 17511. ?.511. 1rn.2 787. 86,6 ?.1, 6 
32 2211. 300, 2r5. 29.fl 804. 200.3 ?.1, 9 
PESIJL T SHEET 
RESULTS FOP:SLEEVE WALL SHEAR 
SERIES 12 
SLEEVE INTERNAL DIAMETER • ,117000M 
CnRE OUTER DIAMETER • ,01585M 





KINE MA nc 
VISCOSITY 


































FORCE SHEAR Fl.OW 
GF N/V2 M3/S 
3277.2 ?.3.1J?. .111236 
3273. 2 23. 103 • 012?.9 
26115.7 18.392 ,010911 
1643.9 11.6113 .11n847 
6911.7 4.875 .~0517 
396,6 2,799 .llP-38?. 
21114.3 14.218 .011954 
461,8 3.?~11 .110426 
394.1 2,781 ,00378 
327.1 2.3119 .P-0343 
212,B 1.502 ,0e270 
215,7 1,52?. .1111272 
2041.3 14.4~8 .1111954 
551.5 3.893 ,llP.~61 
324.3 2.289 .0.0343 
257.~ 1,817 .0?301 
166. 7 1, 177 • 00237 
217.2 1.533 .110271 
111v,.2 .7~7 .1111177 
98,5 ,h'l5 .V0175 
262,9 1,856 .0r304 
166,9 1.178 ,0r.?.35 
119.3 ,842 ,1111193 
1285.3 9,072 .1111738 
1142,6 8,065 .~~690 
973.5 6,871 ,Ae634 
768.7 5.4?.6 ,V.0556 
675.~ 4,764 .11~514 
520, 1 3,671 • ~~446 
163~.8 11.511 .0?.843 
1859,6 13.126 ,0r.9A9 
43A.3 3.037 ,1104111 
OATA 
DATA FnR : TOTAL WALL SHEAF' 
SERIES 12 





































































































SLEEVE INTERNAL DIAMETER 0 ,071100M REU.1 IVE ROUGHNESS 0 
en RE OUTER DIAMETER . • f11 ~jf35M RELATIVE ROUGHllESS . 
TERT P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 FW1 TIME 
UNITS Ct.I CM CM CIA CM Cll KG SEC: 
1 ms. fl 1~9.1 fW. '1 ~3.6 :?6,5 .1 746. 61. 0 
2 fJ6.4 89,5 67.9 4(,. 7 25.6 4.A 657. 61. 2 
3 34.4 37. fl 32,6 27.~ 22.~ 17. 2 5fl5. 1?.0.0 
4 n.4 25,6 ?.4. 1 ??. • ) 21' .fl 1'1 J> 540. 212. 3 
5 ~3.2 46.4 3fl.:, }fl.(, ?.1.? F,,I\ 773. 125. 1 
6 65,5 6fi, <; ~J.~ 37. ') 2?.. 3 'J. 2 fl16, 9P.9 ., ?fl,~ 31.? ?'I. 5 ?.I\. 0 2~. 'i 16.9 707, 1P? • 6 
fl 41, 'I a11. 9 :iri. t.1 29.r ;> 1,? 1J, a 97r,, 1~,6. fl 
9 1YI\. 1 1 rn. r ·1q. 4 ~~ ::- . :~ ?5. fl • 1 A16 • (;(,. 5 
H' ?.7. ~ :rn. a ~fi. fl ?:l.3 19,(.J 111, s 7Wl. 181. 7 



























































1? 77 .?. B1 1 .'11 1>1, ~ 41,4 ?? • ? J •. , 9:15. 
n 1,~ fl.~ 111, 1 /1 :· • ~) r1 r.;.1 ?O,J 1, :1 fi ;? ~ ~ • 
14 ?.B,ti 31. 'I ?.Ii.;; :- 1tl.t1 21i. 5 16,9 7?.4. 
15 142. 7 149.6 11'1, Q 9:1 •. , 6?.. 6 3.1. Q '1?.1. 
16 137,fl 14~. Q 114,7 B/1, ~ 6?.,fl 37. (l 933. 
17 13?.5 13?.. 9 1~9. (l A5.6 6?..6 39.9 9?8. 
1fJ n11,5 131.?. 11!8,;> 06,fl 65.3 43,9 9?.8. 
19 109, 5 rnfl. fl 93.0 77. J 61. 9 46, 5 957. 
20 rn1 ,4 1111. 0 A7.6 73 ••• 6r.~ 46.f1 9S4. 
21 82.9 81. fl 73.5 64, 9 56.fl Ml.6 96~. 
22 106.7 107.?. 91, 7 75.7 60.7 45.tl 970. 
23 117. 3 117,8 99,A 79.3 61. 9 43.6 963. 
24 48. 1 47.6 4c;,'1 44.?. 4?.~ 4M, 2 vs. 
25 54,P. 53. 1 5~.6 4?. 1 44,3 42.2 4~ 1. 
26 57.4 56.7 53. 1 49.5 45.5 42.5 418. 
?.7 63.3 62.4 57.4 52. 5 47,8 42.B 519, 
28 51. 0 50.3 47, fl 45.?. 43.~ 41. 8 702. 
29 137.6 134,7 113. 1 '12, ll 71.6 5C.6 fl79. 
RESIJL T ·sHEET 
RESULTS FOR:TOTAL WALL SHEAR 
SERIES 12 ALPHA • ,226 
174. 
92 •. , ;>1.9 
1'7.5 21. 9 
178." ;'1,6 







ms. 1 17. 7 
98.0 17.B 
1?.~. 3 18.~ 
119. 3 18, r, 
rn7. 9 18. 0 
110. 2 ·21. 9 
240. 1 21. 9 
82.2 21. 9 
SLEEVE INTERNAL DIAMETER • .~7000M 
CORE OUTER DIAMETER • .01585M 
RELATIVE ROUGHNESS • ,0~01140 































































































































































































D~TA FOR :roAE WALL. SHEAH 































































SLEEVE INTERNAL OIA4ETF.R • .ll7000M 
CORE OUTER OIAMETER • ,01585U 
RELATIVE AnlJGHNESS • ,0001140 
RELATIVE ROUGHNESS • ,000~160 
TEST RF. FT Fi' 
1 30~r0. ,V.Mi350 .~~5930 
2 35000. , 006130 ,005730 
3 4~r,r0. ,005950 .~~5570 
4 450e~. , ~ll'iBV,0 • ~:1i~43V1 
5 50M0. , ~~~)6/IY~ • 005300 
6 5~,v,~r. ,005530 • r117.>?0~ 
7 6~~~0. • fi(?i~,tH•0 .A05~9A 
A 6~"1Vi0. • ~~5'.'H1Vi • ~ 05n 1 r. 
9 n~1·~. • 00•;;> rn , A04'ut0 
rn 1'·,~1rn. • r. ,1 ,., 1 ~~ f1, • ~r.41if!0 
11 rrnv~1•. • ~H;1: r.-:1:' • 0.r,ar, 1fl 
12 8~}~~ :~. • V.1~4 ','70. • i;047•.~ 
13 91-'V.~~~. • '~ ~ 119 ~'Vi ,11~47r0 
14 <J') V·?. :~ • . 'H~4n?,,, .~04(,110 











1 (J 1i'lll\~i'. • ~ 114'>1~ • ~1'44 '.J~ 
17 1 .... , 11 I I ~~ ;i • • IA I! ,1 ti ~, ; ' • '. I I '! ;.' ' I ~, 
1fJ 161•1w11. • ~~4?'111 • ~ 1•41fH1 
19 1flll~0C. ,00415~ • 0•140fJ0 
RESlJL T SHEET 
RESULTS FOR:COAf. IVAl.l. SHEAR 
SERIES 12 ALPHA • • 226 
175. 
SLEEVE INTERNAL O!AMf.Tf.R • .071lPP~ 
CORE OIJTf.R OIAMETEf1 • , 01585M 
RELATIVE ROUGHNESS • .~001141 

























































































































































SLEEVE INTERNAL OJAMETER • .0700eM 
CORE OUTER DIAMETER • 0 01585M 
RELATIVE nOUGHNESS • .000114~ 




2 1. 288 
3 1.282 





9 1. 229 
rn , • 191 
11 1. 193 
12 1, 195 
13 1. 180 
14 1 .165 
15 1. 167 
16 1, 135 











































































































DATA FOR :SLEEVE WALL SHEAR 










• 5 HJ 
• 516 



























14 0r.r. 0. 
160000, 
1B0fl~0 • 
SLEEVE INTERNAL DIAMETER • .071100M 
CORE OUTER OJAUETER • .02540M 
RELATIVE PntlGHNESS • , 0001140 
RELATIVE HnuAHNESS •• 0000110 
TEST SW~ +WT SW1 P0 •w1 TIME TFUP 
UtHT!l r;F GF GF CM KG sr:r. Drcr: 
1 n~;. 50, 27fl. 19. 1 745. 401, 2 ?.2. 3 
2 235. 1t"Jf'I. 11-;6, 2f,, 7 912, 31ill, r; ??. • 3 
3 2~~5. ?.AP.. 26B. ?a. 4 65~. 226,6 ;>;>. 3 
4 235, 5~r.. 151. a1.3 564. 119, 3 ??. • 3 
5 21.5, 7~fl. 2:H1. 4~.4 634. 12".9 ?.?. • 3 
(, ?.35. 9~0. 271, 5?,9 6?.7, rn9.0 ??.3 
















1 ~} , • Afl. 1 91A. , ~5. J ;>?..11 
10 235. 26ft~1. 232. 112. 3 963. 88,6 2?.4 
11 ?.35. :irnr. 241. 131.5 935. 85. 1 22.4 
12 235. 3~A. 182. 35.6 859. 226.6 . 22.4 
13 ?.35. Brli. 266, 115. 2 949. 175.5 ;>?..4 
14 235. 15~P. 27J. 76.6 A6A, 116.4 22,4 
15 228. BJP. ?.75. 135.9 818. 7?.. 4 22. 3 
16 22A, 2W0. 260, 99. 2 842, 90. 1 22. 2 
17 228, rnr~. 177, 58,ft 864. 137.6 22.2 
18 2?.B, 5?~. 214. 36.6 896. 203. 6 22. 3 
1<l 2:->8. 2sr. 221. 29,6 87r. ?'i8,5 ;>?.. 4 
20 ;>?.fl, 15r, 24!'. 26.A 816. 30?.. 5 27.4 
21 206. 2VAI'. Jr.A, 88.3 77~. 90.4 ;>0. 8 
22 206, 4?.0. 188, 36.5 512. 125.5 20.8 
23 206. 3~r. 211. 29,6 844. ?.40.4 ?0. 8 
24 206, ?Aft. ;>;>!", 25.5 ll79. 3P~.6 20,8 
25 206. 150. 240. 23,6 928. 360,6 20.8 
26 206. 100, 237, 22.4 693. 3~6.3 ;rn. 9 
27 206. 50. 264, 18,4 814, .. e5,0 21. 1 
RESULT SHEET 
RESULTS FOR:SLEEVE WALL SHEAR 
SERIES 13 ALPHA - • 363 
SLEEVE INTERNAL DIAMETER·• ,07000M RELATIVE POUGHNESS - ·.e0011a0 CORE OUTER DIAMETER - .02540" RELATIVE ROUGHNESS . .r00~100 TEST SLEEVE SLEEVE Al!LK BULK RE F2 KINEMATJC 
FORCE SHEAR .FLOW llF.L VISCOSITY 
UNITS GF N/M2 M3 1 S M/S M2/S 
1 128.4 ,906 .00196 .556 25995. .005810 • 9534-~6 
;> 313,7 2.215 • 0113?.3 .908 42486. .005370 ,9534-06 
3 281. 3 1.986 .00287 ,858 40155. .005390 • 9534-''6 
4 701.3 4.950 ,00473 1. 415 66180. ,004947 .9534-06 
5 822.9 5.808 ,00511· 1.544 72215. .• 0e4875 • 953a-06 
6 983.4 6. 941 .00571 1./09 79939. ,004754 ,9534-06 
7 1415.4 9.99~ .0e698 2,088 97700. .• 1104581 .9534-~6 
8 1532.8 10,819 ,007'.lA 2. 183 102136. ,004539 ,9534-06 
9 21119.7 14.891 ,008711 2.603 122059 • ,004395 .9512-~6 
1P. 2733.ll 19.290 • 01087 3.253 152509. .003647 .9512-06 
11 3227,4 22. ·,30 • 01 ?'JC) 3.288 154164 • ,004215 ,9512-~6 
12 469.3 3. 313 ,00379 1. 134 53191. ,005149 ,9512-06 
13 887.0 6.261 • 011541 1,618 75874 • ,004782 ,9512-~6 
14 15e5,6 11. 19?. ,00746 2. 231 104633. • 0Ma95 ,9512-~6 
15 3417.2 24. 120 • 01130 3.381 158163. .004220 .9534-r.6 
16 2395.7 16.909 • 00935 2 .• 796 130517 • • 1rn4324 ,9556-06 
17 1171.3 8.268 ,1111628 1,879 87695. ,004683 ,9556-06 
18 6rn. 5 4.309 ,P0440 1, 317 61606. • 004969 • 9534-~6 
19 372. 3 2.628 ,00337 1 .• r.07 47224. .~05181 ,9512-06 
20 246.8 1. 742 ,00271! ,807 378511. • 005346 ,9512-06 
21 2031. 7 14,3a1 ,00A52 2.549 115099 • ,004415 .9877-06 
22 534 .• 5 3.773 • 1!0408 1. 221 55128. ,0~5063 • 9~77-06 
23 410,3 2.896 ,00351 1,051 47441. ,005247 ,9977..:06 
24 295.5 2. 086 ,00292 ,875 39514. ,005449 • 9877-116 
25 230.2 1,625 ,00257 ,770 34775. ,1105479 ,9877-06 
26 183, 0 1,292 ,00226 .677 30646. .P.05635 ,9853-06 
27 1115.3 ,743 .00168 • 501 22804. ,005911 • 9007-06 
OAlA SHEET 
DATA FOR :TOTAL WALL S4EAR 
5ERJ.ES 13 ALPHA . .363 
SLEEVE lNTF.RNAL DIAMETER c ,071l00M Pf.LA TIVE ROUGHNESS . .~001140 
CORE OUTER Ort.METER . , 0251\llM RELATIVE ROUGHNESS . .0000100 
TEST Pll P1 P2 P3 P4 PS FW1 TIME TEMP 
UNITS CM CM CM CM CM CM KG SEC OEGC 
1 46. r. 47.7 411. r 31.4 23. 3 15.3 6f,8, 132. 9 22. 3 
2 3?. 2 35,3 31.4 27.5 23.6 19,9 4011. 1;>1. 1 22. 3 
3 118.~ 121. 0 91.6 61, 7 31.q ?.. 7 832. 80.0 21. 9 
4 127. 1 129,? 96,fl 64.7 33.0 1. 9 761. 711.4 22.3 
5 26.3 ?..7. (.I 26. ll 24. 3 ::2. 5 211. 7 6fl5. 324. 0 22.3 
6 26.4 ?.7. 9 ?.~). 7 23.fi 21. 4 19.3 704. :rnr-. 3 22.3 
7 25.2 n. 4 25.3 23. 1 <.1. 0 18, 9 6611. 283.6 ;>::>. 3 
fl 30.0 31,3 ?.8. 2 2·· .• 1 ;>;>, 1 19,A B 13; 282.5 22.3 
'I JV,, 2 33.6 ?9, fl 26,2 2?. •. '> 1'1,fl 79fl. 2:,0. e 22. 3 
10 44. ~I ljf,.4 39,3 3;>. 0 24.8 17,8 750. 161, 1 22.3 
11 37.7 ] r1 • ~' 3a • ;> 28. fl 23, 4 1A,4 632. 160,2 22.3 
12 ~~. 3 ~-. ;..>. ~·: I! :1. 1 :n. 7 24.4 15. 3 66fJ, 1;>J. 3 ?2.3 
13 62.1 f.Ja.6 ~) 1. 7 3fl. 5 ?.5.4 12.6 668. 1~0.9 22. 3 
14 71, A 74. 1 ~,A. 3 4?.. 1 26. 1 1~. 2 711. 97. 1 2?. 3 











16 'IJ,fl 90. ·1 "74. II ~)?.?. Ji'. 2. (.1, il 7Q6, 9~.? 
1·1 , ,~ ~}. ? 1 11~ • q fl:l.r; ,)., • r, .-~ 1 . !~ ,, _ 7 f'· 1 ri. fH •• 1 
1ti l:J<>. 1 14 ~. 3 1 >'•5, ll ·; ,~. ti 3~.R 1. 3 74 3. 65.5 
19 11?. :> , 15. J WI.I\ ~~9. (~ ~11.6 ?., 9 7117. n.1 
211 11'3.?. rn6, 6 81, 7 St>. ~i Jr. 6 5,6 716, 75.5 
21 66, 1 67.7 5~.~ 39, ll 25.9 12,2 6119. rn,. 2 
22 5fl. H 61,?. 49,5 37. 1 25. 1 13,3 7fl7, 125.6 
23 4 ~). 9 48.A 39,8 3,. 2 ?.?.. 9 14,6 68~. 133.6 
RE SIJL T SHEET 
AEfolJL T5 FOR: TOTAL WALL SHEAf' 
SER.IES 13 
SLEEVE INTER'tAI. OTAMETER M • ~n0r,11 
ALPHA • • 36'.l 
RELATIVE ROUGHNESS • 
RELATIVE ROUGHNESS • CORE OUTER OlAMETEA • .A25411M 

























FORCE SHEAR FLOW 
GF N/112 113/S 
1132.B 5.867 ,r05A3 
536.~ 2,779 .~03311 
4118,3 21,329 .01r,4e 
44?.5,6 22,920 .111081 
248,8 1.2~9 ,00211 
298,A 1,549 .r0234 
296.1 1.533 ,0r.?.34 
4?.6,7 2.210 .er?.88 
512,9 ?.,656 .011319 
996.6 5,161 .~0466 
736.7 3.815 ,r.11395 
1296,A 6,716 .~?.542 
1811.1 9.3Ar .• e2662 
2223,9 11.518 ,AV7J?. 
2465.7 12.770 .e~770 
3066.1 15,880 ,Ae8B2 
3695.B 19,141 .oe977 
4836.9 25.051 .~1134 
3914;r. 2P..271 ,21009 
3517,9 18.219 .0~948 
1933.4 111.113 .110681 
1670,7 8,653 .~0627 
1163.4 6,025 .e0513 









































































DATA FOR :CORE WALL SHEAR 
SERIES 13 ALPHA • ,363 
177. 




































SLEEVE INTERNAL. DIAMETER • ,070e0M 
CORE OUTER OIAMETEA • ,0254P,~ 
RELATIVE ROUGHNESS • .CPl1140 
RELATIVE ROUGHNESS c ,0?:0Z10e 
TEST RE FT F2 
1 Jef!?.0. .r06a0r, .0A570A 
2 35Mr. .0r61n • r,r,556~ 
3 1rn ~r.r.. ,A059fl0 • r,r,5430 
4 450r.~. .A05fl10 ,p,r,532r 
5 5r.rf!0. • 0?.563~ ,0?.5220 
6 ~50~0. .0~55~0 .rr.513~ 
7 60r.r0. .. rr.5r. 110 .005040 
8 65000, .~05300 ,0P4980 
9 70000, • 0r5200 ,004900 
rn 75000, • r,05100 , AAa82A 
11 8A?.00, .P-~5~2~ .~r47B0 
12 fl5000, .004950 ,0P,47?.0 
13 9r.0A0, .0~49?.0 • 004680 
14 95r.r,0. • 0?.4fl211 ,004630 
15 1A?.0M0, .0~478~ ,00458111 
16 1?.f!f!00, • flf!458~ .~044?.0 
17 11lf!0??.. ,AA4430 ,0f~ll310 
1ll 16P.AP0, ,004320 .~04290 
AESIJLl SHEF.T 
RUilJLlG FOf':CnfiF. YI/ILL SHEAfl 
SERIFS 13 ALPHA c , 363 
SL[[l/f HITERri.~L OIA!IETF.fi • , Wl00~M Pfl.A1 TVF: flOUf;Ht;FSS m , P~V, 1111~ 
r.nFtE OIJTF.f\ flIAl.H.1 tR " • ~?·,nw• ffft.ATIVr AflllllHNUiS - • e00r. me 
TE' ST TnTAt. Sl.ff\/f' r:nHE r.nRF Rf F 1 
FORCF. r OHCE Fn"Cf: sm.AR 
UNITS fl fl r~ N/•J;> 












? 4. ,~?1 7. ti'·A 1. ~(1? ?.7~1 _,, r ~· n. .1~1~·u151 
J ~~ • I, q 14 J. '.l'l1 1. t,'JQ 1. :iUJ 4p~~1~i,. . r ~1'/'14tl 
4 6, ?.5El 4.?.w; ?. • 1154 4,072 4<;.fl~ll. ,H716f1 
5 7,487 5.0<>4 2,391 4,/46 ~.~on~. .r~6?6~ 
6 B,A5r 6, ;157 ?.,'JWj 5.'>39 ~>~lfH1"· .~ll6520 
7 rn. 141 7.~A? :i. ?5q 6, 46;:> 6rrr~. • ~063'!?. 
A 11,91?. fl, ?12 3.699 7.335 65ror.. , r1161P2 
9 13. 554 9,371 4. 1fl2 El, 293 ?ii~~~. • ('06027 
1~ 15. 260 rn. 502 4,67A 9.?75 ?~;,rnr. .r.0Sfl72 
11 17.~9~ 11, 94, 5. 150 10. 211 00n~~. ,r056e1 
12 19.~24 13 •. 111 5.714 11.:;:10 Ao•MO. • ~0~>5fl4 
13 21, 113 14, 746 6,317 12, 5<'5 nrrrn. .0r~5~6 
14 23, 140 16,J1~ 6.B~r 13. 544 95rnr, . r ;' ~-. ·~rl4 
15 25.427 17, A76 7,550 14, 9'12 1rr~1rn. • 0053.11 
16 :Vi. i'A3 24.A43 rn. ?.4r ?.P,305 1:;:·1rn0. , 1105021 
17 46, HlA 32.972 13. ;> 15 ;>6.?.i'5 14 [~ i'- V1 ~~ • ,V04761 
18 5A,A29 4;>,866 15.963 31,652 16r1100. .0044P.3 
ANALYSIS SHEET 
SERIES 13 ALPHA c .363 
SLEEVE INTERNAL OIA!AETER c ,07000M RELATIVE ROUGHNESS ft • 000114V. 
CORE OUTER OIAMETE R c .r.25110u RELATIVE RrJUGHNESS c , raar.100 
TEST TOF11 TOR?. TOR?. TOR1 TDR2 TORT R0 RE 
N/M2 NIM2 N/M?. 
TORT TORT TlJR 1 R2 
1. Jr~ 1 .891 ,6All 2. ms 1.441 1,618 .658 300~r. 
~~ 1.2?2 ,901 ,70A 2.701 1. 913 2. 123 ,.653 35000. 
3 1.253 ,9118 • 721\ 3.368 2,44~ 2,6A7 ,649 40e11~. 
4 1.232 ,916 • 743 4.1172 3. C25 3.3114 • 645 45?.P.?.. 
5 1,201 ,927 • 7??. 4.746 3.665 3.953 .640 5110?0. 
6 1,185 ,933 ,787 5.539 4.358 4. f,?2 ,637 55v,00. 
7 1. 104 • 933 • 7flfl 6,462 5.095 5,459 .637 6e00z. 
8 1. 166 ,940 ,806 7.335 5,909 6,289 ,634 650~0. 
9 1.159 • 942 ,A13 A,293 6,743 7, 156 ,632 7rn~0 • 
10 1. 151 ,945 ,021 9,;>75 7,614 8,056 .631 753110. 
11 1, 132 • 95?. ,A41 10.211 8,591 9,023 ,627 seeM. 
12 1. 1 ?.0 • 954 ,845 11.330 9,577 10.C44 ,.626 ,B501lr. 
13 1.124 ,955 ,850 12,525 10.646 11, 146 ,626 9~000, 
1<1 1, 1e9 ,961 .fl66 13, 544 11,735 12.216 "623 95r~0. 
15 1. 115 • 958 ,A59 14,972 1;>. F.162 13.424 • 6211 rnr00~. 
16 1,096 ,965 ,ABll 20.305 1?. 875 18.522 ,.621 1i'MP.0. 
17 1,075 • 973 .9~5 26.?115 23. 7?.ll 24. JAii .. 61? 140~~0. 
18 1,019 .993 ,974 31,652 311. 842 31.058 ,606 16e1100. 
DATA SHEET 
DATA FOR : SLEEVE WALL SHEAR 
SERIES 20 ALPHA .. • 000 
SLEEVE IN1'ERNAL DIAMETER c ,06903~ RELATI\'Z. ROUGHNESS ft ,.OC641All 
CORE OlJTtA OIAl'ElER . .0~0~0M RELATIVE RrJUGHNESS - .~~001130 
TEST SWll +WT SW1 PO FW1 TIME TEllP 
UNITS GF GF GF C'-'. KG SEC OEGC 
1 224, 6350, ?.?.4. 171,6 864. 75,9 22. 1 
2 224. 565r.. ;>80, 150. 7 81;>. 75,9 22. 1 
3 249. 3630. 251. Hi6,6 90A, 104. 6 22. i 
4 249, 2130. 324. 66,7 886, 134.ll 22,2 
~ 249. 11311. 100, 51, 6 7~fl. 136,0 ;>2. ;> 
6 215. 5000, 195. 135.5 916, 90.4 22. 0 
7 215. 300 0. 90. 92.~ 923. 115. 0 22.0 
8 215. 10011. 135. 43.5 A63. 180,6 22,0 
9 ;>1<;, 4011, 114. 30.6 706. 210.5 ;>2, 2 
10 230. 6r0. 87, 37.5 833. 210. 5 22,2 
11 ?.1?. 4110 ·' HA, '19,5 7 rn. 21V,. 5 22.2 
12 23r.. 300. 111A, ;>7. 2 476, 155.11 22,2 
13 230. 2110. 11lA. 25,4 458, 180,6 ;>2. 2 
14 230, ;>0P.. 117, 30.2 4;>6, 161. 1 22.2 
15 2JV,, Jlll'. AA, 29.3 560. 1f'•. ;> ?2.2 
16 230. 3~r. 112. ?.'J.6 59~. 18~. 6 22,2 
17 23~. 40~. 7'1, 32.;> 63~. 18~, I\ 22.2 
1B ;>3~. M~. 163. 37.6 6A9, 1fj 1, 2 ?.2.2 
19 n~. 11'~~. 1?.5. 114.?. fl76. "81, 9 22.?. 
;>0 ?.:W. 1?~0. (if>. 5;>. 3 963. 18M, '.l ?.? • 2 
21 ?.JV• 16:1~. 1 ~) ~). ?9.~ 711A, i;>i). 1 ?.? • 1 
2" '· ?.17. 15V.. 65, ?.7. 3 569, ? 17. 7 ;>?.,II 
?'.l ?.17, fHl~. ?07. ij;>. 2 7(,r,. 18?,?. ??. • ~ 
?.4 21'1, 1 fH~ ~. ?5?, h ~•~I ~J?7. 1 ?~." ?2.0 
?5 ;> 17" ?llr.(1, ?. ~ ~1. f, ~~ • H A5!i, i;>~.3 ;.>;'. 0 
?6 ?.17, :lll ;~ ~. 1'1'1. ~n,3 7SCJ. 9r.~ ??.r. 











28 217, 462~. 151, 151, 1 







RESlJl. TS FnR: f'l f.EVE WALL. SHE Ml 
SERIES 21l At.PHI\ • , 001' 
SLEEVE I~TlR~AL DIAMETER • ,06900U 
CORE OUTER DIAMETER • ,00~00M 
REL4TJVF. AOUGHNF.SS • ,00641~0 






























































































































































































































































.. 960 1-r.6 
, 96P 1-06 
• 9601-06 
SLEEVE INH.R~IAL. OIM~ETF.A m ,069001' RF.LA TI VE ROUGHNESS . ~00641~0 
CORE OllTEfl DIAMETER m ,00~00M RELATIVE ROUGHNESS - ,0?0~000 
TEST P0 P1 P?. P3 P4 P5 FW1 TIME TEMP 
UNITS CM CM CM CM CM CM KG SEC OF.GC 
1 171, 1 170. 3 126,2 86. <; 45,B 9. 1 874. 77. 3 22.P 
?. 95.6 97,0 75.4 54,6 31. 3 11;0 906. 119. 0 22,0 
3 ??.,fl 72,6 57. i' 43.0 27,0 13.7 978. 141. 5 22.1 
4 30.?. 32,8 27,8 23,6 19.4 15.5 6<>5. 1B3. 5 22. 1 
5 23,8 26, 'l 25,0 ?.3. 4 21, 6 20.2 ,,74, 20.r. 0 22.2 
6 39,3 42,, 36,? 32. r. 26,6 22,4 74H. 184.2 22. 2 
7 !i6. 1 5?,6 47.5 3?.9 27.5 18, 8 797. 142. 2 ??., 2 
fl 78,?. 80,2 63, 1 47,2 30. 1 15,2 en. 111.1 22.3 
9 9~. !i 96.5 74.4 53.4 3?.5 1(1. 3 9!17. 118. 4 ?.2. 3 
10 , 18, 4 119. 5 'I,~ r. 64.5 36. 0 1~.8 fl43. 9r~. 4 ?.? • 4 
·11 1:n.'· i:n. fl 101. 2 71. 1 38. 1 9. 1 772. 77. 1 22,4 
12 28 .• ?. 30. fl ?.B.:, 26, '/ ?4, 3 22,0 7'16, 291. 3 2;>. 0 
13 29,?.· 31. 7 2 9. f~ ?f., 6 23. 7 21, 83'.i. ?.7~. 0 22.0 
14 n.·1 34., 1 30. ·1 ?.7. ~; ;.>4.2 20,9 87<l, 7.62, tl ??.0 
15 33, 1 35,3 . 31, ;.>' ?.'7, ~ 2'.l. 2 1'?,1 87.9. 225,7 ;>2. 0 
16 35.4 38. 9 ' J'J. fl ?.0. 7 2]. ~) 1r.:; ?aB. 181. 3 22., 
17 3A. 1 4~,. ~ J':l, 7 27.9 7.1, 9 15. 6 fl04. 180, 1 ;;2, 1 
18 47,6 5 ,., ~ 4?.7 ~~. 0 26,4 18, 2 7!11. 15~.5 2?. 1 
19 58. '.l 61.5 50. fl 4~.4 ;>q. 9 19, ~j A7.5. 150.3 ?.2.2 
20 (;7. 1 90,0 71, ~ 57.. 7 34. 2 15.7 93~ .. 121, 4 22.2 











11EHllL T SHF.ET 
flESIJL TS f Oil: TtlTAt. WAI.I. SHLAA 
SERIES ?.II ALPHA • , ~~0 
180. 
SLf.EllF INTERNAL DIAl.lf.TF:fl ~ ,0691'nl·l 
CORE OUTER OIAMETEA • .~rr.~~M 
RELATIVE nnuGHNESS •• Pe641P0 









































































































































































SLEEVE INTERNAL DIAMETER = ,P,6940M RELATIVE RnUGHNESS a 
CORE OllTEfl DIAMETER . , P,Y,fl~P.M RELATIVE ROUGHNESS 
TEST SW0 +WT SW1 P0 FW 1 TVJE Tf.MP 
UNITS GF GF GF ·CM KG SEC OEGC 
1 155. 7420. 21~. 1°f• .• 0 931, 90,5 17.3 
2 155. 6~~~o. 265. 160,0 835. 90. 4 17.4 
3 155. 4500, 212. 126,3 838, 104.0 17,4 
4 155. 250~. 186. 77,0 738. 123. 1 17.5 
5 155. 1500, 97. 55.e 860. 18?.. 5 17 •. 5 
6 155. 800. 145. 38.0 729. 210. 3 17.5 
7 155. 300. 190. 22. e 378. 183.3 17.5 
8 155. 800. 150. 36,0 732. 21?..3 17.5 
9 177. 5000. 177. 139.0 882. 103,3 18.3 
rn 177. 7420. 289, 199.0 883. 85,8 18,3 
·11 177. 63?.0. 197, 176."0 fl87, 9?.,6 18,3 
1< 177. s2rr.. 121. 162. 0 !352. 97.4 18.3 
1~ 177·. 4r,00, 183. 12[]. 0 811. me. 0 18,4 
14 177. 4000, 138. 136,0 769. He,5 18.4 
15 177. 37P.0. 217. rn9. 0 932. 127,7 18.4 
16 177, 3?.?0. 174, 94. r, 830. 121, 2 18,5 
17 177, 2500. 1 ?.7. 76.0 730. 120. 1 18. 5 
18 177. 2000, . 1e8. 65.e 663. 1<'3.2 18.5 
19 177, 12r.0. 97, 49.0 676, 155.5 18.5 
2~ 189. 12 00. fl4, 4·7. ~ 792. 180. 7 17.5 
. 21 1fl9. 10e0. 22~. 4J. P. 710. 187. 1 17.5 
22 1fl9, 600, fl2. 39.~ 604, 185. 1 17.5 
23 1fl9. 400. 83. 27.?. 609, 219,0 17.5 
·24 1fl9. 300. 136. "". 0 
654. 280,6 17,5 
25 1fl9. 3r.r.. 196. 2~. Pl 7v.9. 328.2 17.5 
RE81JL T SHEET 
RES\JLTS Fnn :fiLFF.\/E WALL SHEM• 




























SLEEVE INTFflNAI. OIM~ETER • , 0694P.M 
CORF. OUTER DIAl!ElER • ,V0?,V~t.4 
RELATIVE PfllJ(lHNESS c , 0122500 
PELA1Ivr. F!Ol!GHNESS c .r.r0000~ 
TEST Ht.FF\/E 
rnRr:F 
UNI TS GF 
1 7397,f) 
2 ~)<) 11;. ~ 
J (14f,;- "' 
4 ?llfl~. ; 1 




































• r• 14r,49 



















1. n 1.i. 1 ~1. 'JQ7 • ,, :~ -~ ·1 'l • Q1(, ~<>41~ ...... • j• 1 ~{11 (~7 • 11~71-~5 
7 ?'oti.tl 1.fi·n • ~j ~. : ' ,,, (} • 54c, :F,J:lfl. , 1' 1?76"> , 1n1-rs 
0 Bi'tl, 9 ~·. 759 • nr:i11n . n n 59647 • , II 1'.H)~I) • 1~71-~5 
9 511:-:?.. 3 35. 7~~) .r1~n~~4 2.25? 1492:,9. • ~ 1<11'136 • 1~49-~5 
11'1 73411. q 5;:. 263 • ~ 11'29 ?. • 7?.1 1799'11>. • l'i 14 1?.?. ,rn4'1-r.5 
11 6~~;~n.q 4~. l~'ifl • ~fHl~)f\ ? • 5 ~:?. 1674°>1l, • ~ 11lrc;11 _ i9.14o_r5 
1? 521";? .11 37. 6117 • ~:~S?~> ?,312 1"2916. • r, 14066 • H"ll9-V~) 
13 451.1. 3 3;'. 139 • ni·1 fl 11 2. 1411 1tl? 1?4. • ~ 139114 , 1n4?-ll5 
14 41l61l. 7 20. 9rn ,l'lr.765 2,rn 1341'93. • "14131 , rn47-r5 
15 3676.9 26, 17'1 ,l'r?W 1,929 1279~r. .~14~64 • rn47-rs 
16 3?.17,2 ?.?. • 9~5 • ~r6fJ~, 1. Arn 120J~fl • .. ~13977 • 1r.44-l15 
17 zr,61. fl 1fJ.233 ·"r;,~n 1,607 1 ~67.'12. .~141?4 • rn44-~5 
1A 19"8. 1 14.2?5 .. ~i~s,·~n 1. 423 94541. • ~ 111~<;7 , 11'1411-05 
19 l?fl6,2 CJ. 157 ,Mra3c, 1. 149 76372. • P. 11867 .1Mll-P5 
?.P 131~. 9 9,333 , 11r43fJ 1, 159 75 rn7. .• 01391'13 .1n1-1115 
21 974,2 6,935 • 0r,379 1 .• 003 6502fl. ,013783 • rn71-~5 
22 711, 5 5,065 .l'lrV6 ,863 55917. ,013614 • 1071-1'15 
23 5~8.3 3.61.9 • ~ 0?.78 .735 47653 • ,013393 .rn11-05 
24 354.fl ?..526 .~~233 ,616 39940, .013307 , 1071-05 
25 294. 1 2 .1'194 , 1'11'1216 • 571 37019 • ,012839 , 1071-eS 
(1Al A SHF.ET 
DATA FOR :TOTAL YIALL SHEAR 
SERIES 3r. ALPHA = .1'100 
SLEEVE INTERNAL OIAllFTER - .r.694nM RELA TIVF PnUGHNESS . • ~1??5P,~ 
CORE !1UTER D!AMETf.R . • P.0P,0~1~ RELATIVE ROUGHNESS ft .0~~i0~r 
TEST pr, p 1 P2 P3 P4 PS F\li1 TIME TfMP 
UNITS CM CM CM CM CM CM KG Sf.C OEGC 
1 1Q5,0 191. 6 143.2 97. r, 51. 2 5. 1 872. 84.9 17.7 
2 120. 7 121, A 93.2 66.·) 4r.4 13.9 784. me. s 17.7 
3 81. 5 fl:i. ~ 65.4 4P..4 31. 8 15, v, 774. 12£\ .. 0 17.7 
4 66,2 68,2 54.6 42,4 30. 1 18, 0 821. 153.8 17.8 
5 146.8 14:,, 6 rnQ,8 75.6 41,3 7.0 02r .• 92, 3 17. 5 
6 32. [1 34. r, 29.9 26.0 22.2 18.4 551. 182.4 17,9 
7 24.2 26,7 25. P. 23. 3 21,6 ?[1, 0 561, 269.9 18, ~ 
8 28. ~ 31.0 27.8 25.4 23.0 19,11 5<:9. 21P.. 5 18. e 
9 41. 5 44. 1 ~7.5 32. 0 26, 1 20.5 668. 1P?,4 18,e 
10 194.3 19~. ,., 15~.5 101. fl 53,5 5.3 A54. 81 .• 9 17. 7 
11 9V,.1 90,6 71 .• 9 52. fl 34,2 14,8 661. 1e0."l 17,9 
12 81,3 7A,3 62.6 46.7 31.4 15. 1 7?.7 .• 121.5 17. 9 
13 75,8 73.5 ~9 .• 4 44.7 30, 4 16.4 f:AR, 120,4 17.9 
14 71. 7 6fl, 4 56,? 43.7 31,5 18, 7 647. 121. 1 17,9 
15 61. 0 59.7 49.8 39.4 29.2 19.4 669. 138.9 18, l'I 
16 55.6 53.7 45.4 36.3 27,7 19,5 672. 151'1. 8 1il. l'I 
17 53.2 50.5 42.8 35.6 27.7 19,8 792. 188, 1 18. 0 
18 48. 5 46. 9 40.2 33.3 26,9 r.0. e 745. 180, 8 18. 1 
19 45.5 43.4 37.2 31. 5 26, 0. 20.2 71'5. 216.4 1A.4 
20 39.6 37.9 33.6 20,A 24. 1 19.7 6fl9. 212.0 18.4 
21 34. P. 32. 1 29.4 26,2 23.5 20.4 631. 241. 7 18.4 
22 132. ~ 135.9 1113. A 70.4 39.4 7, 1 782, 91.4 17.7 
23 182,2 184.4 11\r.,fl 95,8 51. 4 6,9 909. qr,. 5 17.7 
24 112,7 115.2 89,3 63.9 3fl. 3 12.2 7?9, 95.6 17,7 
25 103. 1 ms. 0 82, I\ 59,A 37.3 14.6 724. 11'11'1. 9 17.7 
26 117.1 115. P. 89,6 63.9 30.3 12,6 728. 95.6 17.8 
RESULT SHEET 
RESULTS FOP:Tf1TAI. WALL SHEAP 
SEHIES 30 ALPH~. e • P.V.0. 
SLEEVE INTER!JAL OIP.JJF.lEH = , P,691\r,M 
CORE OUTER OIAMETER • ,00R'0M 
PELATIVf. RnUGHNE3S e ,01??~?.~ 


























· 612. r 
?64.3 




































• ~ v.;!(, 1 
.rnn 
• ~ Hll\3 
• r ?f,tj6 
• V;Z',90 
,U",'11 














?. • ·;~; 7 
1, 734 
~ • Sf1?. 
1.!111 
1,41? 

















• ~ 14131'1 
.~141119 





• ?, 13195 
• v 137111 
• ~ 14??.2 
• ~ 14112 
• ~ 14 111 
• ~ 11\~'jf:I 
.~1~'1q3 





























16 13~:.t1. 7 'l,Mll • rr1111r, , • 1711 77-~2.1 • • "1 'fl'l9 
1'I i :· 11 :~. h fl,'''" • f~ ('il ;) 1 1, 11·• 7.H,~lQ. • "11n1;• 
10 ,~~=)~.? 7,516 • rr:1ci3 1, AJA 68?7fl. ,e11961 
19 91'6. 3 6,452 • "il161 • 9~,q 63571, , ll 1411):' 
211 7?.7.. 7. 5. 141 • 0~1?.5 • fl~9 56955. .1113930 
21 461. p. 1. ?fl;> , ('r?61 ,69r 115751. .11 nnrn 
22 !irf,6.2 J6.P6A • ~H'f\Sfl 2,?h~ 1473511. ,P141111 
2., 69'1,. q ll'l.778 • r rnr11 2.655 17?9fl3. .1'111121 
2~ 41~113. 5 2A.7il7 • ~r·163 2, 016 13132A, .r1416B 
25 3554.?. 25. 3V.4 ,M7Hl 1,B97 123576 • • r14065 
26 M?9.3 2A.6A6 .M762 2. 013 131476, .014157 
[)ATA SHF.F.T 
OATA FOfl :!1t.EEVf. WALL SHEAR 
St: RIES 3?. ALPHA . ,?:!A 
c;..EEVE INTl'HNAL OIAMETER m • lln94r1.1 RELATIVE ROUGHNESS . 
CORE nun.R [l!AMEH.R a 0 111655M RELATIVE ROUGHNESS 
TEST swr +WT S\111 Pll F\111 TIME TEMP 
u~·ITs GF GF GF CM KG SFC OEGC 
1 1A7. 7?011, 225. 266, II A1?. 90,4 19,5 
2 96, 411 '.'I'. "5. 1~6.0 769, 114.4 19.9 
3 96. 3:·1111. 151, 119, II 86'1, 15e,5 19.5 
4 96, 21111~. 162. 91.1' A57. 180.6 20.2 
5 132. rn011, 56, 56.11 638. 181 .• 1 ?.II. 2 
6 132. 5110. 85. 411 .• 11 63~. 247.fl 20.2 
7 132. 411r. All. 35. r. 829. 361.;: 20.2 
8 1 :i2. 31' II. 54 .• 29.0 768. 36~.7 2~.2 
9 132. 7500. 86. 282.0 A08, 87.6 20.2 
11! 132. 61'0~. 277. 222.0 807. 93. 1 20.3 
11 132. (,~ 0?.. 186. 219.0 747. 91.3 20.3 
12 132. 6oer.. 43. 2311. 0 817. 98.3 211. 3 
13 132. 5~00. 259. 198.0 707. 95.4 20.4 
14 132. 45011. 2511. 173. 0 649. 92. 1 20.4 
15 132. 1iv,~r.. 402, 161, e 676, 104. 1 20. 4 
16 132. 3500. 78. 138.0 795. 125.6 2~.4 
17 132. 31l!IP.. 62, rn9.11 B51. 144.2 20.5 
10 132. 25V-11, 163. 1~7.7 796. 1511. 2 20.5 
19 132. 1A0V,. 201. 88.0 8r.3. 181.6 2e.5 
21! 132, 15?.0. 3~. 75.0 816. 190.5 20.5 
21 132. 1200. 2A. 64. II A21. 211. 6 20.5 
22 132. 100r. 306. 54. 0 853. 276.6 20.5 
23 132. ne. 144. 48,0 760. 267.5 20.5 
24 132. 5rn. 17fl. 39.0 1n. 300.9 20.4 
25 132. :ire. 115. 22.0 579. 301. 1 2?..4 
26 132. 300. 94. 27.0 662. 327,ll 20,4 
RESULT SHEET 
RESULTS FnR:St.EEVE WALL SHEAR 
















SLEEVE INTERNAL OIAMETER • ,A694~M 
CORE OUTE~ OIAMETER ~ ,01655M 
RELATIVE RnUGHNESS • .~1225~0 


















































1 :11?. 'I 
f::; ·~. 1 
6'14; 1 













































































1, ?~ 1 
1 • ,~ fl1l 
.B6t1 
.796 

































• ~ 1541111 











• r 1f:16? 
• 015931 
• r.1~AH1!6 
, ll 15fl76 
• p, 1';$11.3 










































3 Hl. il 
340,3 
FOH :TOTAL 












2fl5(•7. .111'.>6r6 .9'17?-06 
30075 •• 1115~49 ,9972-06 
ALPHA . • ?.J8 
Sl.E EVE I"hHIAL OIAMF.Tf:R . , rti 0 11~M flf'LA TIVE ·ROllGHNE~S . • ~ 1?'.'Sl1r 
CORE oun:n OI l\'.•t. Tf Fi . , I~ 1655M RELATIVE ROUGHNEf'S . ,115354011 
TEST P:' P1 P?. P3 P4 P5 FW1 TIME TEMP 
UNITS CM CM CM CM CM CM KG SEC. OEGC 
1 ?.50. 5 ?.5P,?. 1'll1.5 1'.1?,I' 71. 1 13,0 Anr. 9?.. 0 1A.9 
2 ?63, \1 261,?. 2116, 1 13'" r 71.?. 9. r. fl30. 92.3 18. 9 
3 184, R 1f!h, 5 140.9 'lh,?. 52.2 8.5 7?4. 93. 1 19.0 
4 1fl4,fl 1fl7,0 14~. 7 96,?. 52.9 8,6 7r11. 'l3, 1 19.0 
5 12fl.5 131.11 100. 9 71. 5 42.5 13, 3 926, 151, 0 18. 9 
6 12fl.5 131. fl 1V.1. ~ 71.5 43. 6 14. 0 926, 151, 0 18.9 
7 fl6,2 8fl. 8 70.3 52.7 35. 1 17.2 876, 182.6 18, 9 
8 86,2 B'l,0 70. 3 52.7 35.?. 17.1 fl76, 182,6 18.9 
9 • 0 48. 3 4~. fl 33.4 26,9 19,2 748. 242,9 18,9 
10 ,11 55,9 47, fl 38. 1 29.3 2~.8 830. 245. 1 1fl. 9 
11 • 0 43.6 37.6 31. fl 26.6 21, 1 811, 3en.9 1fl. 9 
12 •A 48,5 41. 3 34.4 27,7 21, 0 781, 260,3 18. 9 
13 ,r, 67.4 54.3 41.fl 29,6 17.3 715. 178,2 18,8 
1.:; .11 57. fl 47,5 37.6 27. 1 17,2 fl69, 240.2 18,8 
1~ 121,3 118,6 92, fl 67. 1 42, 11 16,5 71l4. 123.6 1fl. 9 
16 123.0 123.3 96, (, 69,7 43.~ 16,fl 733. 125.2 1fl.9 
17 153. r, 155.4 11fl. 5 fl?.. 5 46,7 rn. 6 677. 99,8 18.9 
18 ?.?.fl.~ 227.8 174. 1 119.~ 63.9 9,3 737. 88. r. 18.9 
19 265 .11 263,9 197.9 131. 6 72. 8 9,8 813. 90.7 19.~ 
20 .r. 8~.4 61\. 4 49.n 33.8 18,4 693. 155.7 19.0 
21 • e 66.1 53.7 42. 1 3~.6 18,9 9fl5. 25?..8 19.0 
22 163.0 1611.11 122. 1 fl5. 5 40,8 11, 9 689. rn~. 1 19. 1 
23 218.~ 214.7 16n.0 11P.. 3 6P-. 5 10. ~ 822. 1e2. 5 19. 1 
24 .11 68.11 55.11 42.9 31. 0 18.9 636, 160.4 19. 1 
25 98,?. 99,r. 77.5 57, 1 37.2 16.9 682. 134,2 19.1 
RESIJLT SHEET 
RE SUL TS FOf':TOTAL WALL SHEAR 
SERIES 32 ALPHA ~ .238 
SLEEVE INTERNAL OIAMOER ~ ,0694r.M RELATIVE ROUGHNESS ~ , 012;>5a~ 
CORE OUTER DIAMETER . ,01655M RELA TIVf. ROUGHNESS ~ ,r,535110~ 
TEST TOTAL TOTAL AU!.K BULK RE FT KINEMATIC 
FOPCE SHEAR FLOW VEL VISCOSITY 
UNITS GF N/M2 . M3/S M/S M2/S 
1 8Fl0fl.3 511. 635 ,C1Hl70 2.437 1211SS9. ,017r.46 • 1r.34-05 
2 9486. 1 54,531 .• ('0fl99 2.521 128E;>0. ,017167 • 1034-e5 
3 6598,9 37.934 .0~756 2. 12r 1~8591. ,016888 .1~32-~5 
4 6597.4 37.925 • 0~7;;6 2. 120 1~8591. ,A168fl4 • rn32-e5 
5 4'.l59.? 25,06;> .~C6'JJ 1.71'l 8705?.. ,016964 ,1~3~-0~ 
6 4347. 8 24.994 • r.r.613 1. 719 8785P,. • 016918 • 1PJ4-05 
7 2647.3 15, ;> 18 .0~4fl0 1, 345 68724. .016832 • H34-A5 
8 2654.7 15,?60 .0~487 1,345 657,:4. . ,~ 16879 • 1034-~5 
q 1?69,9 6, 15~ .r~3ra .863 44115. .e16509 .1034-05 
10 131f;, ;> 7,566 , v:n19 • 91l9 48511 • ·'~16796 • 1034-05 
11 fl31. r, 4, 777 .0~<'70 • 755 38611 • .• 016740 • 1 ?.311-05 
1? H1A,0 5.P.52 • 01~] ~ ... ,841 42'l8;:>. • 016:0117 • rn34 •. ~5 
13 1853.4 10.654 • v.r.4i' 1 1. 125 5733fl • ,016847 .rn31-05 
14 15117,6 8.667 • '~~1 .'UJ?. 1, 014 51700. , 01f.B'>6 ,1037-05 
15 37fl3. 'J 21. 7~;;; • :'057~ 1,597 81595. .V.1716~1 ,1~34-05 
16 '.l953. 0 2?..72t. • :' ~5fl5 1, 641 83fl70. • r 1 r,r•76 • 1034-V.5 
17 5362.7 Ji'. r2n • r11r-.7r. 1. 901 97177, ,017~54 • 1034-05 
18 811'>. f> <Jh, 676 • 01'!137 2.347 119975 • • 016940 .• 1P34-0~ 
19 9397,6 54, l\2.1 • ~:i.fl<i6 2. 51;> 1?'l723. • 017116 .1032-0'.i 
?II 2~94. 1 13. 1Bll • r,01111', 1, 24R f,3917. ,V.16946 .1~32-l'5 
21 1743.6 rn. ?.23 .~~3qr, 1. 092 55954. ,016RA6 .1~32-~5 
22 5/lfJ?. 9 31.519 • ~ ;~r,~.e 1. 929 9'l16H, • V.16935 • lr.29-~5 
23 7~,51 J> 43, 411 • 0?.'W? 2,24fl 115c,117. ,l1171fl3 • 1?.29-~5 
24 1A13.3 rn. 4;>4 • ~~·1r:7 1, 111 _;7~0~. , r 16fl7fl • rn 2'J-'15 












[l1\ 1 A !all 1.1 
DATA FOR :CnRE WALL SHEAR 
SERIES 3? ALPHA • ,?38 
SLff\/E INTFRNAL OlM•ETFR ~ ,?(191\r,M flFLATTVt nn11[;llNF.!JS •• rP?'il'r 
CORE nuTEA DIAMETER •• 01651lM RELATIVE Rntl(;HNFSS •• 1'15351\~~ 
TEST RF. FT F;> 
1 40r.rP.. • ~ 165?.11 .015s5111 
?. 45M"· .~166Ar .P.1snr 
3 s~r.1•111. • r 167'>1' , ~ 1SRI'~ 
4 ssrr~. , ? 16fl "•I' .~1<;qr~ 
5 6r1•1'r. • 016'nr .~1<;qR~ 
6 6<;11:·~. • 01t)950 • 016~?1'! 
7 7~~i~A. • ~ 1 7 :~r,0 • ~ 16r70 
B 75~1~0. • 017?,?11 .~1610~ 
9 B~r1•0. • r nor. • 01(,11 ~ 
11'! 8501'~. ·.~17~3~ • 0161 rn 
11 90"or. .P.17~1\0 ,016130 
12 95?110. • 017115~ • 0161')P, 
1J 10\'l)rl'!, .r.1n<;0 • I'! 16150 
11\ 11r~f11'!. ,017?,')0. • 016151'! 
15 1?. I~ I~ r I'! • .o17~5r ,P1615~ 
16 13VOC0, .P.1705~ • r 1615r 
flESIJLT SHEET 
RE Eli TS FOR:CORE WALL SHEAR 
SERI s 32 ALPHA . .238 
SLEE t-: INTERNAL OIAUETER . ,r.691\l'!M RELATIVE flClUGHNESS - ,P12?5~~ 
CORE OUTER DI AMF.TEA . , r.1650M RELATIVE ROUGHNESS . , P5351\Cll 
TEST TOTAL SLEEVE r.ClRE r.oRE RE F1 
FORCE FORCE FORCE SHEAR 
UNITS N N N N/M2 
1 8.99q 6.844 2. 155 6,5BP- 40P-00. • 02~600 
2 11. 5r,0 fl.745 2.755 8,1109 45~~c. ,02~802 
3 14,257 rn. 865 3,392 rn .• 353 5e0~r.. .~20746 
4 17.354 13.230 4. 1?.4 12. 58fl 5!')0r.0. ,0?0846 
5 20.750 15,824 4. 9?7 15.038 6000r.. .0?.0926 
6 24.382 18.618 5. 764 17,595 65000. ,0?.0862 
7 28.3M 21. 659 6.7~1 20.455 7~rv,0. .0?.0912 
8 32.595 24. 911 7.6fl4 23.456 750M. • n0B90 
9 37.11'8 28.36~ B.747 26.701 8~r.00. ,0?.0900 
rn 41.A91 32,r16 9. 87'.> 3~1. 143 PS·' I'!?.. .0n9r.0 
11 46. 99?. 35.938 11,051\ 33.741 9r.0~0. .~2?.868 
12 52.3£19 4r.. 092 12.297 37.537 9500:·. ,02~£135 
13 58.r.49 44.423 13.6?6 4 1, 592 1e~0~0. .020835 
14 70.23q 53.75? 16 .• 487 5;1, 3?7 110rr~. • ~?.Ml35 
15 83.59~ 63,q(,9 19,621 59.893 120 ~i r,. • e?rB35 
16 98. 1r.2 75.075 21.028 70.291 130000. .02re35 
ANALYSIS SHEET 
SERIES 32 ALPHA . • 238 
SLEF.lit. INTERNAL DIAMETER = ,r694PM RfLATlVE ROUGHNESS = .r1225~0 
CORE OUTER DJAMETER . ,016')0M RELATIVE RflU[iHNE'SS n ,r.5354rr. 
TEST HIP 1 T!lR?. T!lR?. TOR 1 T!lR2 TORT R;' f'E 
N/' .. •? NIM? N/M2 
TORT TORT TOR 1 R<' 
1 1,247 ,941 • 75'> 6.snr ~ • Of-.i? 5.?.76 • 5 3?. 4~0?.r.. 
2 1,?4? • ql: 1 ,755 fl.~~9 6,346 6. 743 .5J2 1151100. 
3 1. 23'i ,9<1:l ,762 H, 3?3 7. 885 8.359 • 530 5Vr.0L 
4 1,237 ,944 .763 12. 5flfl 9,M1 H1, 175 .530 550r::-. 
5 1. 236 • q44 ,764 15' V: :;l~ 11. 484 12. 167 ,53~ 6r 7i !i' '~ • 
6 1 .231 ,94'> ,76P, 17. 5'J5 13. 511 ·;4. 2'l(: • 5;>9 650~? .• 
7 1.n0 • 9~5 ,76R 2r. l! 1 >~' 1°,. 719 16,6?9 • 5;>9 7~~~~. 
fl 1.2?7 ,946 • 771 2 :~. f; ~)6 1H. ~7fl 19. 111 • 5?.fl 7<,?, 07'. 
9 1,2;;>7 • 946 • 771 ?f>,7~1 ?.0.~t12 ? 1. 7'..>7 • 528 p,?. VJ i~ r. . 
1~ 1. ?.?7 • <J46 • '171 W,1li3 ;o. ?35 ?4. 562 • :,;>fi 05,0H~, 
11 1. ;>?') • 947 • '17'.l '.n.7·1~ ?6. "B1 ?7 • c;~J) • 5?FJ 9?.~ 11 ~. 
1?. 1. ?;??. ,'JI\" ,77~ 37. ~<i7 ?.9. 09(, 3~. 71'/ • ~l?.7 9~)'10.~ • 
13 1. ?.?~ . • CJC17 , 77c) 41.59?. 3?.. ?39 J.1. r,:i6 • ~:,?·} rn~v,vr . 
14 1, ;>?;> • 947 .n~ ~Jr.. ~1?.7 39. v,09 ~ 1. 1113 • 5?7 111•0?~ • 
1 !> 1. ?.?.2 • 947 • 77<; ~9. fV?3 .16. 4:>4 ~ 9. r.11 . 5?.7 , ? ~~ 0 pf' . 











OATA !'illfl T 
01\11\ f {If\ : f; l. ~ t \I l ~'fll. l. ~;1H /.\Fl 
SEBIEfi 31 /\l PHA . ., 371, 
SLEEVE INTf.H~AL OI J\'-IETF.fl ~ • ~1 69tH~M f<U.ATIVf Anur;HrJt·. ~;s 
CO Rf OllTfH DlAMETU1 . , ";>61 r.M fH.l.A T IVE ROLl(-il INF S ~l 
TEST ~iW ~ +WT ~iW 1 p~ f Y, 1 TT!!E Tf.MP 
UNITS GF GF GF f:M K(; SEC ou;c 
1 29:-\. 71~ ~?. 3A!1. :irJ. ~ 757. 99. 2 15. 3 
2 293. l)C,~p,. ?.'!~. ?~6.~ 7~1tl. 1?3. ct Vi./) 
3 29:1. 3';H, 23~1. 15f.," 71, 1, 141. 4 1". 5 
4 293. >".·~r. 10(,, 113. ~ 7~1.?. HJ~. 3 1 ~J. s 
5 ?93, 1 :1 r~ ri • 1Q6, t-l(,. 1- 1ir•r. ?64,6 , 5. ~· 
6 ('''3. c; (~ 1' • 30. :·6. ~ 7~il, nB.4 1 :, • h 
7 29:l, 5~P.. 27Q, 43.? c: t ~ ;1 • ?7;'. 7 15,6 
8 293, 7~~0. 365. W4,0 P.0 r.. rn4.4 , t'",. f, 
~' ;.-t1:J. '.'50V.. 325, 165.~ 8r5. 1:,:
1 • 4 ir..6 
1? 293. 7r00, ~~ f, 5 . 3Y4.?. 921. 120,6 15,6 
11 ?95. 1>0:'0. 313, 3~6.0 717. rn 1. 3 15,4 
12 295, 50~P. 240, 225,0 777, 119.4 15.4 
13 295, 45~0. 149, 212,0 761. 12?. 5 15, 4 
14 ?95. 4000. 262, 172. 0 624, 11A, 3 15.4 
15 295, 30 0 ~. 12'.l, 148. 0 679. 132.7 15,5 
16 295, 3500. 189, 160. 0 617, 112. 4 15.5 
17 295. 3rr.0. 377, 131. r, 780. 158,8 15. 5 
18 295, 250~. 14. 126.~ 744. 155.0 15,6 
19 295, 2000, H'2. 112.~ 797. 186. 4 15.6 
20 295. 15~r. 94. 86. r, 795. 211. 0 15,6 
21 295. 12r~. 44, 74. ~ 753. 215,8 15,6 
22 295. 1~~0. 39. 65,0 96~. 295.4 15,6 
2:> 295, sre. 162, 47,0 743. 321.5 15. 6 
24 295. 210. 152. 38.~ 724. 423.~ 15.6 
25 295. 300. 131, 42. 0 80~. 4~ i. 4 15,5 
RESULT SHEET 
RESULTS FOR:SLEEVE WALL SHEAR 
SERIES 33 ALPH~. • , 376 
185. 
" • r. 1 <.25 :~ ~ . • ?,334611~ 
SLEEVE INTERNAL OIAMETER • .~694eM 
CORE OlllER OIAMETER • .~2611M 
RELATIVE ROLJGHNE~S • .1122~RB 














































































































• r,z 1? 1 
























































OAT/\ Fllf> 'TOTAL WAl..l. Sllf:AR 
SfHH~;. 33 Al.Piii\ • , 376 
F2 
.1117962 
.• ~ 18214 
• 0 Hl321 
, ~ 1fl343 










• 0 18333 





• v, rnr.:rn 
.• r, 1799~ 
.017965 






























SUEVE J.NTf.f1'1Al. OIM<FTFR •• ~644?.M 
cnm r11JTEH Oll·!IETf'I' •• ~7.f .• rnM 
fiELATIVF Rnur;HNl'fic; " .~1225?·~ 
f'[l.llTJVE rn11GHNf-~;:-c r. • 0J31\6:Hl 
Tf.!i T PV: f'1 f'?. f'J f'tl f'~) FW1 lIM[ TEW' 
UM 1 Tfi r.M CM CM CM CM CM yr; r,Er: or Gr: 
1 . ~~ ~1~9. 9 ? ] ~~. t1 ir.n,r, Art.') 11,? 'JM, 1? ~. t; 1:i.ll 











:; • n 4 ~). 9 ~q. (J 3~.6 ?7. <) 21. 9 6~r.. 
4 • 0 113.2 r:r..? 63.6 t111.r: 16.2 7t15. 
5 • r 7fl. ~; t'i'.i. ~) 4f1.6 :\~. 7 19. 3 71R. 
6 . ~ 47.6 4!L0 J?..?. ?4.7 17. 1 flV7. 
7 . ~ 11fl,I' 9? .. 7 67,7 a~.;> jQ.0 791. 
" • r 174. r 13•1.ll 'M.il 55.4 16.fl 776. ' 
9 ,11 271. 1 ?.r3. 7 1'39.2 74,'I 11. 5 fl33. 
1M • 0 ?.46,2 1 f](,_ 6 1:-'8, 1 6fl.4 17.. 2 .941 • 
11 .11 236.3 1flr'. 4 12?.9 6fl.6 17.. 7 7'19. 
1:> . ~ 17?.. 3 132. f, 91. fl 53.6 14. 1 6flfl, 
13 . ~ 15~.fl 1?!'. 7 fl4. fl ~11. 7 15. fl A15. 
1'l • r 124.5 97.5 l)fl. 3 43.3 16. 3 7fl9. 
15 • 0 112.2 Afl.1 63.5 39.6 16.1\ 812. 
16 . ~ 1~6. ;:> fl?.. 9 6P,7 3fl. 6 16.6 779. 
17 . ~ 99.3 7fl. 1 57.3 37. 1 17.3 781. 
1~ .r. fl7. r 70.3 c, 3. 0 35.fl 18, 3 84r. 
19 • r 68.fl ~">(i. A 44.7. 37.. r, 2r. 1 9~·0, 
2r • p 59.2 49.9 40. 1 30.5 U.8 949. 
RESllL t SHEET 
RE8Ut.T8 FOR :TnTAl. WALL SllEAP 
SEflIES 33 ALPHA s • 376 
186. 
774.2 15.4 
1f!i'. 6 15. 3 
;· 1V. 4 15.4 
3?'i. 9 15.4 
1fl0.5 15. 5 
141. c 15.6 
11fl. 3 15.4 
125.2 15.4 
121. 5 15.4 









SLEEVE INTERNAL OIAMETER • .P694~M 
CORE OUTEP OIAMETER - .~2610M 
RELATIVE ROUGHNESS •• ~122s0r 









































































• r. ;l ~) :) ?. 
• ~ r21q 
• r• ~4 35 
• 0i3.11 




























































OATA FOR :CrRE WALL RHEAR 
SERJF:fi 33 Al_PHA s .376 
FT 
• r.19124 
,, (·~ 1 r:-: {1 1 ?. 
• ~ 1fl382 
• ~ 1f·9?· ;,• 
• ~ 1R762 
.• V,1fl346 





































SLEEVE lNT~RNAL DIAMETER • ,A694!U 
COR~ OUTER DIAMETER • ,12610M 
RELATIVE ROUGHNFS~ - .n1225r~ 
RELAfivr ~DUG~lNEGS c .~3346~~ 
TEST PE FT F? 
1 2s~rr.. • P, 1fl33fl . r nil~~ 
2 3f' '~~ r.. • r Hl5.'r. .01frnr1~ 
3 35v,r0. • p. 1 G6fH~ • ~ 1fl[Jh(l 
<1 4r.v.~r.. • f 1ri21 r • r.1fl17~ 
5 l\',~M. • ~ 1fl9?. !·:· ,01[;?.?11 
6 ~);~~~~~. • ?1fl97(~ • 01fP47. 
7 5~,r~r. .~19V1~ • ~ 1R2tJ?; 
fl 6(q~ri~. .. ~ 1'-HYJ~ .r.1fJ;;~r 
9 tS ~-. r~ r"'. • 019rfl~ • r.1fl??I' 
1 r '/f< r 0. ~. • n 1<J11~ .• 0Hi1'10 
11 7<;1•crn. .r1'.J1~~ • f! 1fl 1'.0 
1;! r.r.:•~P,. • ~· 191 ti~ • r, 1fi 1 ~ !l 
13 FJ~rrr. . ~ 1911\0 .~1P.?1C 











AESlll TS F OH :r.C1HE Wiil.i. SHEAR 
f,Efllf. ~ J:l 
187. 
ALPHA. • .376 
RLEEVE INH.RN.~l. flIAM[TER • • 0694~M 
CORE OUTER fllAMETFR • .~261MM 
PfLATl'/F Rriur.HW'SS •• r122c;r·~ 























































































































SLEEVE INTERNAL OIAMETE.q . .~694~M REL.A Tl VE Anul>HNEC'S u .~1225~0 
ccrnE OUTER OJ.Ar.oETER . , r?.61rM RELATIVE RnUGHNESS . ,r3346r0 
TES"'." TnR 1 TOR2 TnA2 TDR1 TnR2 TORT pr, RE 
N/M2 N/M2 N/f.1.2 
TORT TCJPT TnA1 R?. 
1 1. ~70 • 974 • 91" 3. 'i51 3.324 3,413 ,6?.6 . 25~~~. 
2 1.~?6 ,971 ,903 5. 347 4.827 4,969 .6?f} 3~r. r.~. 
3 1. 085 ,968 • 092 7. 401·1 6,599 6,816 ,6?.9 351~ r;' ~ .• 
4 1, ~9P ,966 ,886 9.?78 8.66? 8, 96? ,630 a~rr.r. 
5 1. :~9~ ,963 ,877 12.530 1~.993 11. 415 ,632 4500?. 
6 1.102 ,962 ,8?2 15,576 13,587 14. nr ,633 50P.00, 
7 1, 1?.6' .96? . 868 18.955 16.449 17. 134 ,633 55~Pt'. 
8 1. 114 .<?~? , 8~i'I ~2.783 19.565 20.444 ,635 60M~. 
9 1, 1 ?.0 ,955 ,853 2h,897 ?.2.936 24. P,19 ,636 65~?.r. 
1~ 1.128 ,952 • 844 31.471 26.557 27.900 .637 n~~~-
, 1 , • 138 ,948 • 834 36.490 30.419 32.078 • 639 75?.00 • 
12 1. 144 ,946 • fl::?6 41. ?71 34.515 36.49fl ,64e 8rrrr . 
1'.! 1.1!;4 • 942 '816 47.556 38.813 41, 203 ,642 r.sef'r. 













Details of the expansion of the terms in the mean flow 




for convenience they are given here: 
A A A 
Derivatives of the unit vectors r, e and x 
"' "' ar 
0 




ae A = e = - r ae ae 
A A 
ar 0 ae 0 = = ax ax 








aur A au8 A auX u --r+u --e+u --x r ar r ar r ar 
aur A aue A au A 
u --r+u --e+u __!_x x ax x ax x . ax 
aur + ue aur 




..JL+u -- r 
r x ax 
__!,_+-__!_+ x A au ue au au J 
ar r ae ux ax x 
A 
ax 
0 = ar 
ax = 0 ae 
A 
ax 











B.3 Expanding V2u into cylindrical coordinates 
1 a r ar 
1 a [ au A au8 A aux A) = - - r "'rr r + r -- e +r-- x r ar 0 ar ar 







A a2u A a2ue A a2ux 
r--r-+e--+x--




r aur) + L a2ur - Ur - L aue + a2ur] ; 
ar J 2 "'82 2 2 ae 'I 2 r o r r ox 
+ [i .L (r aue) 
r ar ar J 
ur - L aue]; 












B.4 Expanding ~·V~ + ~(V·~) into cylindrical coordinates 




"' "' "') (au 1 aru 1 au8J u r+u e+u x ~+---r-+--­
r e x ax r ar r ae 
x r r r 
[ 
au U aru U aue] A 
u --+---+--- r r ax r ar r ae 
[ 
au U aru U au J A x x x x x + u --+---+--- x x ax r ar r ae 
u•Vu + u'il•u = r r r r r r [ 
au u aru ue au u aue au 
ur Tr + -r ar + -r ae + -r ae + ux Tx 
u•Vu = 
aux Ue] A 
+ u -'"'- - - r r ox r 
au au8u J A + ~ + __ r_ e 
ue ax ar 
[ 
au u aru ue au u aue x x r x x + u --+---+---+---
r ar r ar r ae r ae 
au aux] A 
+u~+u--x 
x ax x ax 
[1:. .L (ru2) + 1:. .L (u u ) + ~x (uxur) - ru~J ; r ar r r ae r e 0 












Substituting the appropriate results obtained in B.2, B.3 
and B.4 into Eq. 49, yields Eq. 50 the mean flow equations in 
cylindrical coordinates. 
